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Maritime 

Indonesians are now 

However, one main hurdle the competitors 

i 

seeking to acquire the know-how that will eventually 
enable them to provide for their maritime sector 
themselves. 

[Text] Foreign competition to provide Indonesia with 
vessels and port facilities is growing stronger, and 

the Dutch companies seem to be those favoured for 
selection. 

have to face is Indonesia's discontentment with the 

Kuala Lumpur BUSINESS TIMES in English 3 Oct 84 p 12 

one-way purchasing of hardware. 

NETHERLANDS FAVORED FOR MARITIME DEVELOPMENT PLAN 
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PHNOM PENH SECURITY, MY SAMEDY, SCHOOL COURSES PROFILED 

Kuching THE BORNEO POST in English 11 Sep 84 p 5 

[Article by Barry Wain: “Tourist Spot? ...Rifle Fire...Missing Relatives"] 

[Excerpt] The shooting started at 11 p.m., two hours after curfew. 

Automatic rifle fire cut the night in the main street of Phnom Penh near 
the Monorom Hotel, where aid workers, visiting correspondents and occa- 
sional tourists are accommodated. Startled guests tumbled from their beds 
to take a look, nervously keeping their lights off. 

Outside, Kampuchean militiamen moved in the darkness. Vietnamese soldiers 
billeted in a building across the street peered down their rifle barrels. 

A reporter who tried to get out of the hotel to see what was happening 
found the front door locked as it is every night. A hotel employee slept 
blissfully in a hammock in the lobby, undisturbed by events outside. 

The firing continued sporadically for half an hour, interspersed with 
shouting. One burst was fired from the sidewalk outside the hotel. A mili- 
tary motorbike with sidecar roared through the stillness and stopped nearby. 
A van joined it. Civilians started gathering to watch, keeping their dis- 
tance. Gradually, they drifted away as it became clear the episode had 

ended. 

Wheat was it all about? Come dawn, everybody had their own explanation. A 

fight among drunken soldiers, said hotel staff. A couple of robbers who had 
been caught in the act, said others. 

Not for the nervous tourist. 

Darryl Bullen got everything he wanted from a visit to Kampuchea, including 

a mother-in-law. 

The 35-year-old Australian nurse and political activist didn't go as a 
tourist. He was on a special mission. 

Mr. Bullen was trying to locate the relatives of his wife, Phan Chan Thu, 

31. Specifically, he wanted to establish if Ms. Chan Thu's nine brothers 
and sisters and their mother were still alive. 



Ms. Chan Thu's family life had disintegrated, as it did for millions of 
Kampucheans, when the Khmer Rouge seized Phnom Penh in 1975. While all 
cities were evacuated and their residents forced to labor in the country- 
side, she was kept working at a textile factory in the capital. Her only 
family contact in the next 3s years was a fleeting conversation with an 
uncle. 

When the Vietnamese invaded the country in late 1978, Mrs. Chan Thu was 
among tens of thousands who were driven northwestward at gunpoint by the 
retreating Khmer Rouge. Eventually, she and other disease-ridden and 
starving survivors staggered across the border into Thailand. 

In a camp for illegal immigrants, she met Darryl Bullen, who was a member 
of a medical team treating the refugees. Within a few months he proposed 
through a Thai interpretex, married her in Bangkok in early 1980 and 
returnea with his new bride to Adelaide. 

Ms. Chan Thu's attempts to contact her family over the years got ncwhere. 
Sketchy information suggested they were all dead. 

Finally, Mr. Bullen got a chance to search for himself. A member of the 
Communist Party of Australia, he was given a visa to visit Phnom Penh as 
secretary of the newly formed Committee for Australian-Kampuchean Mutual 
Understanding and Cooperation. 

On a recent Wednesday he set out for his wife's native village, Praet Ta Pow, 
30 kilometers southeast of Phnom Penh. 

With little trouble, he found that most of her relatives were still alive 
and in the area. Over a period of an hour, the brothers and sisters 
drifted in. As word spread, they were joined by various uncles and a 
great aunt. 

Ms. Chan Thu's mother, Thon Ya, a woman in her mid-60s, arrived last, 
dressed in her best clothes--a black silk sarong and a white blouse. 

Then they all sat down for a luncheon party to get to know each other. 

My Samedy is a rare Kampuchean~-one of only two permitted to travel abroad 

privately. The other is his wife. 

"He's trusted,” says an envious civil servant. Fellow Kampucheans aren't 
permitted to travel overseas unless they go to study, or on official mis- 
sion. And they are closely watched to prevent defections, especially if 

they have relatives in the West. 

Precisely why Dr. Samedy is accorded the privilege, especially when he's 
pot a member of the Communist Party, isn't clear. The Heng Samrin regime 
apparently believes he serves as a good advertisement for it. 



One of the country's best known professionals, Dr. Samedy, 61, gives the 
Marxist regime some badly needed intellectual fiber. Most other educated 

Kampucheans who survived the Khmer Rouge horror fled to Thailand and have 
made new homes abroad. 

A radiclogist whe headed the medical faculty at Phnom Penh University until 
1975, Dr. Samedy was forced to farm during the Khmer Rouge years. He 
returned to his post when the faculty reopened in 1980. 

A sophisticated, engaging man, Dr. Samedy volubly and eloquently attests to 
Khmer Rouge brutality. Six hundred doctors were practicing in Kampuchea 
before 1975, he says. Only 45 answered President Samrin's appeal to begin 
anew in 1979. The rest were either dead or in exile. 

Dr. Samedy also has a political role: He heads the Thnom Perh section of 
the United Front for National Construction and Defense of the Kampuchean 
Fatherland, which links the Communist Party to mass organizations. 

Dr. Samedy has been allowea to reoccupy his former home in the capital; 
almost everybody else has had to accept accommodation assigned to then. 
The authorities also provide him with a car and driver, though his 
salary--$1l a month at black market exchange rates--is standard for his 
position. 

The main perquisite, though, is freedom to travel. At least once a year 
Dr. Samedy visits France, his home for 12 years until 1967, where four of 
his children still live. He also attends an annual international radiolo- 
gists conference that's held in various countries. His wife is allowed to 
accompany hin. 

Sometimes his trips abroad are sponsored by the administration. His chil- 
dren help pay for their parents’ private excursions, he says. 

Anti-Phnom Penh propaganda has it that the Heng Samrin regime is forcing the 
Vietnamese language upon Kampucheans. 

Kampuchean resistance groups opposing Vietnamese occupation of the country 
claim that civil servants are required to learn Vietnamese. Some even 
insist that instruction in schools is in Vietnamese. 

Don't believe it. 

Children are taught no foreign languages in their first 10 years at school, 
according to international aid officials. At higher levels, such as Phnom 
Penh University’s medical faculty, 70 percent of instruciion is in Khmer, 
the rest in French, staff say. The regime has even sent officials abroad-- 

to India--to learn English. 

Kampucheans say the administration initially encouraged its employces to 
learn Vietnamese in special adult education classes. But that effort seems 

to have faltered. 



One participant reports that her class started with large numbers. But they 
soon dwindled, she says, and the class collapsed within a few weeks when the 

teacher didn't turn up. 

On top of that, a spontaneous learn-English movement is spreading rapidly 
in private schools, often conducted in back rooms at night. "My generation 
wanted to learn French," says a professional who studied abroad in the 1960s. 
"Now everyone wants to learn English." 

Some Kampucheans use their English to listen to programs from the British 

Broadcasting Corp. and Voice of America. Others hope it will help them get 

resettled abroad--if they can escape to neighboring Thailand. 

CSO: 4200/103 



CLANDESTINE RADIOS REPORT BATTLEFIELD ACTIVITIES 

SRV Casualties in October 

BKO50745 (Clandestine) Voice of Democratic Kampuchea in Cambodian 2330 GMT 
4 Nov 84 

[Text] Here is a report on casualties suffered by the Le Duan Vietnamese 

enemy aggressors during October on all battlefields in the country: 

1. Koh Kong-Kompong Som battlefield: 158 killed and 154 wounded. Total: 
312 

2. Leach battlefield: 61 killed and 76 wounded. Total: 137 casualties. 

3. Samlot battlefield: 86 killed and 85 wounded. Total: 171 casualties. 

4. Pailin-Route 10 battlefield: 322 killed and 435 wounded. Total: 757 

casualties. 

5. Sisophon-South of Route 5 battlefields: 167 killed and 161 wounded. Total: 
328 casualties. 

6. Sisophon-North of Route 5 battlefield: 102 killed and 143 wounded. Total: 

245 casualties. 

7. Siem Reap-Route 6 battlefield: 133 killed and 125 wounded. Total: 258 

casualties. 

8. Chhep-Preah Vihear battlefields: 132 killed and 126 wounded. Total: 258 

casualties. 

9. Kompong Thom-Kompong Cham battlefield: 204 killed and 231 wounded. Total: 

435 casualties. 

10. Moung-Pursat battlefield: 162 killed and 186 wounded. Total: 348 casual- 

ties. 

ll, Western region battlefield: 145 killed and 129 wounded. Total: 274 
casualties. 



12. Southwest region battlefield: 213 killed and 206 wounded. Total: 419 
casualties. 

14. Northeast-Eastern region battlefield: 20 killed and 14 wounded. Total: 
34 casualties. 

14. Phnom Penh battlefield: 8 killed and 11 wounded. Total: 19 casualties. 

In sum, in October 1984, the comrades-in-arms of our Democratic Kampuchean 
National Army and guerrilla units on all battlefields throughout the country 
killed 1,913 soldiers of the Le Duan Vietnamese enemy aggressors and wounded 
2,082 others for a total of 3,995 casualties. 

Post in Battambang ‘Destroyed’ 

BKO50831 (Clandestine) Voice of the National Army of Democratic Kampuchea in 
Cambodian 2315 GMT 4 Nov 84 

[Text] On 29 October, our national army attacked a Vietnamese battalion posi- 
tion at Ta Chu Village on north Sisophon battlefield [Battambang Province]. 
After a l-hour battle, we completely destroyed this position. We killed 15 
Vietnamese enemy soldiers, including a company commander, and wounded 20 
others. We destroyid three B-40 rocket launchers, two RPD machineguns, four 

AK's, a commune office building, four barracks, and a quantity of war materiel. 
We seized 1 B-40 rocket launcher, 5 AK's, 1 SK rifle, 15 B-40 rockets, 500 
rounds of AK ammunition, and a number of documents. 

Reinforcemeat in Kompong Thom 

BKO50835 (Clandestine) Voice of the National Army of Democratic Kampuchea in 
Cambodian 2315 GMT 4 Nov 84 

[Text] At the end of October, the Vietnamese enemy brought in three truck- 

loads of reinforcement soldiers from Vietnam to Popok position in Stoung 

District, Kompong Thom Province, 

Tracks Destroyed in Kompong Chhnang 

BKO30751 (Clandestine) Voice of the National Army of Democratic Kampuchea in 

Cambodian 2315 GMT 3 Nov 84 

[Text] On 21 October, our national army destroyed railroad tracks between 
Kdol and Krang Skea stations on the Kompong Chhnang battlefield [Kompong 
Chhnang Province] at 15 places for a total length of 360 meters. 

UN Resolution on Kampuchea 

BKO10252 (Clandestine) Voice of Democratic Kampuchean in Cambodian 2330 GMT 
31 Oct 84 

[Text] On 30 October, after 2 days of debate on the 20th issue of the agenda 
on the Kampuchean situation, the 39th UN General Assembly session voted and 
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adopted a UN resolution sponsored by 55 countries, calling on the Hanoi Viet- 
namese to withdraw immediately and unconditionally all their aggressor troops 
from Kampuchea and to respect the Kampuchean people's right to determine their 
own destiny with no outside interference. 

The result of the vote at this year's UN General Assembly session is as follows: 
110 countries for the resolution, 5 countries more than last year; 22 coun- 
tries against, one less than last year; and 18 abstentions. 

This is another serious, shameful defeat for the Hanoi Vietnamese enemy aggres- 
Sors at the UN General Assembly, which is the top world organization. This is 
also a bvilliant victory of the Kampuchean people and it is, furthermore, an 
enormous encouragement to the Kampuchean people, the National Army of Demo- 
cratic Kampuchea, and the CGDK, which are united intheir tough and courageous 
struggle against the Vietnamese enemy aggressors on the Kampuchean battlefield 
and on the international scene. 

Attack Against Bavel Town 

BKO30916 (Clandestine) Voice of the National Army of Democratic Kampuchea in 
Cambodian 2315 GMT 2 Nov 84 

[Text] On 29 October, our sational army on the south Sisophon battlefield 
launched a 3-pronged attack against the Vietnamese enemy at Bavel district 
town [Battambang Province]. After a l-hour battle, we completely controlled 
this town. As a result: 

1. We killed or wounded 15 Vietnamese enemy soldiers, including a company 

commander. 

2. We destroyed a 25-meter bridge in the central part of the town, 3 trucks, 

30 barracks, and a motorcycle. 

3. We seized a number of weapons and a quantity of military materiel. 

4. We liberated eight villages: (Sar Khlanh), Kouk, Sankhou, Prey Totoeng 
Ti Muoy, Prey Totoeng Ti Pi, Bavel Ti Muoy, Bavel Ti Pi, and Peam. 

5. We liberated 3,000 people who were forced by the Vietnamese to build and 

clear roads in the area. 

Railroad Track in Muong-Pursat 

BKO 30903 (Clandestine) Veice of Democratic Kampuchea in Cambodian 2330 GMT 

1 Nov 84 

[Text] On 20 October, our national army and guerrillas destroyed the Viet- 
namese enemy's railroad tracks between Bamnak and Kamreng stations at 15 places 

over a total length of 250 meters. On 22 October, our guerrillas destroyed 

the Vietnamese railroad tracks between Kamreng and Totoeng Thngai stations 

at 15 places over a total of 180 meters. Also on 22 October, we destroyed 



the Vietnamese railroad tracks between Prei Svay and Thnal Bat at 8 places 
over a total length of 120 meters. On 25 October, our guerrillas destroyed 
the Vietnamese railroad tracks between Kamreng and Bamnak stations at 5 
places over a total length of 120 meters. 

In sum, we destroyed the Vietnamese enemy railroad tracks at 43 places with a 
total length of 670 meters. Long live our valiant and courageous national army, 
guerrillas, and people on the Moung-Pursat battlefield! 

Attack Routed in Battambang 

BKO30917 (Clandestine) Voice of the National Army of Democratic Kampuchea in 
Cambodia 2315 GMT 2 Nov 84 

[Text] On 25 and 26 October, a Vietnamese battalion in 40 boats and 3 motor- 
boats attacked us at the (Chek Angkar) and Thmar Dap areas on the north Bat- 
tambang battlefield. They were ambushed by our guerrillas who forced them 
to flee back. We killed or wounded 10 Vietnamese enemy soldiers and destroyed 
a number of boats. 

Villages Liberated in Battambang 

BKO30918 (Clandestine) Voice of the National Army of Democratic Kampuchea in 
Cambodian 2315 GMT 2 Nov 84 

[Text] On the night of 27 October, our national army attacked and swept the 
Vietnamese enemy from Ta Tram to Roka villages on the west Battambang battle- 
field. We killed or wounded a number of Vietnamese enemy soldiers and liber- 
ated three villages: Ta Tram, Paoy Svay, and Roka. 

Vietnamese Commune Attacked 

BKO30919 (Clandestine) Voice of the National Army of Democratic Kampuchea in 
Cambodian 2315 GMT 2 Nov 84 

[Text] On 30 October, our national army successfully attacked a Vietnamese 
commune office at Chrouy Sdau, along route 5, on the north Battambang battle- 
field. We killed two Vietnamese village and commune experts and wounded three 
others. We destroyed a commune office building and three trenches, seized a 

quantity of war materiel and some documents, and liberated three villages: 

Nikom Khnong, Nikom Krau, and Kandal. 

Arrests of Local Officials 

BKO40705 (Clandestine) Voice of Democratic Kampuchea in Cambodian 2330 GMT 

3 Nov 84 

[Text] On 15 Octiber, in Choam Khsan District, Preah Vihear Province, the 
Vietnamese aggressors arrested a district official whom they forced to serve 

them, accusing him of leading our guerrillas to attack the Vietnamese in 
Choam Khsan District seat. The official was replaced by a Vietnamese. 
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On 17 October, in Baray District, Kompong Thom Province, the Vietnamese enemy 
arrested a Khmer soldier, who is a platoon leader, accusing him of contacting 
our guerrillas and killing many Vietnamese soldiers. 

Currently, the Vietnamese enemy aggressors are purging and replacing Khmer 
officials they had forced to serve them. This is because the Vietnamese no 

longer trust any Khmer; they arrest or replace these officials with Vietnamese 
nationals. This clearly shows that the Vietnamese aggressors, in their ag- 

gression in Kampuchea, do not need any Khmer. They only want to annex Kam- 
puchean territory. Therefore, all Khmer soldiers and civil servants should 
unite with our nation and people in struggling against the Vietnamese enemy 
aggressors to safeguard our Kampuchean territory and race. 

CSO: 4212/10 
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VODK HAILS DEMAND FOR SRV TROOP WITHDRAWAL 

BKO50644 (Clandestine) Voice of Democratic Kampuchea in Cambodian 2330 GMT 
4 Nov 84 

[Station commentary: "This Year, Why Do More Countries Vote for the UN Resolu- 
tion Demanding Total, Unconditional Withdrawal of Vietuamese Troops From Kam- 
puchea"™] 

[Text] This year's UN General Assembly has just approved by an overwhelming 
majority--1,100 votes for, 22 against, and 18 abstaining--a resolution demand- 
ing that Vietnam immediately and unconditionally withdraw all its troops from 
Kampuchea and respect the Kampuchean people's right to self-determination free 
from any outside interference. The outcome of the vote at this year's UN 
General Assembly is a significant victory of our Kampuchean people, Democratic 
Kampuchean National Army, and the CGDK in their struggle in the international 
arena against the Vietnamese aggressors. It is also a great encouragement 
to all Kampuchean people, combatants and cadres of our Democratic Kampuchean 

National Army and guerrilla units, and our CGDK--which are fighting valiantly 
and fiercely on the battlefield against the Vietnamese aggressors--stimulating 
them t~ fight more vigorously against the Le Duan Vietnamese enemy aggressors. 
Th‘e is also a victory of the forces throughout the world that cherish inde- 
pendence, peace, and justice: oppose the aggressive and expansionist forces 
in the world with the Hani authorities as their cat's-paws; and struggle for 
the defense of peace, security, and stability in the world. It is also a vic- 
tory of the large numbers of UN member countries that cherish peace and justice 
in their struggle to defend international law and the UN Charter from being 
trampled upon at will by Vietnam, the Soviet Union, and their accompices 
that like to use the law of the jungle and brute force. This is in order to 

enable international law and the UN Charter to remain sources of sacred prin- 
ciples defending the UN member countries, particularly the many small, med fur- 

sized, and weak countries in the world. What were the causes of this bril 
liant victory? 

1. This victory was won through the struggle waged by our Kampuchean people, 

Democratic Kampuchean National Army, and our CGDK. This struggle is developing 
favorably with every passing day in the military, political, and diplomatic 
fields. In the military field, during last rainy season our people and National 
Army of Democratic Kampuchea intensified their activities against the Vietnamese 
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enemy aggressors on all battlefields, particularly in the interior of the coun- 
try. They inflicted heavy losses on the Vietnamese enemy aggressors. They 
destroyed many large and small positions, paddy and rice warehouses, ammuni- 
tion depots, vil storage facilities, and commune offices belonging to the Viet- 
namese enemy aggressors. They even disconnected the strategic transport lines 
from the east to the west of Kampuchea, which are the life lines of theViet- 
namese enemy aggressors. This has caused greater difficulties to the Viet- 
namese enemy aggressors. This increasingly favorable situation on the battle- 
field has had a beneficial influence on our political and diplomatic work in 
the international arena, thus enabling us to win this brilliant victory. 

2. This victory was made possible by our great and broad national unity. At 
present, the Kampuchean people throughout the country, united as one man, have 

been struggling against the cruel Vietnamese aggressors who have robbed, tor- 
tured, and massacred them; and raped their daughters in a most barbarous 
and cruel manner. On the other hand, the Kampuchean people have supported 
and cooperated closely with our National Army in the struggle against the 
Vietnamese aggressors and race exterminators and for the liberation of our 
Kampuchean nation and race. Moreover, the three resistance forces in our CGDK 
have have united more closely and jointly launched more vigorous activities 
against the Vietnamese aggressors both on the battlefield and diplomatic field. 

3. This victory was due to the efforts of friends near and far and all peace- 
and justice-loving countries throughout the world, particularly the ASEAN coun- 
tries, which have jointly launched activities in theinternational arena to 
defend the UN Charter and the norms governing relations among states. On the 
one hand, these countries have put all forms of pressure on Vietnam in order 
to force it to withdraw its troops totally and unconditionally from Kampuchea 

in accordance with the UN resolutions. On the other hand, they have supported 
the just struggle of the Kampuchean people and the CGDK, which are fighting 
the Vietnamese aggressors on the battlefield so that these Kampuchean resist- 
ance forces can fight more vigorously until all the Vietnamese aggressors are 
driven out of Kampuchea. Therefore, although it was won through the tense, 
arduous struggle and the sacrifice of flesh and blood by our Kampuchean people 
and Democratic Kampuchean National Army, this victory cannot be separated from 
the wholehearted support given by all friendly countries near and far and the 

peace- and justice-loving countries in the world. The Kampuchean people, 
Democratic Kampuchean National Army, and the CGDK would like to express their 
most sincere and depest thanks to all peace- and justice-loving countries 
throughout the world, particularly the ASEAN countries, for having given con- 
tinuous support to the Kampuchean people. At the same time, we hope that they 
will continue to stand firm on this UN resolution, put all kinds of pressure 
on Vietnam, and given more vigorous support to the Kampuchean people's just 
struggle. We also hope that they will further carry out activities in the 
international arena, particularly at the UN General Assembly, so as to stimu- 
late the implementation of the UN resolution by forcing Vietnam to withdraw 
its aggressor troops totally, immediately, and unconditionally from Kampuchea, 
thus rapidly and permanently ending the misery of the Kampuchean people. Only 

after Vietnam withdraws all its troops from Kampuchea in accordance with the UN 
resolution can Kampuchea and Southeast Asia enjoy peace and security. This will 

favor the defense of peace and stability in the world. 

CSO: 4212/10 
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VODK COMMENTARY ON UNGA CASTIGATING HANOI 

BKO41012 (Clandestine) Voice of Democratic Kampuchea in Cambodian 2530 GMT 
3 Nov 84 

[Station commentary: "The World Has Once Again Punished the Hanoi Vietnamese 
Enemy Aggressors at This Year's UN @neral Assembly") 

{Text} On 30 October, the UN General Assembly, by an overwhelming majority, 
once again voted to demand that the Hanoi Vietnamese enemy aggressors uncon- 
ditionally and immediately withdraw all their aggressor forces from Kampuchea, 
respect Kampuchea’s independence, sovereignty, and territorial integrity, and 
let the Kampuchean people decide their own destiny without any outside inter- 
ference. This is the sixth such decision since the Le Duan Vietnamese enemy 
sent hundreds of thousands of troops to attack and occupy Kampuchea. The 
voices supporting this decision have been increasing yearly. In 1979, 

there were 91 votes, in 1980 97 votes, in 198] 100 votes, in 1982 105 votes, 

in 1983 105 votes, and in 1984 110 votes. 

The fact that the UN General Assembly has been adopting successive and firm 
resolutions with increased support clearly shows that the just struggle of the 

Kampuchean people against the Vietnamese act of aggression for national liber- 
ation and to safeguard their race has been more widely and firmly supported 
and assisted by the world community. Each vote cast in support of the UN re- 
solution demanding that the Le Duan Vietnamese enemy unconditionally withdraw 
all its aggressor forces from Kampuchea has profound significance. 

1. It clearly shows that people are resolutely opposing Vietnam's brutal and 
savage act of aggression in Kampuchea which is in blatant and savage violation 
of the pricniples of international law and the UN Charter. 

2. It shows people's sympathy and support and assistance for the courageous 
and valiant stvuggle of the Kampuchean people who dare to rise and struggle 
resolutely against the Hanoi Vietnamese enemy's expansionand aggression 

backed by Soviet international expansionism. Through this vote, people want 
to convey that they clearly realize that the struggle the Kampuchean people 
are currextly waging is not only for defending and safeguarding the Kampuchean 

people's nation and race but is also a most important contribution to defend- 

ing and safeguarding peace, security, and stability in this region. And it is 
also a contribution to defending the principles of international law and the 

UN Charter and world order as well. 
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For the Kampuchean people, the National Army of Democratic Kampuchea, and the 

CGDK, this vote is an important victory which will encourage them to continue 

to hold aloft the banner of struggle against the Vietnamese enemy aggressors 
and to fight even more vigorously against the Vietnamese until they abide by 
the UN resolution. 

For the Le Duan Vietnamese enemy aggressors, the 110 votes supporting the UN 
resolution demanding Vietnamese troop withdrswal from Kampuchea 1<present 
another shameful and serious defeat in the United Nations. This is apowerful 
and most resolute punishment of the world community and mankind for Vietnam's 
brutal, savage and most insolent act of aggression in Kampuchea. This UN 
General Assembly vote once again firmly tells Vietnam that its act of ageres- 
Sion in Kampwchea--which is a blatant and savage violation of the principles 
of international law and the UN Charter--absolutely cannot be accepted by the 

world community. Vietnam and its Soviet masters certainly cannot cover up or 
legitimize this Vietnamese act of aggression in Kampuchea. The recent UN 
vote was a punishment for Vietnam's great crime. Therefore, this vote to 
support the UN resolution demanding unconditional withdrawal of all Vietnamese 
aggressor forces from Kampuchea to let the Kampuchean people decide their own 

destiny is significant and has profound meaning. The result of the 39th UN 
General Assembly vote ought to clearly show the Le Duan Vietnamese the current 
of contemporary world history, that is, that the world and mankind love peace 

and justice. They will defend the principles of international law and the UN 
Charter and will firmly and categorically oppose acts of aggression and expan- 

sion. 

Therefore, Vietnam cannot go against this current. If Vietnam insists on ig- 
noring it and going against it, Vietnam will certainly be defeated and destroyed 
in the end. The only way out is for Vietnam to unconditionally withdraw all 
its aggressor forces from Kampuchea and respect the Kampuchean people's right 
to self-determination in accordance with the UN resolution, This is the only 

just and correct way to peacefully resolve the Kampuchean problem by political 

means. 

CSO: 4212/10 
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VODK ON RECENT UN RESOLUTION ON KAMPUCHEA 

BKO60618 (Clandestine) Voice of Democratic Kampuchea in Cambodian 2330 GMT 
5 Nov 84 

[Station commentary: "The World Has Acclaimed and Highly Evaluated the Reso- 
lution of the 30th UN General Assembly Session Which Has Firmly Called Once 
More on the Le Duan Vietnamese Enemy Aggressors To Withdraw Unconditionally 
and Totally Their Aggressor Troops From Kampuchea™] 

[Text] On 30 October, the 30th UN General Assembly session adopted with an 
overwhelming majority a resolution calling on the Le Duan Vietnamese enemy 
aggressors to withdraw all their aggressor troops immediately and uncondi- 
tionally from Kampuchea and to respect the independence, sovereignty, and 
territorial integrity of Kampuchea and the Kampuchean people's right to deter- 
mine their own destiny with no outside interference. This correct and just 
resolution has been enthusiastically acclaimed by the Kampuchean people, who 
have suffered greatly from the aggressive and genocidal acts of the Le Duan 
Vietnamese enemy. Peace- and justice-loving countries and peoples throughout 
the world have also joyously acclaimed this resolution. They have highly 
evaluated this correct and just resolution of the United Nations. 

Malaysian Foreign Minister Ahmad Rithauddeen, chairman of the ASEAN Standing 
Committee, stated: Five additional votes in comparison to last year's UN 
General Assembly session clearly show that many Third World countries have 
realized that the Kampuchean problem is an important issue and that this prob- 
lem can be resolved only through peaceful means by standing on the UN resolu- 
tions, which have called on all Hanoi Vietnamese troops to withdraw from Kam- 
puchea. He said: The resolution of the Kampuchean problem through political 
means is the best way to put an end to the war in Kampuchea. Therefore, we 
hope that the Vietnamese implement this relevant resolution; in other words, 
they must withdraw all their aggressor troops immediately and unconditionally 
from Kampuchea and let the Kampuchean people determine their own destiny. 

The Thai Foreign Ministry's spokesman stated: The overwhelming number of 
votes at the United Nations asking the Vietnamese to withdraw completely their 
aggressor troops from Kampucea is a good sign for resolving the Kampuchean 

problem. He said: At present, the Hanoi Vietnamese must realize that they 
cannot maintain their stand against the UN resolutions any more. 
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A commentary by Beijing radio stated: The fact that this UN General Assembly 
session adopted once again the resolution calling on the Vietnamese to with- 
draw totally their troops from Xampuchea shows that the Vietnamese political 
maneuver has been completely defeated already. This clearly indicates that 
the international community has clearly realized the true nature of the 
Vietnamese aggressors. By examining the increasing number of votes supporting 
this resolution, we realize that Vietnam is nore isolated on the international 
scene. The commentary continued: The resolution demanding the Vietnamese to 
withdraw all their aggressor troops from Kampuchea adopted by this UN General 
Assembly session shows once more the common call of the Kampuchean people and 
other peoples throughout the world. It is a call of justice and truth. 

These opinions have shown that peace- and justice-loving countries and peoples 
throughout the world want promptly, correctly, and justly to resolve the Kan- 

puchean problem, which has been caused by Vietnam's aggression, in order to 
put an end to the sufferings of the Kampuchean people who have seriously suf- 
fered from the acts of aggression of the Hanoi Vietnamese enemy aggressors. 

All these peace- and justice-loving countries and peoples want to resolve the 
Kampuchean problem so that Kampuchea will be able to remain an independent, 
sovereign, peaceful, neutral, and nonaligned nation with territorial integrity 
and so that peace and stability in the whole of Southeast Asia can be restored. 
Thus, the UN resolution, which has called on the Hanoi Vietnamese enemy ag- 
gressors to withdraw all their aggressor troops immediately and unconditionally 
from Kampuchea and to allow the Kampuchean people to determine their own destiny 
without outside interference, is a common desire of all peace- and justice- 
loving countries and peoples throughout the world. This common desire of all 
peace- and justice-loving countries and peoples has vigorously spread its in- 
fluence over the world. Although they are stubborn and do not want to imple- 
ment this resolution and although they have waged maneuvers in attempting to 
bury this UN resolution, the Le Duan Vietnamese enemy aggressors can never 
achieve their criminal goal. On thecontrary, this strong call and desire of 
peace- and justice-loving countries and peoples throughout the world have not 
favored the Vietnamese war of aggression in Kampuchea because this call and 
desire have shown the Vietnamese people and the Vietnamese aggressor troops 
that the war of aggression waged by the Le Duan clique in Kampuchea has been 
strongly condemned and opposed by the entire world and mankind. Therefore, the 
Vietnamese people and youths must not fight and die in Kampuchea for an unjust 
cause that has been denounced and condemned by the world. If the Le Duan Viet- 
hamese enemy aggressors are vigorously pressured by everyone--the international 
community, the Vietnamese people, and Kampuchean patriotic resistance forces-- 
the Vietnamese war of aggression in Kampuchea will be thwarted and destroyed. 
This pressure will be also able to force the le Duan Vietnamese enemy aggressors 
to withdraw completely and unconditionally their aggressor troops from Kampuchea 
and to let the Kampuchean people determine their own destiny in compliance with 
the international community's call and the UN resolution. 

Therefore, the desire of all peace- and justice-loving countries and peoples 
will be definitely fruitful. Kampuchea will be able to regain peace, inde- 
pendence, and territorial integrity. It will remain as a nonaligned country, 

and peace and stability will be able to be restored in Southeast Asia. 

CSO: 4212/10 
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MINISTRY ENDS NATIONAL TRADE SERVICE CONFERENCE 

BKO10831 Phnom Penh Domestic Service in Cambodian 1300 GMT 31 Oct 84 

{[Text] The national conference suming up trade service successes throughout 
the country, which has been going on for the past 5 days, concluded in an 
atmosphere of joy and solidarity at the former Royal Palace on the afternoon 
of W October. The closing ceremony was presided over by Comrade Chea Soth, 
member of the KPRP Central Committee Political Bureau, vice chairman of the 
Cobncil of Ministers, and minister cf planning; and Comrade Tang Saroem, min- 
ister of domestic and foreign trade, and was attended by several deputy min- 
isters, guests of honor, experts, and heads and deputy heads of trade services 
from all over the country. 

After listening to reports by provinciel trade services, Comrade Tang Saroem 

summed up the results and highly appreciated the work performance of cadres, 
personnel, and workers of provincial and municipal trade services throughout 
the country. He put forward a number of measures for provincial trade services 
to be implemented in 1985 in order to intensify trade and to ensure produc- 
tion and management to meet the needs of the cadres, personnel, workers, and 

people throughout the country. 

Afterwards, Comrade Poun Ponloe, deputy minister of domestic and foreign 
trade, presented awards to a number of vrovincial trade services that had been 
outstanding in purchasing paddy according to plan or above plan. Comrade 
Chea Soth also urged the conference participants to work as hard as possible 
to contribute to the construction and restoration of the national economy. 

CSO: 4212/10 
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PHNOM PENH WANTS SEAT AT METEOROLOGICAL MEETING 

BKO41019 Phnom Penh Domestic Service in Cambodian 0430 GMT 4 Nov 84 

[3 November "Official Letter” from PRK Agriculture Minister Kong Sam-ol tc 
Chairman of the Eighth World Meteorological Organization Conference, Second 
Asian Zone] 

[Text] On the o.vcasion of the eighth World Meteorological Organization con- 
ference, Second Asian Zone, on behalf of the people and Government of the PRK 

and in my own name, I would like to extend our highest regards to you and would 
like to draw your attention to the decision authorizing the representatives of 
so-called Democratic Kampuchea to attend the conference. 

These represenatives are in reality abominable genocidal criminals who are 
extremely treacherous and totally fanaticized by Maoism. They were sentenced 
to death by the people's tribunal in Phnom Penh for massacring more than 3 
million of their own people and for senselessly destroying all kinds of admin- 
istrative networks and state institutions. The Kampuchean people will never 
forget the serious devastation applied by the traitorous clique on the meteor- 
Ological sector during the 3 years 8 months and 20 days of their barbarous 
regime. The meteorological network was badly damaged and almost all of the 
specialist cadres in this sector were savagely slaughtered. All Kampucheans 

always nurture a deep-rooted hatred for the Pol Pot murderers and their dis- 
guised accomplices. 

Over the past 5 years, under the leadership of the party and Government of the 
PRK, the Kampuchean people as a whole, with a resolute will to be a sovereign 
people, the true masters of their country and their destiny, and a people 
enjoying freedom and national independence, have fought most enthusiastically 
in national defense and reconstruction, advancing step by step through the 
period of transition toward genuine socialism. 

In order to respond to the urgent needs of the people, all state institutions 
at all levels have been reorganized and set up one after another. Among the 
achievements are 5 meteorological stations, 33 rain measuring stations, and 
8 hydrological stations. Four radio communications and facsimile stations have 
been returned to normal operation in Phnom Penh and Kratie Province. The sur- 
viving meteorological cadres have resumed their work and new cadres have been 

trained. 
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The Kampuchean people strongly protest and condemn the gross violation of their 
right to self-determination by the diabolical gang, categorically reject all 
resolutions concerning Kampuchea adopted without the presence and consent of 
their sole legal and authentic representaive, namely the Government of the PRK, 

and regard such resolutions as illegal and, unjust and a gross interference in 
their internal affairs. 

I beg your excellency to please circulate this letter as an official document 

of the conference. 

Please, accept my highest regards. 

CSO: 4212/10 
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KAMPUCHEA 

REPORT ON AGRICULTURAL DEVELOPMENTS 29 OCT-4 NOV 

BKO50726 [Editorial Report] Kampuchean media monitored by Bangkok Bureau car- 
ried the following reports on agricultural developments during the reporting 
period 29 October-4 November: 

Kompong Chhnang Province: Phnom Penh Doemstic Service in Cambodian at 0430 
GMT on 29 October reports that by October, peasants in Baribo District, Kom- 
pong Chhnang Province, had transplanted almost 4,000 hectares of various types 
of rice, carried out intensive cropping on 1,142 hectares of land, and planted 
several hectares of subsidiary crops. Phnom Penh Domestic Service in Cambodian 
at 0430 GMT on 1 November reports that despite floods, peasants of Kompong 
Tralach District, Kompong Chhnang Province, had planted over 8,000 hectares of 
rice by October. Over 2,000 hectares of extensive cropping rice were also 

planted. 

Kompong Cham Province: Phnom Penh Domestic Service in Cambodian at 0430 GMT 
on 30 October reports that fishermen in Kompong Cham Province plan to catch 
4,000 metric tons of fish during 1984-85 fishing season. They also plan to 
raise 10 metric tons of fish. Phenom Penh SPK in French at 1208 GMT on 
2 November reports that up to 10 October, peasants in Kompong Cham province 

had sold 1,718 metric tons of corn, 251 metric tons of beans, 602 metric tons 
of sesame, and 3,583 metric tons of tobacco to the state. The same SPK French 
cast notes that peasants in Prey Chlor District, Kompong Cham Province, have 
harvested 50 hectares of rice. They have planted rice on nearly 19,000 hec- 
tares of ricefields, but 7,000 hectares have been destroyed by floods. The 
peasants in this district plan to grow 3,830 hectares of rice during this dry 

season. 

Takeo Province: Phnom Penh Domestic Service in Cambodian at 0430 GMT on 30 Octo- 
ber reports that over 3,000 hectares of rice are being harvested in Bati 
District, Takeo Province. Phnom Penh SPK in French at 1224 GMT on 29 October 
reports that up to mid-October, 15,000 hectares of rice or 96 percent of the 
plan had been planted during this main rice season in Tram Kak District, 

Takeo Province. Peasants in this district have also planted 500 hectares of 
subsidiary crops. Phnom Penh SPK in French at 0401 GMT on 30 October reports 
that up to mid-October, peasants in Kaoh Andet District, Takeo Province, had 

transplanted 2,100 hectares of rice and planted 50 hectares of subsidiary 

crops. 
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Prey Veng Province: Phnom Penh Domestic Service in Cambodian at 0430 GMT on 
31 October notes that during the past 9 months, the Prey Veng provincial trade 
service has bought over 49,000 metric tons of paddy from the people or over 
9,000 metric tons above the plan. A total of 200 metric tons of sesame, 
beans, lotus seeds; and 180 metric tons of live pigs were also purchased. 

Kampot Province: Phnom Penh Domestic Service in Cambodian at 1300 GMT on 
1 November reports that by mid-October, peasants in Kampot Province had har- 
vested over 10,000 hectares of rice. Phnom Penh Domestic Service in Cambodian 
at 0430 GMT on 3 November notes that in October, fishermen in Kampot Province 
caught 330 metric tons of fish and other marine creatures. 

Kratie Province: Phnom Penh SPK in English at 1108 GMT on 4 November reports 
that solidarity groups in four districts of Kratie Province have replanted 

1,287 hectares of the 4,300 hectares destroyed by floods. By mid-October, 
the peasants in the districts had planted 500 hectares of industrial and 
subsidiary food crops. Since the beginning of this season, peasants have 
put 11,780 hectares under rice. Phnom Penh SPK in French at 1224 GMT on 29 Octo- 
ber notes that up to mid-October, peasants in Prek Prasap District, Kratie 
Province, had transplanted 400 hectares of rice and sown 90 hectares of rice. 
They had also planted 260 hectares of subsidiary crops including 140 hectares 
of beans and 70 hectares of peanuts. 

Svay Rieng Province: Phnom Penh SPK in English at 1108 GMT on 4 November notes 
that by mid-October, Svay Rieng District, Svay Rieng Province, had put 8,100 
hectares under rice for this monsoon rice cropping. In addition to planting 
rice, they had covered 150 hectares with subsidiary food crops and planted 

16 hectares of teak. 

Battambang Province: Phnom Penh Domestic Service in Cambodian at 0430 GMT 
on 2 November reports that peasants in Phnum Srok District have planted 13,000 
hectares of rainy season rice or 74.61 percent of the plan. 

Kandal Province: Phnom Penh SPK in English at 1108 GMT on 4 November reports 
that by mid-October, peasants in S'ang District, Kandal Province, had sold 
1,420 metric tons of corn to the state. 

CSO: 4212/10 
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KAMPUCHEA 

BRIEFS 

SON SANN SOLDIERS SURRENDER--Phrom Penh, 6 Nov (SPK)--In October, 165 Son Sann 
soldiers presented themsleves to the authorities in Pursat Province, 150 km 
northwest of Phnom Penh. As we reported earlier, these rallied men, bringing 
with them 102 weapons and a quantity of other war materiel, surrendered in 
various districts, including Bakan, Kravanh, and Moung Russei. They were 
warmly welcomed and provided effective assistance by revolutionary state 
authorities and the people. [Text] [Phnom Penh SPK in French 0425 GMT 6 Nov 
84 BK] 

JUDICIARY GROUP RETURNS--Phnom Penh, 31 Oct (SPK)--A group from the Kampuchean 
judiciary service returned to Phnom Penh yesterday after visiting Vietnam 
16-30 October at the invitation of the Vietnamese Justice Ministry. Led by 
Chhuo Leang Huot, head of the Civil and Penal Affairs Department of the Kam- 
puchean Justice Ministry, the group was cordially received by Phan Hien, 
Vietnamese justice minister. During its stay, the group held working sessions 
with those in charge of the Justice Ministry, the People's Supreme court, and 
the Public Prosecution Service and exchanged experiences with persons from 
Hanoi and Haiphong cities and Quang Ninh and Ha Son Binh provinces. The group 
also visited Hanoi's law school. [Text] [Phnom Penh SPK in French 0425 GMT 

31 Oct 84 BK] 

TRADF UNIONDELEGATION RETURNS--Phnom Penh, 3 Nov (SPK)--The delegation of Kam- 

puchean Federation of Trade Unions led by its vice chairman, Chhim Chuon, re- 
turned to Phnom Penh on Thursday after visiting Vietnam since 25 October. 
During its stay, the delegation held working sessions with the delegation of 
Vietnam's Federation of Trade Unions led by Phan The Duyet, vice chairman and 
general secretary of the federation. The two sides informed each other of the 
trade union movement in each country and exchanged views on issues of common 
interest. The Kampuchean visitors were received by Le Quang Deo, secretary 
of the CPV Centrai Committee. They visited Quang Ninh and Ha Son Binh pro- 

vinces and the Hoa Binh hydroelectric power plant site. [Text] [Phnom Penh 

SPK in French 0421 GMT 3 Nov 84 BK] 

RED CROSS AID DISTRIBUTION--Phnom Penh, 31 Oct (SPK)--The Kampuchean Red Cross 
recently distributed aid to needy families in Svay Rieng Province. The aid 
consisted of 300 metric tons of rice, a gift from the UN High Commissioner for 

Refugees. [Text] [Phnom Penh SPK in French 0437 GMT 31 Oct 84 BK] 
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RETURNEES IN KRATIE--Phnom Penh, 4 Nov (SPK)--Twenty Pol Pot elements recently 
turned themselves in to authorities of Kratie Province, some 200 km northeast 
of Phnom Penh. Two of them rallied in Chhlong District, eight in Prek Prasap 
District, five in Kratie District, and five others in Sambo District. They 
handed over to the local people's power a quantity of weapons and ammunition. 
The returnees were accorded a warm welcome and favorable conditions were 
created for family reunions. [Text] [Phnom Penh SPK in French 1139 GMT 
4 Nov 84 BK] 

VIETNAMESE FLOOD AID--Phnom Penh, 29 Oct (SPK)--The Vietnamese Government re- 
cently offered new aid to flood victims in Kampuchea. This aid of over 300 
kilograms of medicine was handed over by Nguyen Hoa, acting Vietnamese charge 
d'affaires to Kampuchea, to Yit Kimseng, Kampuchean minister of health. [Text] 
(Phnom Penh SPK in French 0414 GMT 29 Oct 84 BK] 

"POL POT' RETURNEES--Phnom Penh, 26 Oct (SPK)--During this month, 12 Pol Pot 
soldiers reported to the revolutionary power of Stung Treng Province, bringing 
along 4 rifles and some ammunition. [Text] [Phnom Penh SPK in French 0410 GMT 
26 Oct 84 BK] 

GDR FLOOD AID--Phnom Penh, 28 Oct (SPK)--The Red Cross of the German Demo- 
cratic Republic has presented 3.4 tons of medicines and a quantity of medical 

materials to Kampuchean flood victims. The relief was handed over in Phnom 
Penh by the GDR Ambassador Gunter Horn to President of the Kampuchea Red Cross 
Phlek Phirun. [Text] [Phnom Penh SPK in English 1110 GMT 28 Gct 84 BK] 

SVAY RIENG, LONG AN COOPERATION--Phnom Penh, 28 Oct (SPK)--The Province of Svay 
Rieng has enjoyed assistance from its sister Province of Long An in southern 
Vietnam over the past five years. In furtherance to the 1984 cooperation 

agreement on economic and cultural fields between the two provinces, Long An 
helped Svay Rieng macadamize 23 kilometers of roads and repaired a 30-meter 
bridge, an ice-house, a gasoline depot and a rice storehouse. The agricultural 
service of Long An also helped introduce intensive farming on 180 ha under 
the high-yielding IR-36 variety and build two irrigation projects. [Text] 
[Phnom Penh SPK in English 1111 GMT 28 Oct 84 BK] 

GDR PARLIAMENTARIANS VISIT CIGARETTE FACTORY--Phnom Penh, 30 Oct (SPK)--A 

meeting was held at the cigarette factory "Rumdos" (Liberation) in Phnom Penh 
Tuesday in honour of the visiting GDR parliamentary, led [as received] by 

Erich Mueckenberger, Politburo member of the Sociality Unity Party of Germany 

(SED) and member of the Presidium of the GDR People's Chamber. GDR Ambassador 

Gunter Horn was present at the event. Addressing the meeting Meas Samnang, 

Kampuchean minister of industry, informed the guests of the fruitful assist- 

ance inall fields of the GDR and other socialist countries to Kampuchea. He 

said that by now more than 60 factories have resumed functioning to meet the 

needs of the population. Meas Samnang wished the economic and techno-scientif- 

ic cooperation between Kampuchea and the GDR further development for the mutual 

interests. On behalf of the GDP People's Chamber delegation, Gunter Skrazypek 

[name as received], chamber deputy and member of the chamber's budget and fi- 

nance committee, expressed his joy at the remarkable development of Kampuchea 
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and hailed the successes recorded by the Kampuchean workers over the past six 
years. "The party, the government and the people of the GDR always side with 
the party, the government and the people of Kampuchea and fully support all 
proposals of the three Indochinese countries aimed at making Southeast Asia 
a zone of peace," stressed Gunter Skrazypek. [Text] [Phnom Penh SPK in Eng- 
lish 1119 GMT 30 Oct 84 BK] 

ACTIVITIES OF BATTAMBANG FORCES--This dry season, the Battambang armed forces 

successfuly smashed two battalions of "Para" bandits [Khmer Serei], namely 
the 203d and 204th. Eighty enemy soldiers were taken prisoners. [Text] 
[Phnom Penh Domestic Service in Cambodian 0430 GMT 3 Nov 84 BK] 

MEKONG COMMITTEE DELEGATION--A delegation of the Kampuchean Mekong Committee 
led by Kong Sam-ol, minister of agriculture, left Phnom Penh on 25 October to 

attend the eighth national Mkong committees conference of the three Indo- 
chinese countries to be held in Hanoi. The delegation was seen off at Pochen- 
tong airport by several Agricultwre Ministry officials. SRB Embassy Counsel- 
lor Nguyen Hoa was also on hand, [Text] [Phnom Penh Domestic Service in 
Cambodian 1300 GMT 26 Oct 84 BK] 

GDR Lawyers--A group of GDR lawyers led by Mrs (Alfred Lehmann), doctor of 
laws of the GDR, arrived in the RPK on 25 October as part of the implementa- 
tion of the judiciary agreement between the PRK and the GDR to help train 
cadres at all levels at the school of administrative and judiciary cadres. 
Greeting the delegation at Pochentong airport were Comrade (Loeung Chhai), 
head of the management board of the school of administrative and judiciary 
cadres, and several officials from the Justice Ministry. [Text] [Phnom 
Peny Domestic Service in Cambodian 1300 GMT 26 Oct 84 BK] 

SIX 'BANDITS' KILLED--In September, the 4th battalion of brigade "Khor" [Khmer 
alphabet] sent a small force to ambush and smash the enemies who crossed over 
from the Thai territory. Good results were achieved. Due to our readiness, 
high capability, and discretion, six enemy soldiers who sneaked into Sophy 
commune under the cover of darkness and dense forest were killed at the start 
of the engagement. We also seized two rifles and a quantityof mater‘el. 

[Text] [Phnom Penh Domestic Service in Cambodian 1200 GMT 30 Oct 84 >, 

SRV REINFORCEMENTS IN BARIBO--On 24 October the Vietnamese enemy brought in 
seven truckloads of reinforcement soldiers from Vietnam to Baribo market in 

Baribo District, Kompong Chhnang Province. [Text] [(Clandestine) Voice of the 
National Army of Democratic Kampuchea in Cambodian 2315 GMT 30 Oct 84 BK] 
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CHERNENKO CABLE TO HENG SAMRIN--Comrade Konstantin Chermenko, general secretary 
of the CPSU Central Committee and president of the USSR Supreme Soviet Presi- 
dium, recently sent a message of thanks to Comrade Heng Samrin, general secre- 
tary of the KPRP Central Committee and chairman of the Council of State, for 
greeting him on his 73d birthday. The message stressed: I would like to ex- 
press deep gratitude to you for the greetings you sent me on my birthday. I 
am firmly convinced that the relations of friendship and close cooperation 

between the Soviet Union and the PRK will further strengthen for the well-being 
of our two countries and in the interest of peace and socialism. I take this 
opportunity to wish the KPRP and the entire Kampuchean people new successes in 
their national construction and defense efforts. [Text] [Phnom Penh Domestic 

Service in Cambodian 1300 GMT 2 Nov 84 BK] 

CSO: 4212/10 
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LAOS 

VIENTIANE NOTES DANGER OF THAI ‘OCCUPATION’ 

BKO31450 Vientiane Domestic Service in Lao 0430 GMT 2 Nov 84 

([Unattributed commentary: "What Have the Thai Ultrarightist Reactionaries 
Gained From Their Occupation of the Three Lao Villages?"] 

{Text] More than 4 months ago the Thai ultrarightist reactionaries sent a 
large number of troops and weapons to attack and occupy the three Lao villages 
of Ban Mai, Bang Kang, and Ban Savang, hoping to implement a scheme of grad- 
ually annexing Laos. Nevertheless, the current situation has prevented them 
from realizing their sinister scheme: They had to withdraw their troops un- 
conditionally from the three villages, and the local Lao administration has now 
resumed control of them. 

Let us now look at the question: What did the ultrarightist reactionaries in 
the Thai ruling circles gain by occupying the three Lao villages? All sensible 
persons must give the same answer to this question: They have gained nothing 
but a painful and shameful defeat. Several hundred Thai ultrarightist reaction- 
ary troops have been killed, and a large quantity of war materiel has been 
seized and destroyed. Moreover, they have become more isolated both at home 
and abroad, and their domestic conflicts have been worsening. The ultra- 
rightist reactionaries in the Thai ruling circles have been condemned and 
exposed by the public as the aggressors and expansionists because of their 
collusion with the Beijing big-nation expansionists and hegemonists in opposing 
the LPDR, destroying the good relations between the Lao and Thai people, and 

creating tension in Southeast Asia. 

Though suffering a heavy and painful defeat, the ultrarightist reactionaries 

in the Thai ruling circles have not yet learned their painful lessons. They 
have continued to implement their hostile policy against the LPDR, thus 
prolonging the tension in the three villages. Thai troops continue to occupy 
and deploy on Lao soil in the Hong Khap area south of Ban Mai village, and 
they harass the three villages. More reinforcements have been sent to strength- 
en their new, hurriedly-built positions at various heights along the border-- 

positions aimed at controlling and threatening the three villages. At the 

same time, the Thai reactionaries have also given support and assistance to 
the exiled Lao reactionaries to carry out subversive activities on Lao soil. 
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More serious still, tiey have forcibly herded over 1,000 inhabitants of the 
three villages into Thai territory to live a severely poor life. Moreover, 
the Thai Foreign Ministry has declared openly that Thailand has not relinquished 

its sovereignty over the three Lao villages. General Ahit Kamlang-ek, the 
Thai military supreme commander and Thai army commander in chief, recently 
said: This is only a redeployment of forces; we are certain that the three 
villages belong to Thailand. 

The above-mentioned acts and statements made by the ultrarightist reactionaries 

in the Thai ruling circles clearly prove that though suffering a painful de- 
feat over the past 4 months of their occupation of the Lao villages, they still 
persist in walking along the adventurous path of rekindling the war, implement- 
ing the pan-Thai doctrine, and faithfully serving the Beijing big-nation ex- 

pansionists and hegemonists. They still want Thai children to continue shed- 
ding blood to fulfill their ambition and greed. 

In the face of such developments, it is imperative that the Lao People's Army 
and people throughout the country increase their vigilance so as to centinue 
to mete out suitable punishment against them. Particularly our armed forces 

and people in Paklai District, who have been trained and tempered with numer- 
ous trials in defending the country, must strengthen and consolidate their 
field position in the people's war and be prepared to mete out heavier punish- 
Ment against them so as to securely safeguard and defend our sovereignty and 

territorial integrity. 

CSO: 4206/25 
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LAOS 

GDR PARLIAMENTARY DELEGATION ARRIVES 31 OCT 

BKO10444 Vientiane Domestic Service in Lao 1400 GMT 31 Oct 84 

[Text] In response to an invitation of the Supreme People's Council of the 
LPDR, a delegation of the GDR People's Chamber led by Comrade Erich Meckenber- 
ger, Political Bureau member of the Central Committee of the Socialist Unity 
Party of Germany and Presidium member of the People's Chamber of the GDR, 
arrived in Vientiane by a special plane on the afternoon of 31 October for an 
official friendship visit to the LPDR. The delegation was welcomed upon its 
arrival at Wattai Airport by Comrade Sisomphon Lovansai, member of the LPRP 
Central Committee Political Bureau and vice chairman of the SPC; Comrade 
Thitmoun Saochanthala, member of the party Central Committee and member of the 
SPC Standing Committee; Comrade Mrs Khampheng Boupha, member of the party Cen- 
tral Committee, member of the SPC Standing Committee, and member of the Con- 
stitution Drafting Commission; and Comrade Khambou Sounisai, member of the party 
Central Committee and chairman of the Administrative Committee of Vientiane 

Municipality; together with other comrade members of the SPC Standing Commit- 
tee; members of the SPC; miristers or deputy ministers; high-ranking cadres 
from various ministries and state committees; representatives of various mass 
organizations--the youth, the women, and the trade unions--and hundreds of 
youths, students, and schoolchildren from various educational institutes. Com- 
rade Dieter Doering, ambassador extraordinary and plenipotentiary of the GDR to 
Laos, together with other high-ranking cadres of the embassy and GDR experts 
working in aid projects in Laos, were also on hand to welcome the delegation 

at the airport. 

A grand, dignified welcome was organized at Wattai Airport. After young 
girls had presented bouquets of flowers to the guests, Comrade Sisomphon 
Lovansai led Comrade Erich Meckenberger to review the LPA honor guards and to 
shake hands with comrade members of the SPC Standing Committee, member of the 
SFC, ministers, and deputy ministers in an atmosphere of very profound and close 

friendship. 

Later, in the afternoon of the same-day, Comrade Erich Meckenberger led the 
GDR People's Chamber delegation to lay a wreath at the monument of unknown com- 
batants to express condolences to the Lao comrade combatants and heroes who 

have sacrificed their lives for the nation and people in the past struggle 
against the imperialist aggression as well as in the present struggle for 

national defense and construction. 

CSO: 4206/25 
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Bangkok BANGKOK POST in English 6 Oct 84 p 3 

TAXES, DRAFT CITED FOR REFUGEE EXODUS 
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VOLUNTEER LABOR GROUP--Vientaine, 1 Nov (KPL)--Four hundred 
District and members of mass organizations in Vientaine, on + oayee te Bay of was 
October 30, worked at the site of an irrigation project here on a voluntary 
basis. Taking part in the work were General Sisavat Keobounphan, Secretariat 
member of the LPRP CC and secretary of the Vientiane Party Committee, Khambou 
Sounisai, member of the LPRP CC, mayor of Vientiane, and other officials. 
[Text] [Vientiane KPL in English 0920 GMT 1 Nov 84 BK] 

VOLUNTEERS WORK IN VILLAGES--Vientiane, 1 Nov (KPL)--Seventy-two young volun- 
teers from Vientiane have, since last month, built four houses and one hospital 
and transported over thirteen tons of necessity goods in the three hamlets of 

Ban Kang, Ban Mai and Ban Savang, Paklai District, Sayaboury Province. They 
have also given medical checkups and treatment to 60 patients in Det village, 
Same district. [Text] [Vientiane KPL in English 0921 GMT 1 Nov 84 BK] 

NHAN DAN EDITOR VISITS’ LOVANSAI--Vientiane, 11 Oct (KPL)--Thep Moi, deputy 
editor-in-chief of NHAN DAN, the organ of the CPV CC, yesterday paid a courtesy 
visit to Sisomphon Lovansai, Political Bureau member of the Lao People's Re- 
volutionary Party CC. The meeting was proceeded in a warm and cordial discus- 
Sion. Earlicr in the morning of the same day, a protocol on journalistic co- 
operation was signed here between Houmpheng Sinpaseut, deputy editor-in-chief 
of the Lao party organ PASASON and Thep Moi. On the occasion signatures to 

documents on the implementation of the 1985's cooperation agreement between 
PASASON and NHAN DAN were also given by both sides. [Text] [Vientiane KPL in 
Eng’ ish 0850 GMT 11 Oct 84 BK] 

INDIAN REPORT ON GANDHI'S DEATH--According to India's PTI report, at 0940 

local time or 1110 time in Laos on 31 October 1984, Mrs Indira Gandhi, prime 

minister of the Republic of India, was shot at her chest and stomach with many 

round of rifle and machine gun ammunition by two reactionary agents while she 

was walking from her residence to the nearby building of the prime minister's 

office in New Delhi. Mrs Indira Gandhi was immediately rushed to the All 

India Institute of Medical Sciences, where she received medical treatment and 

was operated on by a team of 10 specialists. At that time, thousands of Indian 

people gathered in front of the Institute of Medical Sciences to follow the 

treatment of Mrs Indira Gandhi. PTI reported that despite attentive treat~ 

ment, Prime Minister Indira Gandhi died at the institute because she was 

seriously injured by the bullets. [Text] [Vientiane Domestic Service in 

Lao 0000 GMT 1 Nov 84 BK) 
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JAPANESE AID FOR DRUG PLANT--Tokyo, 13 Sept--Japan has granted 1,745 million 
yen (seven million dollars) in aid to Laos to finance construction of a drug 
plant, officials said Thursday. The plant, to be known as the Pharmaceutical 

Technology Development Centre, is scheduled for completion near Vientiane in 
March 1986. The centre plans to produce glucose and other solutions, injec- 
tion medicine for malaria, herbal medicine and other drugs with technical 
assistance from Takeda Chemical Industries Ltd, a leading Japanese drug 
producer. The Indochinese country is aiming to increase its self-sufficiency 
in drug supplies to half its present needs. Currently, Laos depends on 
imports to meet 95 per cent of domestic needs.--NAB/KYODO [Text] [Rangoon 
THE WORKING PEOPLE'S DAILY in English 15 Sep 84 p 6] 

CSO: 4200/103 
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BIGORNIA ANALYZES POTENTIAL PRESIDENTIAL ASPIRANTS 

Manila BULLETIN TODAY in English 12 Oct 84 pp 6, 10 

[Article by Jesus Bigornia: "Potential Presidential Bets Listed") 

[Excerpt] Of the many dreams that Ferdinand E. Marcos dreamed for his 
country that have foundered on the rocks of reality, none could have 
inflicted more personal pain than his will-o-the-wisp chase after younger 
successors on whom to bestow the mantle of national leadership when he 
steps down from the presidency of the Philippines. The President's children 
have shown neither the aptitude at nor desire for the contentious political 
life. Such younger party followers with the makings of a president have 
either fallen in disfavor or have acquired the "Mark of Cain" in the public 
mind. 

Assemblywoman Imee Marcos-Manotoc (KBL, Llocos Norte) is too introverted and 
straightforward an individual--so unlike her outgoing and outspoken parent-- 
to get far in Philippine national politics. Contention and back-patting are 
not her “cup of tea." Conceding her acknowledged multi-faceted talents may 
in future propel her, if she should so desire, into the vortex of national 
politics in the post-Marcos era, her sex would ever remain a serious handi- 
cap. Friende and associates describe Ferdinand "Bongbong” Marcos, governor 
of Llocos Norte, as "a reluctant politician, more interested in financial 
power than in political power." Irene Marcos-Araneta is an artiste- 
housewife. 

Heirs presumptive have been few and far between. Blessed with presidential 
potential, Ministers Juan Ponce Enrile and Blas F. Ople, of national defense 
and labor, respectively, are, reports claim, out of the good graces of 
Malacanang. Rightly or wrongly, Prime Minister Cesar E. A. Virata is held 
in the public mind as "the architect" of the country's economic debacle 
which has spread misery across the nation. Ambassador Eduardo Cojuangco, 
Tarlac's acknowledged political kingpin, has taken the big plunge into big 
business he may end up the "kingmaker" instead of president of the 
Philippines. Possibly there are Kilusang Bagong Lipunan (KBL) fledglings 
in the Batasang Pambansa, including the sons of former Representatives 
Lorenzo Sarmiento, of Davao, and Ramon Durano, of Cebu. But they have 
remained backbenchers, untried and therefore unknown and unsung. 
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In sharp contrast, there seems to be a preponderance of potential national 

leaders on the other side of the political fence. Among the survivors of 
the defunct Congress of the Philippines, Assemblyman Ramon V. Mitra (Unido, 

Palawan) looms large as a possible national leader. Present politicai 
influence of Assemblyman Aquilino Pimentel (PDP-Laban Misamis Oriental) may 
seem parochial at the moment but his aggressive crusade for human rights in 
Mindanao and Cebu may yet propel him to giddy heights of national leader- 
ship. Suffering in the shade of the reputation of an illustrious father, 
Assemblyman Rafael "Raffy" Recto (Unido, Batangas) is performing in the 
parliament like "a chip off the old block." In the wings waiting for the 
right cue are such leading opposition lights as Assemblymen Antonio Cuenco 
(Unido, Cebu), Homobono Adaza (Unido, Misamis Oriental), Perez (Unido, 
Batangas) and a host of others. 

If the President should now look around him he would almost certainly see 
how narrow the field of choice for successors has constricted. For failing 

to scout for and train younger men to take the reins of government when the 
"old guard" passes on, Mr. Marcos can not escape a natural regret that 
hardly anyone of those close to him have the natural ability to carry to 
fruition his dreams for a great Filipino nation. On the other hand, 

troublous times through which the country is now experiencing could cata- 
pult men to national prominence, men who almost certainly are not of the 

same persuasion as his. 

CSO: 4200/109 
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PHILIPPINES 

ARTICLE FAVORABLY REVIEWS WORK OF N. COTABATO'S NEW GOVERNOR 

Davao City PEOPLE'S DAILY FORUM in English 11 Oct 84 pp 1, 8 

[Text] Barely five months in office as the new provincial governor, 
Nicolas A. Dequina, who succeeded former governor and now Assemblyman 
Carlos B. Cajelo has done much in changing the attitudes of all government 
officials and employees of North Cotabato. 

For upon his assumption to the duties of the governorship, the former vice- 
governor batted for a change of attitude towards the people by at least 
becoming sincere in their works. 

By being sincere in their jobs, Dequina believed that people's dissidence, 
which most of the time borders on insurgency, will be minimized against the 
provincial government in these uneasy times. 

Dequina has also pledged to provide his constituents with the maximum 
services with the least expense to be incurred by the government through 

the implementation of the Reorganization program of the New Local Code. 

Dequina has also seen to it by personally supervising all government pro- 
grams and projects so as to guide all the implementors in the proper imple- 
mentation of projects and programs “so that our people may benefit from all 
that is due them.” 

Dequina has also eliminated the so-called "Red Tapes or bureaucracy in 
government" by personally attending to all government projects and programs. 

Dequina has also executed to the letter all the productivity programs of 
the government left by his predecessor-governor such as the "maisagana, 
masagana, yellow corn production, KKK, sariling sikap" and many other pro- 
jects that would wipe out hunger particularly in far-flung areas of the 

province. 

The new governor has also pressed for the implementation of more infrastruc- 

ture projects in North Cotabato by looking for more funds to be used for 

such purposes. 
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Dequina, however, has adopted an open mind when it comes to other things 

that his province needs saying that "programs may be adopted as the time, 
the need and the occasion arises," he said. 

Dequina, who assumed the governorship in May this year after former Gov. 

Cajelo won and was sworn to as the new assemblyman of the province during 
the last elections, was former municipal mayor of Midsayap, a position he 
held from 1968 to 1980. 

He was elected vice-governor of North Cotabato in 1980 and held on to the 
position up to March 8, 1984 until he was appointed as governor of the 
province on March 9, 1984 up to the present when Cajelo became assemblyman. 

When he was mayor of Midsayap, Dequina, in spite of the limited arms of his 
town, has united his people in repulsing the then rebels during the Muslim 
insurgency from capturing the poblacion in 1971 to 1974. 

As its mayor, Midsayap has successfully implemented the national program of 
the government on agriculture which are the Masagana 99 and he has effected 
almost 100 per cent payments of loans from the Philippine National Bank 
owed by his constituents in the municipality. 

Through his leadership as mayor, the residents of his municipality also 
enthusiastically adopted the green revolution and livestock programs and 
thus improved the livelihood program of many baranggays in Midsayap. 

He has also efficiently implemented infrastructure projects such as the 
farm-to-market roads, thus making the living conditions of the rural folks 
comfortable and convenient in bringing their produce to the markets in the 

poblacion. 

Midsayap was also a consistent winner in the cleanliness and beautification 
drive of North Cotabato when he was still the mayor of Midsayap because of 
the perennial clean public market then and the clean surroundings of most 

houses in town. 

When Dequina became the provincial vice-governor, he worked closely with 

Gov. Cajelo in implementing many infrastructure projects such as the con- 
struction of bridges, roads, school-buildings and other projects which 
contributed to the welfare of the people. 

He has always supported the then governor in his reach-out program, the 
so-called "pulong-pulong" which succeeded in bringing the government closer 
to the people at the least expense of the provincial government. This pro- 
ject of former Governor Cajelo, he recalled, has literally bridged the 
communication gap between the government and the people. 

It has in fact caused the surrender of many commanders of the subversive 

groups in North Cotabato and has contained the threat of the spread of com- 

munism in that sugar-rich province, Dequina said. 
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with the Israelites in their journey to their promised land. Trials, 
imaginable and unimaginable, most often barred them from their journey but 

they were able to surmount them because of their determination to reach their 
Canaan, “a land of olive trees and honey." 

With the presence of truncheons, tear-gases, water cannons, and guns, the 
street parliamentarians are reminded that freedom should be earned the 
hard way. With the presence of these harassments and threats, and intimi- 
dations, the Lord Jesus invites them to understand freedom in a deeper way. 
"It is in the terrible solitude of the wilderness that the Israelites exer- 
cise their creativity in opening up new ways." Would it not be the same 
with the street parliamentarians? 

The street parliamentarians’ journey into the cause they are fighting for 
is never easy. Some will dismiss it as fanaticism, others consider it 
foolishness, and still some will say that it is an exercise in futility. 
Threats to their lives will continue to haunt them. Their continued 
struggle will be faced with countless trials; pains, bruises, hunger, and 
even death, imposed by the inhospitable land they traverse. But if the 
Lord Jesus was able to withstand the mockery of the cross, would it not be 
the same with the street parliamentarians? 

The severest test is yet to come for the street parliamentarians, and this 
is the time when their human instincts of self-preservation is provoked by 
brute force. Is it not more Christian and Christ-like to hold on to the 
last drops of their patience even if they are faced with brutality? Must 
they forget, for one single moment, the cause of active non-violence 
because of brutality and inhuman dispersal? When the severest test comes 
for the advocates of non-violence, they should keep their sanity and remem- 

ber the Cross of Jesus, for it is only then that they can be truly victors. 

‘Ayatollah’ Sin Castigated 

Davao City THE MINDANAO MIRROR-BULLETIN in English 8-14 Oct 84 p 2 

[Commentary by Casim Arkoncel: "Sin, Repent") 

[Text] The "ayatoullah" Jaime Cardinal Sin rides again--and committed the 
clerical error of calling upon his flock to join protest rallies and demon- 
strations and encouraged civil disobedience to the duly constituted govern- 
ment. It is unfortunate that such outburst should come from the head of the 
Catholic church in the country, for the church in itself is also a form of 
government and enforces such dogmas and canonical edicts that also commands 

obedience from her religious constituents. 

Whether the good Catholics shall heed the blatant interference with the 
affairs of the state is a big question mark, as the Prince is a far cry 

from the dauntless conquering heads of that sect--the so-called "warring 
popes" of old who led armies to invade and occupy other lands, enslaved the 
vanquished then enjoyed the looted treasures in harems of harlots and queers 

alike. 
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If there is any form of disobedience that exists in this modern duy, the 
civic obligations of citizens is no more violated than the commandment of 

the Catholic church as evidenced by the widespread practice of abortion, 
birth control, fornication, marital infidelity and most of all the exodus 
of Catholics to embrace new faiths such as the Iglesia ni Kristo, Witnesses 
of Jehovah, Seventh Day Adventists, the Baptists, Mormons and even Islam. 

Despite the presence of leaders like Sin, there are however still a vast 
majority of the nation who have remained good Catholics not because of the 
good Cardinal, rather in spite of him. The belligerent stance of Sin and 
his cohorts in the Catholic hierarchy is paralleled only by the four cen- 
turies of misrule by the Spanish friars who held the Crown government by 
its balls and the Filipinos by their necks. 

There was an adulterous marriage between the church and state at the time 
which some bigoted churchmen would want to relive. However, in this age 
of enlightenment the dark pages of history are forever banished. Only the 
sordid memories of power, and greed for absolute power remain a dream for 
ambitious weaklings. 

The separation of the church and state embodied in the Constitution had been 
provided in the Jones Law, the first organic charter that freed the Filipinos 

from the enslavement of the friars. To call for any violation of the doc- 
trine is an advocacy for bigotry, intolerance and delusion. 

Over a three-day period, Sin issued press statements deviating from each 
pronouncement. After first urging the people to join mass actions against 
the state, his statement the next day condescended to justify his stand 
that there is nothing wrong for the church to criticize government affairs. 

This was after President Marcos had sternly warned the Filipino people of 
the seditious outburst which is a sin, to say the least. And yesterday's 
papers quoted Sin as having said that he will only say mass and not join 

any march. 

In a political crisis like now, the state has to take a firm stand for self- 
preservation. Cardinal Sin appeared to have assumed position at the head of 
a phalanx ready to march and take-over the government. Happily, the good 
Cardinal heeded the interview made by former press secretary Leo Parungao 
with the Virgin Mary, and decided to pray the rosary. 

Had any untoward incident resulted from Sin's early rantings, that would 

have changed perhaps history or perhaps shortened the life span of many. 
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PHILIPPINES 

DAVAO OPPOSITION DAILY PRAISES PEACEKEEPING ROLE OF MARINES 

Davao City PEOPLE'S DAILY FORUM in English 10 Oct 84 p 2 

{Editorial: "A Salute to the Marines") 

[Text ] 

Clad im full battle regalia, the Marines look like ran- 
‘pers on the pursuit of bad elements.-But they are not. Be- 
hind those darkbrown skin and camouflage uniforms lies 
.one important trait: 

For a time now, we have been touched at the way the 
Marines have been extending themselves to the citizenry, 
even at the risk of being killed by forces who abhor the 
present administration. But they have moved forward with 
the intent of bringing back the people closer to the govern- 
ment and start living a lifestyle far from trouble and nearer 
‘to peace. 

The elocutions and adulations the Marines have been 
from various sectors are not even enough; the 

merits of understanding the present intensity of the mass 
‘transport action lends an added color to a corps which, time 
}and again, has been lauded by all people as the paragon ‘of , 

A far cry from the image which people used to portray 
the military, the Marines have stood ten feet tall, and for 
this characteristic, ne amount of words is enough to thank 
them, ‘but in their humility, they have only smiles and 
thanks. 

When Col. Rodolfo Biazon defused another tension 
in Bangkerohan yesterday, he gave the students a neat les- 
[son and a fatherly advise. What came next was unbelicva- 
ble: like good lambs, the demonstrating students moved a- 
way from the center of the road, flocked themselves in a 
}corner far from jamming the street. 

How come they are admirable and amiable is a ques- 
tion only the military themselves know. But whatever might 
be their good deeds, tic people know how to reciprocate 

4] 
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PHILIPPINES 

DAVAO PAPER REPORTS ON WOMEN'S MEETING IN MANILA 

HKO30341 Davao City THE MINDANAO DAILY MIRROR in English 24 Oct 84 pp 2, 9 

[Article by Ana Mariano: "Difficult Plight cf Rural Women"'] 

[Text] There are hardly any teenage girls left in some villages of Samar, 
an agricultural island in the Visayas, Central Philippines. Long before they 
reach 20, the young women of this rural island have been traded off either as 
prostitutes, domestic helpers, or child brides by their poverty-stricken 
families. 

All over rural Philippines, women suffer the same fate. There are hardly 
other options because rural woman suffer from “double oppression," according 
to rural women who attended a national consultation in Manila last week. 

As farmers or agricultural workers, they belong to the lowest income earning 

class in Philippine society and as women, their role and status are generally 
worse off than the men, delegates to the consultation concluded. 

Yet farmers and agricultural workers constitute the majority of the Philip- 

pine population, and there are almost twice as many rural women (63.66 percent) 

as urban women (36.34 percent). 

Says Nelia Sancho, member of the National Committee of the Women's Alliance 

known as Gabriela, “the rural women are the most oppressed sector of society 
and yet they are a significant social, economic and increasingly political 
force.” 

In 43.8 percent of rural homes, the wives contribute to the family income, 
working in farms as unpaid family workers. Contrary to conditions of urban 
women, employed married women in the countrysides constitute 53 percent of 
rural women, against the 38 percent employed single females. Yet it is the 
married rural women who have primary responsibility for home keeping and child 

care. 

Laments Filomena, a delegate to the consultation, while she breastfed her son, 
“Our problem is that there is hardly any time for ourselves. All day we look 
after children, keep the house or work in the farm. My husband takes a nap in 

the afternoon but I don't, I couldn't even attend community meetings because 
there is no one to look after the kids." 
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Isabel Rojas Aleta in her book “A Profile of Filipino Women" written for the 
United States Aid for Industrial Development in 1951, identifies seven other 
problems of rural women. 

-~-Traditional attitudes of male dominance and the lack of recognition for 

women's potential and unequal opportunities for men and women; 

--Low education background (only 7 percent of rural women reached high school, 
and only 4 percent attended college), irrelevance of curricula, attitude of 
parents toward the education of girls, and difficult in combining agricultur- 
al and household work; 

~-Lack of training opportunities since modernization programs are usually 
directed to men; 

--Early marriage, poor economic conditions; lack of social services especi- 
ally health; and 

--Lack of comprehensive rural planning. 

A survey by Leticia Paler among rural women of Luzon however indicated that 
the needs of the rural women center on the economic, employment, food produc- 
tion, capital, sanitation, road and schoolhouse repair, family planning and 
nutrition. 

In the summary of the consultation, delegates concluded that the prevalence 

of the feudal economic system in the countryside, along with feudal social 
values and norms, is primarily behind their "oppression." Most farmers, &6 
percent of whom are landless, are still beholden to big landowners while 
wives are beholden to husbands, especially in decision-making. 

The accumulation of land by big agribusiness corporations especially in 
Mindanao, exorbitant land rent, usurious interest rates and escalating prices 

of farm inputs aggravate the rural women's plight, accoridng to the dele- 
gates. 

Most rural families into rice production, harvest an average of 120 cavans 

of rice at P[Peso)100/cavan ($5.00), but earn only a net income of P3,110.00 
($155.-50) after land rent and production expenses have been subtracted. The 
income should tide over an average family of six in three months. 

"Militarization in the countryside” poses another threat to rural women, 
said the delegates. To flush out guerrillas or cut off their community sup- 

port, the military has “resorted to bombings as ain Agusan del sur, strafing, 
strategic hamletting, summary executions, arbitrary arrests, etc." One of 
the delegates to the consultation said she was wounded in a strafing incident 
while at least two were driven out of their homes, leaving their crops un- 

tended. 

However, this has induced women to be politically active. In the countryside, 
for example, more and more women's groups are being formed, according to the 
delegates. More and more rural women are also standing up for their rirhts, 

both as farmers and as women. 
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PHILIPPINES 

MINDANAO PAPER ON MURDER OF DAVAO NEWSMAN 

HKO21200 Davao City PEOPLE'S DAILY FORUM in English 25 Oct 84 pp 3, 8 

(Text) Militant groups issued separate statements in condeming and denounc- 
ing the brutal summary execution of Alexander L. Orcullo, a committed nation- 
alist-economist, political timber of the Makabayang Alyansa (Mindana Alli- 
ance-MA,) newsman, and CORD's secretary general. 

Alexander L. Orcullo was executed in the presence of his wife and his three- 
year-old son, Soysoy. Before he was killed, he was ordered to disembark from 
his car and he was dragged at the side of the road. He was ordered by his 
assailants to turn his back and upon doing so was simultaneously shot by the 
armed men with Caliber .45 and Armalite rifles. 

In a statement issued by the Nationalist Alliance for Justice, Freedom and 
Democracy-Mindanao (NAJFD-Mindanao) dated 20 October, 1984 the NAJFD said: 
“The death of Alex in the hands of the forces of repression and oppression 
brings to a new and higher phase the militant struggle of all the democratic 
forces for justice, freedom and democracy. His death gives more meaning 
and reason to a new response to the challenges of our times.” 

"“NAJFD salutes Alex L. Orcullo and all the committed nationalist Filipinos 
who lived their lives and spilled their blood for the cause of freedom, 
nationalism and democracy. In the hearts and minds of the people, their strug- 

gle will always be remembered and their songs for freedom and liberation will 
always be heard ‘above the roars of the cannons.’ 

In a separate statement, the Makabayang Alyansa mourns greatly the loss of 

their cmrade, Alexander L. Orcullo. “But we shall take this opportunity to 
call upon all freedom loving Filipinos to rally behind the ideals of Alex 
and the inspiration of the broad masses of the Filipino to attain and realiz. 

true democracy," the MA statement said. "The death of Alex coming at a time 
of grave economic crisis bespeaks of the real color of this regime of not 
tolerating the growth of persons who oppose the regime and serve the interests 
of the people,” the MA statement added. 
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VERITAS EDITORIAL HIGHLIGHTS MARCOS-SIN CONFRONTATION 

Quezon City VERITAS in English 14 Oct 84 p 5 

[Editorial: "When a Puppet Master Pulls the Strings..."] 

inciting the people te rebellion and for 
violating the principle of separation of Church 
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of the people. There can be no quarrel over that. If 

so they can lead more 
effectively. Ps 

As the situation now 
stands, if Mr. Marcos rums 
roughshod over the separe 
tion principle, everything is 
fine and dandy. But if any- 
one tries to breach the wall 
of unassailability that he has 
built around him, woe unto 
that someone! 

Does anyone wonder why 
‘Our country is in such a 
‘terrible mess? 

cso: 4200/109 
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PHILIPPINES 

PRC TAGALOG BROADCASTS ON AGRAVA BOARD, VER 

Results on Aquino Investigation 

HK260444 Beijing International Service in Tagalog 1130 GMT 25 Oct 84 

{Text} Three high-ranking Filipino officials have been named by four members 
of the five-member Agrava Coumission as being involved in the assassination 
of opposition leader Benigno Aquino. Those named are Armed Forces Chief of 
Staff General Fabian Ver, Manila Police Commander Major General Prospero 
Olivas, and Air Force Security Chief Brigadier General Luther Custodio. 
A separate report by the chairman of the commission, Corazon Agrava, impli- 
cated only Custodio and six non-commissioned officers, and did not name Ver 
or Olivas. 

President Marcos has appointed Lieutenant General Fidel Ramos as acting chief 

of staff of the armed forces to replace Ver while a trial by a civilian court 
investigates the case. Ina letter to Marcos, Ver proclaimed his innocence 

and asked for a separate trial. 

In a nationwide televised speech, Marcos gave assurances that the judicial 
proceedings would be open to the public. 

The assassination of Aquino has resulted in many anti-government demonstrations 

this past year. 

Meanwhile, newspapers around Southeast Asia have called for a swift trial for 

those named in the Aquino slaying. 

Support for Ver; Anti-Marcos Rally 

11K310658 Beijing International Service in Tagalog 1130 GNT 3° Oct 84 

[Text] In Manila, 68 generals placed a statement in the newspapers expressing 

their support for General Fabian C. Ver. This was in connection with the re- 
port of four members of the fact-finding board which named the general as 
being involved in the assassination of former Senator Benigno Aquino. The 68 
generals said they believed in General Ver's innocence. Among those who 
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signed the statement were the commanders of the armed forces, air force, navy 
and the President's Security Command. 

Meanwhile, according to reports received from Western news agencies 

thousands have rallied concerning this issue and have asked for President 
Marcos’ resignation. 
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PHILIPPINES 

VERITAS COLUMNIST ON REAGAN'S PHILIPPINE COMMENT 

HKO60948 Quezon City VERITAS in English 4 Nov 84 p 8 

("The Human Factor" column by Melinda Quintos de Jesus: "Concern Over Reagan's 
Comment" ] 

[Text] Reluctantly, we must now react to the American President, as though we 
did not have enough to worry about given our own president for life. 

But President Reagan clumsily blundered into the picture last week via local 
network news. The film clip, lifted by local stations from the tape of Rea- 
gan's debate with Walter Mondale, carried this comment on the Philippine situa- 
tion: "There are things there in the Philippines that do not look good to 
use from the standpoint right now of democratic rights.... But the alternative 

"is a large communist movement to take over in the Philippines." 

Taken in the context of the audience Reagan had in mind and the forum in which 

he was speaking, the comment should have been dismissed easily enough as a 
typical electoral blurb, certainly not to be mistaken as a serious statement 
of policy. 

But its propaganda potential was too obvious to be missed by a government al- 
most pathetically eager for some good news to offer to the public. How pre- 
dictable then that it should trumpet Reagan's comment as an expression of com- 

mitment to the Marcos regime. 

Reagan, of course, has truck a blow against those forces in the country com- 
mitted to the restoration of democratic traditions through parliamentary strug- 

gle and non-violent mass action. 

It is not surprising that those involved in this effort should find it necessary 
to communicate their indignation and dismay to the American President and the 

American people. Some groups of women have approached the problem tactically, 
addressing their counterparts in the American public. Six women's organi- 
zations have written to the women of America with the message: “We, the moder- 

ate forces who comprise the majority, have chosen to openly oppose Marcos. 

We are not communists. However, we fear that, with combined U.S. support for 
him, a revolutionary situation will continue to develop in the Philippines 
which may jeopardize our option for a peaceful and democratic change." 
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“A man in such a powerful position as Mr Reagan can affect the future of na- 
tion--especially developed ones such as the Philippines--struggling for sur- 
vival and trying to carve a future for himself. 

"We therefore appeal to the women of the United States to reflect on the Philip- 
pine situation and the role of the Reagan administration in it, given this 
information regarding the present state of our country.” 

The approach is not only refreshing. It opens up possibilities for greater 
understanding among two peoples through direct communciation via the instru- 
ments of mass media, even on issues that are usually discussed only through 
official channels. 

The issues of foreign policy must become a focus of public debate and concern. 
Foreign policy decisions affect the way ordinary people live. The American 

people who have paid dearly in recent history for their government's decisions 
in foreign affairs cannot afford to ignore the lamentable misreading of the 
Philippine situationby their President. 

But perhaps we can take comfort in the fact that Mr Reagan, unlike his favored 
dictator-friends, does not run a one-man-show all by himself. His statement 
had obviously dismayed the State Department in Washington and the Embassy in 

Manila. The clarification issued by Washington, though couched in the most 
diplomatic terms, suggested that Mr Reagan's statements did not fully reflect 
the analysis done by his own policy makers. 

The Filipinos’ reaction can be explained simply. After having to deal with 
an authoritarian president for so long, it is a little difficult to realize 
that the President of the most powerful country in the world does not make 

all the crucial decisions on his own. And so his mistakes do not always lead 

to major mischief. 

In the week that was, we could sigh gratefully for small blessings. 
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PHILIPPINES 

SISON DISCUSSES SCENARIO FOR STRATEGIC STALEMATE 

HKO30325 Davao City PEOPLE'S DAILY FORUM in English 16, 17 Oct 84 

[16 Oct 84 p 4] 

[interview with Jose Maria Sison: "The Stalemate Is Likely To Happen" (Part 
One) } 

[Text] (Not long ago, Defense Minister Juan Ponce Enrile said in a speech 
that the communist-led New People's Army (NPA) is expected to reach a “stale- 
mate" vis-a-vis the Armed Forces of the Philippines (AFP) in the next three 
to five years. The term “strategic stalemate," ironically, came into current 
usage from the vocabulary of the revolutionary Left. PNF [sic] interviewed 
for a reaction political detainee Jose "Joma" Sison, alleged chairman of the 
outlawed Communist Party of the Philippines [CPP] at the time of his arrest in 
November 1977. The interview with Sison was conducted in a courtroom during 
a recess in a recent hearing of his subversion case and by letters through 

legal intermediaries.) 

Q. Philippine Defense Minister Juan Ponce Enrile, in a recent statement, said 
that the NPA will reach a stalemate vis-a-vis the government's Armed Forces 
within the next three to five years. Do you agree with this view? Could you 
describe the characteristics of such a stalemate? 

Jose Ma Sison (JMS): Enrile's forecast is likely to happen. At the cumulative 
ratethe NPA is gaining strength, it shall have control or influence over about 

50 percent of the 1,500 municipalities in the country and will be able to 
easily concentrate companies and even battalions to wipe out AFP units in 

most parts of the country. 

Right now, the NPA can wipe out or disarm entire AFP platoons in various parts 
of the country. In the strategic stalemate stage, the annihilation of enemy 

companies or battalions in single operations or campaigns will become common- 
place. There will be repeated temporary seizures of big towns, provincial 

capitals and small cities to wipe out or disarm AFP units. 

In Metro Manila and other big cities, the fascists will be in mortal fear of 
the armed revolution and will tend to concentrate increasingly larger forces 

for immediate protection. Wide areas of the country will thus be left open to 

the revolutionary forces. 



The split among the big comprador-landlords will become more and more bitter 
and violent. The unity and strength of the road democratic movement, both 
underground and aboveground, will grow rapidly as never before. 

The economy will deteriorate in the areas controlled by the regime. The re- 

gime will be unprecedentedly corruption-ridden and will have trouble scroung- 
ing for funds and resources for its parasitic military forces. 

But in widening areas of the countryside, land reform and production campaigns 

will be carried out by the revolutionaries. There will be an effective boy- 
cott of goods imported from enemy sources in favor of goods locally produced 
as well as those imported from friendly sources. 

Q: Will this stalemate occur without present conditions changing? What con- 
ditions do you see as necessary to reach it? 

JMS: The revolutionary party of the proletariat (the CPP) must strengthen 
itself ideologically, politically and organizationally. Reaching the stale- 

mate is not simply a matter of building the people's army and winning battles. 
There are comprehensive requirements. 

There should be tens of thousands of cadres well versed in theory, experienced 
in the mass movement and other practical work, and competent in work at various 

territorial levels and various spheres. 

There should be at least 200,000 cadres and members (of the party) at the 
basic level of the branch, in about 50 percent of the 40,000 barrios, and in 

the mass organizations of workers, peasants, fishermen, youth, women, chil- 
dren, cultural activists and others. 

Organs of democratic power and mass organizations must exist where the party 

and the New People's Army are. The united front should develop further for 
both urban and rural areas and grow even in the areas still securely controlled 

by the regime. 

Under the leadership of the proletariat, the NPA should build sufficient for- 

ces to launch military campaigns of regional and national scope. The guerrilla 
fronts and zones will have to multiply and link up. There will have to be 
widespread and frequent guerrilla offensives by small units as mobile forces. 

Q: How do you assess the people's forces now in comparison to 1983? 

JMS: The legal democratic movement is now far more developed and far stronger 
than it was last year. Just consider the millions of people who poured into 
the streets of Metro Manila and other cities on the first anniversary of the 
martyrdom of Ninoy Aquino, despite all the scare tactics of the Marcos regime. 
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[17 Oct % p 5] 

[Interview with Jose Maria Sison: "The Stalemate Is Likely To Happen" (Part 
Two) ] 

[Text] JMS: Behind this massive mobilization is a year of accelerated poli- 
tical education and organization work among the democratic classes, sectors, 
groups and individuals. What could be accomplished before in several years 
can now be accomplished in a matter of months or weeks. 

The armed resistance has made big strides. The AFP [Armed Forces of the Philip- 
pines] is losing more arms in ambushes, raids and arrests conducted by both 
the NPA and the MNLF (Moro National Liberation Front). The government has 
been losing entire platoons frequently. Reports say that the guerrilla 
fronts, and the zones under each front, have increased in number. 

The number of people covered by local organs of democratic power and various 
types of mass organizations led by the Communist Party has risen to about 
seven million, according to independent sources. This is the direct base for 
the armed struggle waged by the NPA. At the same time, the broad united front 
enjoys real support from tens of millions of people. 

Q: How would you assess the state of the Marcos government? Can you describe 

possible scenarios of change in the Philippines? 

JMS: The U.S.-Marcos regime will most likely last up to at least 1987. Three 
more years of a puppet autocracy and intolerable economic suffering will re- 
sult in an intensifying and rapidly expanding legal democratic movement and 
revolutionary armed resistance against the three evils of U.S. imperialism, 
feudalism and bureaucrat capitalism. 

The United States wishes to revive a two-party system controlled by rival 
cliques of big-comprador and big-landlord politicians subservient to U.S. 
imperialism. This is what the U.S. means by “strengthening democratic institu- 
tions and processes." 

If Marcos gets himself reelected again through the usual fraud and terrorism, 

or if he puts up a surrogate as president, the ruling system will become even 
more hopeless and will be overthrown by armed revolution toward 1990 or a few 

years after. 

If the U.S. decides to remove the Marcos clique from power through elections, 

it can do so by manipulating its economic and military assistance as levers 
for encouraging opposition to Marcos within the Kilusang Bagong Lipunan (KBL) 
and for pressuring Marcos himself to appoint a new defense minister in order 
to neutralize the despotic use of the Armed Forces, in the same way that Ramon 
Magsaysay as defense secretary was used to undercut President Quirino. In 
this way a pro-U.S. but anti-Marcos group can peacefully rise to power and re- 

place the Marcosclique, from either the KBL or a legal opposition party. 



I think the U.S. would rather smoothly weaken Marcos’ hold on the Armed Forces 
through a new defense minister, rather than sponsor a coup d'etat by military 
officers. Such a coup d‘etat can only further fan the flames of armed revolu- 
tion in the Philippines. 

Q: What are the chances of President Marcos winning over a significant section 
of the opposition through a stance of accommodation normalization? 

JMS: Marcos has no chance of winning over a significant section of the legal 
opposition because, in the first place, he is unwilling to make any substantial 
concession toward real normalization. 

He continues with his autocratic rule, his monopoly of political power. ‘He 

speaks of accommodation and normalization only to entrench and further insti- 
tutionalize his autocratic rule, aggravate foreign and feudal domination, and 

worsen the political and economic crisis. 

Even the reformist groups in thecountry would now rather plead with the U.S. 
first and cite the revolutionary movement for bargaining purposes, rather than 

approach Marcos or expect voluntary concessions from him. 

Q: How does the U.S. Government--the Reagan administration particularly--stand 
in relation to the Marcos government? Is it closer to, or distancing itself 
from it? 

JMS: The U.S. continues to support the Marcos regime and is committed to 
making it last up to 1987 at least. There has been some apparent distancing 
by the Reagan administration from the puppet regime because the U.S. has been 

embarrassed by the murder of Aquino in the eyes of the whole world. It wants 
to heap all the blame for the economic and financial crisis on its puppet and 
to divert the attention of the people from its responsibility for the tyranny 

and economic crimes of the Marcos regime. 

Thus, the distancing has been expressed by U.S. President Reagan's aborted 
visit to Manila, the U.S. bi-partisan condemnation of the Aquino assassination, 
the pressures on Marcos to give minor concessions to reformists in the opposi- 
tion, and the occasional critical remarks made by Armacost, the former U.S. 

ambassador, and the incumbent, Bosworth. 

If Mondale, the Democratic presidential candidate wins, the autocratic powers 
of Marcos are likely to be undercut faster. Marcos will not continue as presi- 
dent beyond 1987, There is a written commitment which amounts to this in the 

platform of the Democratic Party. 

But even if Reagan is re-elected, the next three years will further prove that 

Marcos has become a serious liability to the long-term U.S. interests. Any 
U.S. President will have to dump Marcos in consideration of those interests. 
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PHILIPPINES 

CEBU EDITORIAL ON EMERGENCE OF COMPASSION WITHI: «iP 

Cebu City VISAYAN HERALD in English 27 Sep 84 p 3 

{[Editorial: “Humanity From the Military"] 

[Text] There is some kind of a sense of compassion growing out of the mili- 

tary psyche. As days pass seeing countless civilians in anguish as they 
witness the deterioration of many things in the Philippine scene, some 

military officials whose hearts are definitely not made of stone, have 
responded. They can not just resist by sights of brother Filipinos hit by 

truncheons, gas and bombs, and the multitudes hungry and oppressed. They 
have expressed sentiments favorable to the crowd. They, while looking from 
within, can not help but express sympathy. That human rights must be 
respected, for instance, is now realized by those in uniform. 

The trend is veering away from obeisance to power. Even the Supreme Court 
has lately stood in defense of the popular interest. The highest court has 

required and ruled that the contract on the installation of the Bataan 

nuclear plant be divulged to the public. Adverse effects of the nuke pro- 
ject must be known and exposed to all for their enlightenment. 

These reverberations auger well for the country and the people. A nation in 

continued anguish can not long endure. 
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PHILIPPINES 

CENSUS FIGURES SHOW 947,000 LOST JOBS IN FIRST QUARTER 

Manila THE MANILA PAPER in English 15 Oct 84 p 2 

[Text] Manila (PNF)--A total of 947,000 Filipinos lost their jobs in the 
first quarter of 1984 when the unemployment rate hit 6.3 percent, the govern- 
ment's National Census and Statistics Office (NCSO) revealed recently. 

The number“ of employed people nationwide dropped from 19,671,000 to 18,724,000 
in the period from the end of 1983 to March this year, according to NCSO data 
interpreted and written up in the newspaper BUSINESS DAY. 

The great increase in the unemployment figure was due to the slowdown in 
economic activity because of the foreign exchange crisis starting in late 
1983. The figure contradicts the projected 300,000 earlier made by some 
economists. 

Other reasons cited for the unusually large figure were the seasonality of 
agricultural jobs and the slack in the “informal” employment sector, includ- 
ing small-scale family businesses. 

Metro Manila's four cities and 13 municipalities registered the highest 
unemployment rate among all regions with 13.3 percent of its total labor 
force or 311,000 unemployed, accounting for 24.7 percent of the national 

total. 

In northerm Mindanao, meanwhile, a total of 3,346 workers were laid off in 

the past eight months, according to data obtained from the regional office 

of the Ministry of Labor and Employment in Cagayan de Oro City. 
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PHILIPPINES 

COLUMNIST DISCUSSES FAILURE OF MUSLIM AUTONOMOUS GOVERNMENT 

Davao City PEOPLE'S DAILY FORUM in English 11 Oct 84 pp 3, 10 

[News analysis by Lorene A. Porras: "The Autonomous Government: Justifica- 
tions in the Face of Failure?"] 

[Text] Has the regional autonomous government in Central Mindanao served 

the purpose for which it was established in the course of a seven year 
period? This is a question pressing for an answer in the public mind in the 
wake of reports ventilated in the press that the Regional Autonomous 
Government XII has recently become an impotent body and a ghost office as 
a result of serious logistical problems. It is, however, not easy to pro- 
nounce judgment on the success or failure of the autonomous government with- 
out falling back on the motivations and conditions that necessitated its 
creation. 

The establishment of the autonomous government in the Muslim South coming 
as an implementation of the 1976 Tripoli Agreement has, apparently, 
resulted in the relative peace now obtaining in the two Muslim-dominated 
regions in Mindanao. 

However, there are undercurrent opinions that the implementation of the sup- 
posed agreement between the MNLF and the Philippine Government has been one- 
sided in favor of the latter. It is said that the specific terms in the 
supposed Tripoli Accord have yet to be finalized and this can be made possi- 
ble only through the resumption of talks between the government and the MNLF 
under the auspices of the Islamic Conference, as it was in the beginning. 

Many would wonder why such talks to finalize the agreement have never been 
held after so many years. The truth of the matter is that the Philippine 
Government is at a loss on the question of whom to deal with. It is an 
often fact that the MNLF has split into three factions, each of which has 

different demands. [sentence as published] 

Earlier, President Marcos offered to exile MNLF leader, Nur Misuari the over- 
all chairmanship of the two autonomous governments which were supposed to 
have been merged according to plan, and this was claimed by Misuari's 
followers as proof of recognition of their group. But since then Misuari 
has remained in snobbish silence as if to show to the world that he would 

never budge an inch from his secessionist hardline. 
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Some Muslim leaders opined that if Misuari is concerned with the welfare of 
his people in Mindanao, then he should not hesitate to assume the leader- 

ship of the autonomous government which position would afford him the oppor- 
tunity to be of service to his Muslim brothers, instead of insisting on 
secession which could never be possible without dismembering the Republic 

of the Philippines. They say that Misuari may have second thoughts about 
his ability to reconcile with and unify the desperate Muslim tribes. They 
believe that Misuari, who has been in the Middle East for some years, has 

been addicted to a life of opulence made possible by the support of the 
Islamic countries, and he is not likely to part with his extravagant life- 
style to return to the country and live among his people in the manner of 

Muamar Khaddafi who is among his chief benefactors. 

Oppositionists would argue that the most that the present autonomous govern- 

ment has offered to people in the Muslim South is a palliative whose efficacy 
has began to rub off with the present economic crisis. They would claim that 
the peace that is obtaining now in the area is an uneasy one, that the con- 

ditions are artificial and could easily explode in even greater violence. 

It is further argued that unless the Tripoli Agreement is implemented 
bilaterally, the autonomous government in the South shall never accomplish 
the goals for which it was so expensively established. 

CSO: 4200/109 
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PHILIPPINES 

DIVIDED MNLF LEADERSHIP STALLS TRIPOLI TALKS 

Davao City PEOPLE'S DAILY FORUM in English 11 Oct 84 pp 1, 10 

[Text] The leadership of the Moro National Liberation Front (MNLF) is not 
united and the Philippine panel can not therefore sit down with them in the 
negotiating table of the Islamic Conference in the Middle East. 

This was disclosed by LTP Chairman Amelil Malaguiok of the regional 
autonomous government of region 12 as he pointed out that the Philippine 
panel does not know whom to recognize as the lone leader of the MNLF. 

According to Chairman Malaguiok, the splintered leadership of the MNLF has 
stalled the continuation of talks between the Philippine group and that of 
the Middle East which started during the Tripoli Agreement. 

Malaguiok, formerly known as Commander Ronnie of the MNLF before he rejoined 
the government together with his men, said that the MNLF leadership is now 
divided into various groups. They are operating separately under the lead- 
ership of Dimas Pendato, Nur Misuari and Salamat who are all based in the 
Middle East. 

As for the local MNLF, the LTP chairman bared, it is now headed by Hadji 
Moran as the MNLF chairman and Commander Boy Hassim as his deputy. 

Asked about th. leadership of Nur Misuari, Malaguiok said that Misuari is 

no longer credible not only to the eyes of the Philippine panel but also to 

the members of the Islamic conference members. 

At the same time, Malaguiok disclosed that he has accomplished the mission 
of working for the release of the budget of the regional autonomous govern- 

ment after following it up in Malacanang. 

While Malaguiok refused to reveal the exact amount that he had negotiated to 
be released for the region, he said the funds released would be able to 
alleviate the right economic condition obtaining at present in the region. 

CSO: 4200/109 
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PHILIPPINES 

COLUMNIST ANALYZES EMERGENCE OF ‘VITAL CENTER' 

Manila BULLETIN TODAY in English 12 Oct 84 p 6 

[News analysis by S. W. Yolanda: "The Vital Center"] 

[Text] A new group seems to be emerging out of the apparent deadlock (some 

like to call it “polarization") between government and its opposition, a 
group that is earnestly in quest of the “vital center." 

The men and women who will compose it, should the quest prove successful, 

are politically conscious, maybe just recently, but they are not neces- 

sarily partisan for or against President Marcos. For this reason, the 

“diehards" of opposing sides may not be pleased with them, but it is safe 
to say they are in the large majority. 

But it will be a mistake to call them "fence-setters" or “moderates” without 
qualification. For they are in the ranks of marchers calling for the 
repeal of Amendment 6; they may equally have made up their minds about the 

Agrava Report. On the other hand, they are also in government, trying 

their best to restore its credibility and effectiveness, but nonetheless 

still committed to President Marcos. Or in the parliamentary opposition 

against him. 

They may well constitute a "Third Force" that Salvador P. Laurel once pro- 
posed but they are not necessarily Laurel partisans. 

For example, Francisco S. Tatad gave a glimpse of the "Third Force" think- 

ing when he wrote that he did not join the protest march in behalf of a 

"new totalitarianism or violence." 

When the “unauthorized participants” petitioned President Marcos for a per- 

mit to rally, they gave a glimpse of it. 

They stand between the perceived rigidity of government and the radicalism 

of those who insist that nothing less than the resignation of the government 

would be “acceptable.” 

They are not yet a "vital center" because they need a program, although a 

group (as yet unidentified) calling itself the Finex Editorial Board has 
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Started by asking all moderates in or out of government, academics and 

professionals to join together in working to save the country from 

extremism and fanaticism. 

A “vital center" will furthermore defend the institutions which hold promise 
of being democratically functional. One such institution is the Batasang 
Pambansa, which is proving itself to be worthy of more than public derision. 
Another is barangay participation, which in some areas, is too controlled 

by government and in others intimidated by the dissidents. 

A “vital center" will know what is possible in the concrete situation. It 
will not ask for unexpected decisions, although it will be pleased if there 

are beneficial ones. But what it will most certainly work for is to make 
power accessible to reason and peaceful contention. 

The “morality” of the "vital center" will be considered timid or lukewarm 

by extremists, who are sure that there is an absolute right and wrong in 
the affairs of men, that at any given time the wicked can be distinguished 
from the good. But the “vital centrists" do recognize that it is institu- 
tions which make men and women behave in office, not some mysterious 

entity called “natural goodness." 

If the “vital center" shapes up in time, then it's quite likely that the 
present crisis can be resolved with nothing more than bruises for political 

egos. If.... 

CSO: 4200/109 
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PHILIPPINES 

CANOY CITES WEEKLY DEATH TOLL, BLAMES MARCOS 

Manila THE MANILA PAPER in English 15 Oct 84 pp 4, 6 

[Commentary by Reuben R. Canoy, THE MANILA PAPER publisher: "Marcos To Blame 
for Violent Demo Dispersal") 

[Text] “Is this the way Filipinos treat fellow Filipinos?" asked former 
Sen. Lorenzo Tanada after recounting to the National Assembly's Committee on 
Justice, Human Rights and Good Government how the soldiers and riot police 
violently dispersed demonstrators with Armalite rifles, tear gas bombs and 
water cannons. 

"What is happening to our country,” asked former Assemblyman Emmanuel Pelaez 

after he was nearly killed in an ambush by unknown gunmen. 

Similar agonizing questions are being asked elsewhere in the Philippines 
but we will never hear about them. They come from ordinary folks who long 
ago ceased to be Filipinos--or human beings--in the eyes of a callous 
government: 

Farmers whose sons and daughters have been shot along the lonely country 
roads of Samar and Southern Leyte. Innocent young men who have been rounded 
up like cattle and tortured on the mere suspicion of being subversives. 
Muslims whose homes have been shelled, looted and burned in the hinterlands 

of Lanao, Cotabato and Zamboanga. 

It was then Vice President Pelaez who warned the nation in 1964 that if 
Ferdinand E. Marcos ever became president, the violence that had been the 
hallmark of Llocos politics would infect and devastate the entire country. 

And it did. 

Every week for the past 14 months of our existence, THE MANILA PAPER has been 
consistently publishing a tally of Filipinos killed daily by fellow-Filipinos 

in a war that few understand and now seems impossible to end. 

We have done this in the hope of arousing in our readers a deep sense of 

concern and outrage with the terrible state of affairs that the government 

has been trying its best to hide, either by distorting information or with- 

holding it entirely. 
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Not counting those whose deaths have been unreported, no less than 5,000 
Filipinos have perished each year as casualties of a revolution that is 
actually taking place in many provinces. It is safe to estimate that since 
Marcos took power, more than 100,000 civilians, soldiers and rebels have 
lost their lives. 

But public outcry against the climate of fear and violence didn't arise 
until the brutal assassination of Ninoy Aquino. 

It tore down the false sense of security that everyone enjoyed, especially 
in Metro Manila--the fabulous City of Man that Marcos and his wife tried 

to build as a showcase of prosperity and culture in total disregard of 
economic priorities. . 

Now that the scales have been removed from our eyes, we ought to discern 
more clearly the extent of the damage that the Marcoses, with the complicity 
of a company of thieves and murderers, have inflicted not only upon the body 
but the soul of the Filipino nation. 

Because all these would never have come to pass if he had not declared 
martial law and installed a dictatorial government, it is Marcos who must 
be blamed for our present wretched condition. 

As commander-in-chief of the armed forces, he and not the simple soldier 
must be held responsible for the violent dispersal of demonstrations. As 
a one-man legislator under the infamous Amendment No. 6, he and not the 
technocrats must be called to account for oppressive taxes. 

If the nation is to survive this critical period whole and intact, then 
4Jarcos and his accomplices must go. There are those who honestly believe 
that this is an impossible dream. 

Marcos, they say, is so firmly entrenched in the seat of power that no less 
than the same violence that he has used against the people would be needed 

to force him to step down. 

But Sen. Tanada and many others like him are convinced that it can be done 
neither with ballots, which have become a mockery under the regime, nor with 

bullets. Ten or twenty million Filipinos could do this by marching peace- 
fully to Malacanang to demand the resignation of Marcos. 

This is what Mendiola Bridge is really all about, why the demonstrators led 
by Tanada insist on passing over it and why Marcos, cringing behind barbed 
wire barricades and heavily-armed troops, refused them the right to use it. 

But nothing in this world lasts forever. The day may not be far off when 

it will be Marcos's turn to ask: 

.."What is happening to our country, General?" 

"Is this the way Filipinos treat fellow Filipinos?" 

And our answer will be the same deafening and scornful silence that has been 

his response to the people's cry for justice and freedom. 
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PHILIPPINES 

OPPOSITION JOURNALIST CITES INCIDENTS OF COMPASSION IN AFP 

Manila THE MANILA PAPER in English 15 Oct 84 p 7 

[Commentary by Cynthia L. de Leon: “The Good That Men Do"} 

[Test] There is reason to believe Maj. Gen. Josephus Ramas' claim that not 
all military men are “ogres and blackguards." Numerous acts of courage, 
compassion, and charity by men in uniform shine through the blackest propa- 
ganda. Peoples’ hearts and minds are won by the good that these men do. 

Take Brig. Gen. Madrino Munoz, the top military gun in this region. Long 
the favorite of local media for being “fair and accommodating," and for 
being a “man of integrity," he won further admiration after personally 
coming to the rescue of a lone wounded soldier in the forest in Agusan del 
Norte, site of recent battles against subversives. 

Generals, by reason of their positions, are not supposed to risk their 

necks rescuing ordinary soldiers. But Gen. Munoz is not made of ordinary 
stuff. There is no human life too ordinary for him to save. 

Another field commander who values human life, even of adversaries, is 
Col. Mariano Adalem of the 3/4 brigade. He too went out of his way to 

care for a sick and wounded amazon captured during the encounter in 
Bukidnon. Coffeeshop talks have it that there have been many other bene- 
ficiaries of this brigade commander's compassion and humanitarianism. 

Then there's Col. Roberto Lastimoso, provincial commander of Misamis 

Oriental. Ordered by the court last July to break the picket line of 
striking workers at a logging firm in Tagoloan, he used force only after 
his over two months attempt at peaceful negotiations with the labor leaders 

failed. 

But even as he led the anti-riot squad (of less than 100 men, not 375 as 
alleged by a union leader) on September 26 to implement the court order, 

there was marked restraint in his use of force. Guns were aimed but not 
fired. Firetruck hoses were trained at the picketers but the water valves 

were not open. Truncheons were used, but sparingly. 
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Some 40 persons were injured, including 10 constables and at least 2 chil- 

dren. The number might have been bigger, one witness said, had Col. 

Lastimoso and his men not personally shielded the strikers’ children and 

led them to a safer place. 

After the brief struggle, the provincial commander bought soft drinks and 

candies for everyone. A gesture that, unfortunately, was taken badly. 

“Ginawa kaming parang bata. Pagkatapos paluin, binigyan ng kendi,” a striker 

later complained. ("We were made like children. Given candies after a 
spanking.") 

One interesting sidelight was reported by another witness. A constable was 

half-way through his bottle of sott drink, the last in the case, when he saw 

a striker needing a drink. The PC offered his bottle; the striker took it, 

after which they embraced. Bati na. 

Politicians here are discovering they can no longer use the military for 

selit-serving and partisan purposes. Not Lt. Col. Baylom Platon, for one. 

He simply refuses to play political ball with governors and mayors, main- 

taining that this duty as commanding officer of the 2nd Scout Rangers 

Battalion is above and beyond politics. 

Last entry in this list of good men and good deeds is about two city police- 

men who refused a cash reward of P1,000 for their swift recovery of some 

stolen equipment. “We were only doing our job,” they said. 

Now, wouldn't it be wonderful if each and every military man, from the 

highest multi-starred general to the last enlisted man, would only do his 

job, nothing more, nothing less? 
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PHILIPPINES 

OPPOSITION LEADERS ADDRESS HK GROUPS, MIGRANT WORKERS 

Manila WEEKEND, Magazine of PHILIPPINES SUNDAY EXPRESS in English 7 Oct 84 
pp 12-17 

[Article by Jo-Ann Q. Maglipon] 

[Text ] UTZ AQUINO looked Nedia laughed, This Aquino was 
at Nelio Sancho and tun to be with, she thought. But 
said “Why do you she had been so tired, with her 

have an unhappy duties as national councs!| member 
face? You should per of GABRIELA (General Assembly 

mit happiness on your Binding Women for Reforms, In- 
face so that you can tegrity, Equality, Leadership and 

permeate happiness! ”’ Action), ber four-year-okl work at 
the PAIL (Parent's Alternative Ine), 

the last minute arrangements for 
son Antonio Karlo, 6, and Ana 

Louwe, 3, all cramming them 

selves incon the agitated month of 
September, She was so godbless 

tired that, on this first meeting 

with Butz Aqui, in the first hour 

of their trip to Hongkong, right 

there at the plane, in the middle 

Nelia answered surprised, ‘‘But 

I'm not unhappy. I’m just tired 
and my eyelids really droop when 
I’m tired. F peg nag-droop yong 
mata ko, para akong malunghkot!” 

But Butz was onto something 

now, and when the man is warm- 
ing up like that, ittakes much 
more to stop him.“*You know,” he 
said with a declaimer’s flourish, 
“my philosophy in life is to bring of Butz’ next sentence, Nelia 

happiness to others. 1 always give dozed of f. 

them my happiest face all the time. HE Hongkong Stan- 
You should never treat this as just dard bannered their 
a job.” arrival with a five- 

Nelia tried again, “Yes, that’s a column spread 
nice philosophy. And I don’t treat photograph showing 
this as just a job. I'm just very Butz hemmed in by 
tired right now.” Filipina migrant 

Unstoppable, Butz went on, workers in Hongkong, their tecth 

“You should be happy. If it weren’t grinning, their fists clenched. The 
for this trp, you wouldn't be with newspaper called it the biggest 
me now. Now, isn't that cause for gathering yet seen in the British 

happiness? "’ colony for a public Philippine 
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forum with, again, clenched fists 
and loud cheers greeting the two 

right at the airport. 

Another photograph of Butz 
appeared, surrounded once more by 
smiling Filipinas, in the South China 

Mornmg Post which called the 

welcome “rapturous.” In their 
three-day blitz, the two landed in 
the papers again and again, held 
two press conferences, spoke in a 
forum of about 500, walked 
through Statue Square where some 
3,000 Filipinas besieged them, 
joined a mass of 1,000 people, had 
dinner with the organizers: the 
Hongkong Committee in Solida- 
rity with the Philippines, then met 
with 25 representatives of 11 or- 
ganizations of Fil, as in HK, dis- 
cussed the national situation with 

some 50 university students, signed 
autographs and posed for souvenir 
pictures, received chocolates and 
embraces, and were told they were 
nicer than Nora Aunor who came 
so often but seemed never inte. 
rested in meeting with Filipina 
maids. 

The invitations to Nelia and 
Butz for the Sept. 8 10 affair 
came from the Com mittee 
in Solidarity with the Phi- 
ippines and its nine frends: HK 
Volylechnic Student Union, HK Fe- 
deration of Students, Asian Stu- 
denis’ Association, Clemy Con- 

cerned for the Philippines, HK Fe- 
deratanof Catholic Students, In- 

ternabional Movement of Catholic 
Students, Young Chnstian Work- 
ors- Asia/Pacific, Student Chistian 
Movement-HK, Friends of the Fili- 
pino People-IK, Beng on the main 
students, the organizers could only 
afford their guests’ airline tickets, 
one each, so that Butz’ associates- 

bodyguards could not make it, and 
he had yet to pay for his own ho- 
tel. He also ended up footing the 

bill for small treats, Nelia laughs. , 
Their coming was part of the 

International Solidanty for the 
Philippines Week which stretched 
beyond that, from Sept. 9 to Sept. 

21, the 12th anniversary of the 
declaration of martial law, Pulrlic 
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forums and marches were scheduled 

as well in New Zealand, Australia, 
Japan and some European coun- 
tries, while in Hongkong, the big 
welcome was for Nelia Sancho- 
Liao, “former beauly queen, poli- 
tical prisoner, and member of the 
Nationalist Alliance for Justice 

Freedom end Democracy,” and 
Agapito “Butz” Aquino, “young. 
er brother of assassinated opposi- 
tion leader Benigno ‘Ninoy’ Aquino, 

leading oppositionist, founding 
member of the NAJED., and lead 

er of the parliament of the streets 

Butz announced: “We will not 
stop our protest movement until 
true freedom and democracy re 
tums to our country.” He spoke 

of forcing President Marcos’ resig 
nation through “militant, non. 

violent means” wcluding forums, 
rallies and marches, sit down pro 

tests, tax revolis, fasting, and 

general stnkes. He abo kept open 
the option to field candidates for 
the 1986 local elections and the 
1987 presidential elections, a 
move, he said, which can “force 

the government to negotiate with 
the people.” ln this forum on 
“Philippines Today and Tomor- 
row: People’s Response,” Butz 
called for the support of the move- 
ment against Amendment 6 of the 
1973 Constitution which, he de- 

cned, gave one man powers strad- 

dling the = executive, legislative 
and judiciary. 

In her speech, Neha spoke of a 
“ors” sittatpon “For how con at 

boert Leer chee Hiteol, except lapaty 

that the comlrtions today bear one 

chesical choarecterstie of the Chu 
ese pecanine of Sopa.” Wheels os 

dango’ liweleed there 6 ouch 

dame present m the form of iy 

creased cuffermg of the Filipme 

people, tpg collage of 

the country, and threat of ve 

presoon tnore savage than what 

was ever witnessed in our country.” 

herding, Nelin borecvcar hy! inp) the other 

half of “Sores” wn its Chinese seriypt, 



| ean! »while age’ that iis cetera othe Dk le d awtors; the provtaly 

ing was dangT the other ts oppor J rebirth of sectors and groups, 

tunity Opportunity manitests uself particularly the middie and upper 
in the awakenmg and involvement clases, hitherto uncemcemed with 

ofa great number of the t phage no provlit al questions thew develop: 

citizenry m the bistorne strurpic to ments ore a great step foraand! hor 

end the reygn of tyranny m Philp the people's ongomg endeavor to 
pine som ety ] bee prartat nm i) teerutle aivance the caus’ of freetlom ond 

ness of the workers, prerasants wn demos a y , 

When the questions from the predominantly Filipino crowd poured in, they came 

to nearly a hundred, all obviously well-informed about the Philippines of the 

post-Aquino period. Should the Agrava Commission uphold the lone-gunman, 

Communist-Rolando-Galman theory, what will happen? Butz answered, “Nobody 

will believe the result and it might trigger social unrest.” Who can replace 

Marcos: Butz mentioned opposition politicians--plus Horacio Morales and Jose 

Ma. Sison, “if the people want them.” What is your alternative to the present 

government? Butz spoke of a “popular government" of officials elected by the 
people; Nelia added that the composition of this coalition should be represen- 

tative of the “various sectors in society, with the biggest number having the 

largest representation.” 

The torum included a program of songs, dances and poems, with Bayan Ko sung 

twice during the session, drawing emotional tists and tears trom the 500- 

Strong crowd of Chinese, Indian, British, Japanese and Filipino. 

BUTZ and Nelia were the guest speakers all right, but once in Hongkong, their 

turn came tor Listening to the Filipinas--who have shied away trom being 

called Filipina maids, a term tinged with derision in the British colony--for 

the stories were many and often crazy-sad. 

The Filipina helper may be forced to sign a fake loan agreement before the 

work contract is finalized. The amount of the loan is never in fact paid to 

her but deductions are thereatter made on her salary. She is sometimes paid 

less than the salary contracted, but is made to accept a receipt for the full 

amount. Her employer can reluse to retund the air tare expenses but ltorces 

her to sign a paper saying she has taken the tull refund trom him. An employ- 

er may withhold the Filipina helper's passport. Another employer may forcibly 

put the Filipina on a plane to Manila, without 4 re-entry visa, to keep her 

trom pursuing complaints and claims against hin. 

A helper is made to refund the employer's expenses, which is not part of their 

contract, or otherwise pay iof her “release letter,” Which again is not part 

of the contract but is an administrative requirement of the HK immigration de- 

partment, without which the helper cannot be hired by anyone else. A helper 

is cheated by recruiter or employer or both, and made to work for someone 

Other than the person whose signature appears on the contract. Ihis is ille- 

gal and, when caught, the Filipina is up tor repatriation but her employer 

exempt irom any charges. 

A Filipina migrant worker may tind hersel! serving a household of i2 people or 

several househoids at the same time, [tor ttw ime contractual pay. she is 
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sometimes barred from receiving visitors, using the phone, taking the one-day- 

in-a-week off, or even leaving the flat at any time. In a case cited by, An- 

drew Hicks of the School of Law, University of Hongkong, one Filipina was kept 

inside the house for eleven straight months on her first year in Hongkong. 

Complaints are many of unreasonable work load and work hours, when the maid 

stays up until her employers finish with late-night parlor games or when, 
after working from 6 a.m. to ll p.m., she is woken up at night to clean the 
bath. Conditions may be dangerous as well. Nelia Sancho notes a recent case 
where a Filipina helper fell from a height while cleaning, broke her head, 
died, but was still in Hongkong because her family did not have the P40,000 

needed to transport her body home. 

Accomodations can be sorely inadequate, with maids sleeping in corridors where 
party guests walked to and fro all the time, and in kitchens where the refrig- 
erator door banged open and shut all night. Food may be spare, with the — 
helper making do with leftovers and, in another case documented by Hicks, with 

the maid contracting ulcer. After which, her employer refused to pay for her 
medical services. 

Those times Filipina migrant workers were brave enough to ask for “concilia- 
tion services” from the Overseas Employment Service of the Hongkong Labor De- 
partment, their employers threatened to produce rigged complaints about their 
services. This would have meant being blacklisted. Employers also warned of 
refusing them their release letters, reporting them to authorities for working 
for the wrong employer, terminating their contract and deporting them 

posthaste. 

“Pero nagtitiis kami,” the Filipinas told Nelia and Butz, “kasi kung magsa- 
sama-sama kami sa Pilipinas, walang mangyayari sa amin. Thank God at naka- 

labas kami sa Pilipinas." 

Filipina migrant workers in Hongkong, 994 of whom are women, are too often 

country girls, often separated wives or widows with children, having extended 
families to support, including parents too old or sick to till the land or man 

the factory, and children to be sent to school to half-guarantee a future with 

choices. More and more professionals, in the meantime, including teachers, 

nurses and librarians, are also finding their way to Hongkong--as maids. Dis- 

covering that working, in their country, is no guarantee against poverty, they 

opt for elsewhere, such os Honkong, where their employers know they ran away 

from puny wages and mow feel superior about offering a pittance more in Hong- 

kong dollars. 

The migrant workers starts spending her family's entire savings from the day 

she approaches an agency. Or she may leave, in hock to triends, relatives, 

fiances, and usurers. Back in 1982, when costs ran up to US$1800 including 

air fare, it was even then unthinkable tor a Filipina, weighted down with 

debt, to up and leave--however badly she was treated by foreign masters in a 

foreign land. 

Furthermore, there exists a one-year rule torbidding change of employment 

within the first year of the regular two-year contract. This rule, coming 
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from the Hongkong Immigration Department, admittedly exists to protect money 
invested by the employer in transporting his maid. However, Andrew Hicks of 
the University of Hongkong, in an independent report on Filipina domestics in 
1982, said that the immigration office, by this administrative policy, “flouts 
the spirit of the law and is contrary to the fundamental principle that an 
individual should be free to dispose of his labour as he sees fit.” He noted 
that legally, “The system for employment of Filipina helpers is based on a 
Standard contract freely terminable on one month's notice.” He also quoted 
the Law of Trade Unions, 1869, acceptable in Hongkong, where Sir W. Earle 
wrote: “Every person has a right, under the law, as between him and his fel- 
low subjects, to full freedom in disposing of his own labour and his own capi- 
tal according to his will." 

But, however way the laws go, Filipinas hang on--to the foreign currency that 
is their lifeline to “a better life." 

IT CAME as a surprise to Butz and Nelia, however, to hear that of all the 
crazy-sad stories these Filipinas have lived down in Hongkong, none has raised 
a louder, more spontaneous, angrier, more highly charged howl than a policy 
right from homeground: Executive Order 857 on overseas workers’ remittances. 

One Filipina went up to Brits, 
“Rakit hanu grmaganito ng gobver 

no? Propesvonal kami sa Pilipinas 
pero nagpapa alila na nga kami 

rite pare lang kumita, gaganituhin 
pa kam?” 

One wrote to Nea, “Tell me 

about the remittance. That's only 
our problem in Hongkong, wela 
nang iba” 

In the public forum, « good Lwe- 

thirds of the questions dealt with 

the ewe. They wanted te know 

if it was constitutional te force 

them to remit 50% of Uhen carnings 

through Philippine hanks, where 

the exchange was less. Further. 

more, itleft them very lithe 

to buy appliances with in llongkong 

where it's cheaper, “Gusto nn na 

man naming makaacquire ng *on- 

tirye gamat dito Mahal hasi sa atin. ™ 

Was it night, they wanted to know, 

for the consulate to Ubreaten them 

with non renewal of passports 

should they not remit. And why 

were they denied the normal poss 

port; why was theirs renewable 

every two years with the cycleo! sur 

charges and fees payable again’ 

Even telexes of remittance wee 

their cargo, they complained 

Kven with breaks m the contract, 
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leaving them m between jobs for 
some three months, for mstance, 
they were forced to show remitlance 

sips. “Tent this an myusticg? “ one 
asked. Everyone seemed to agree 
when a Filipone migrant worker put 
it this way “We know the government 

needs our dollars And we're willing 
lo gu to Philippine banks, why not? 
hut we want to he free to choose 
when we will, After all, we're aware 
of dollar salting by multinationals 

and Marcus cromes. So why should 
we be made to pay for the crimes of 
thers? ** 

“1 was surprised to hear them talk 
about Multinationals and cronies,” 

Neha recalls, “Yet when these words 
were mentioned, the whole body war 
cheering, They knew what they were 

talking abbowt."’ 
For his part, Butz seemed touched 

“Dhinidibdib talaga nila ang problema 

lL knew this problem before 1 went 
to Hongkong, but 1 didn't realize 

i wes a matter so close to thew 
hearts | intend to go back to them 

when | have something more con 
crete to offer them” 

The Filypinas were indeed an 
xious for action. They had cir 
culated a petitiondetter, two months 

after getting notice of the remit 



tance policy nm February this year, 
demanding an explanation and 
a redress of policy from the Phil- 
ippine consulate in Hongkong. 
When a number of them came back 
to the country, they tned airing 
thew baggages at the Ministry of 
Labor and Employment. All to 
nw avail. Now they wanted to know 
if the parliament of the streets 
could take up their issue, if the 
24,000 of them now nm Hongkong 
needed to mobilize their entire 
clans to take up placard and strea. 
mer, and if so, when? 

lt wasn't always so easy to talk 
like this. They've been extra care- 
ful about being called /e/t because 
Hongkong laws go down hard on 
“disturbances” major or minwr. 
All organizations nev! to be re- 
gistered first, even if they were 
domestics just organizing some 
semblance of order lo their pie- 
nic. Over at Statue Square, Pili- 
pena domestics have become 
a Sumlay metitution, “Nagtalave 

wala ng wstant beauty parlor doon, 

nagkukulot. Negttinda sla 
Doon sila sa halve memo ng square 
kumakan, parang prenec sa 

semento.” Nelia says about the 15,000 

or so Filipinas whe gather there 

Sundays. llere they look for peo- 
ple whowill speak theirs language, will 

laugh at the same things, and more 
recently, will feel as strongly about 
FA) RST 

INCE COMING home, 
luis has moved fast. 
Hle's heen consulting 

with lawyers Joker Ar- 
rove and company to 

check “if this is one of 
those repressive decrees,” 

intending to bring it up to the Ba 
iasen Pambansa if needed, and has 

been initially advised to take it up 
«ith Forewn Allaws Minister Ar. 

turo Tolentimeo. In the meantime, 
on two occasions, the Sept, 21- 
Mendiola rally and the Sept, 23 

anti nuke concert, he spoke up 
om the forced remittance issue 

Your erties could @y you were 
gomg out of your way to make the 

government look had in foregn 

eyes, But wos told. Buu 

was thoughtful.“ As citizens, when 
the government 1s domg something 
questionable, we must question it: 
if it is doing sometning diegal, we 
must expose it. And the only way 
the government might listen is by 
talking.” Then he added, “If I had 
a best friend, | wouldn't hesitate 
to tell him his faults.” 

Credit Butz with at least trying 
the acceptable bureaucratic chan. 
nels. Ile actually tned to see the 
Hongkong consul general. What * 
happened? “/)i ako pinagbuksan ng 
pinto. Sinisi pa vong mutual friend 
namin, « Tony Amador, a iawye 
Bakit daw siya ginaganoon.* Did he 
mind bemg awilhbed? “Things like 
that don't bother me. Earlier I had 
been told by the Filipinas that the 
consul was arrogant. Well, all that 
happened is that | got my own 
share of his arrogance.” 

Asked why he was taking up the 
issue for the Filipina domestics, 
tutz said, “l am concentrating my 
efforts in helping the helpless.” 

To Netia, he contided, “1 really 
want to do something for the Fiji. 
pinas in Hongkong.” Over at the 
Crown Colony, the two never got 
a chance for private talk, seeing 
each other only durmng the fune 

tions, eo this was Nelia’s first 

chance to ask, “Whew? “” And Butz 
answered, “Mayle hecatese this is 

the first time I'l!) he able to do 

something for women.” Nel was 
curnous, “Why, how were you 

with women before? ” And Buty 
sard, “I think | wo ao ledy-killer, 

you know. And now is my chance 
to pay back.” 
Whatever it is that’s pushing him, 

Nelia 1s glad he is the way he is 
“Ile ren't the normal politike who 
promises and forgets He really fol 
lows things up \nd he seems so 

high alroul the struggle, Sebi vive 

he knew nothing before Ninoy's 
death. 11 was the killing that pot 

ticizett him. Helore that he didn't 

even agree with many of Ninoy's 

views. Now, he's crowmge up with 
hisown polities 

For her part, Neha mtends to 



bring the Filipina domestics msue 
to GABRIELA, the alliance of wo- 
men's Organizations. She wants to 

to loneliness, of missing out on 
growing children There is humilia 
tion in the job - as wcond class 
citizens in alien territory, as work 
hands, as women. “There's a lot to 
be done,” she says, not even quite 
recovered from the Hongkong blitz. 

What dows this mean for the time 
she gives her marriage? “Tony and 
I have the same beckground. We 
met in the struggle He imposes no 
limitations on my time. And when 
1 gO Out on trips, doon ko lalong 
nakikita ang cooperation niya 
Alam mo na tayong mga babar, mas 
nag-ealala Li makatulog pag may 
sakit ang bata. Tony knows na yon 
ong anxiety ko, so when I'm busy 
on a trip, that’s when he becomes 
closet to the kids. Hinabaschan nive 
ng libro, nilalaro niya, nakikipag- 
barilan. * 

Has she gone back to becoming 
comfortable with the media — for, 
after all, politics ts media ma 
terial? “Ay, I'm still uncomfor. 

about me. It's reflected s@ pagty 
hisko Lilon't mtentonelly phe a 
down: it's jee me. Im an ord "ny 

person, « citnple peroon, Pile whoet's 

comfortable 1 want to walk 

withow?t fanfare” 
This is a world apart from thy 

Nelia Sancho in the Univeraty of 
the Philqypines who handed out 

trophies in haskethall champ ron 

ships, very tall and very slim, m 

boots and hot pants, her lace beau 
tifully mote up, Then, every mote 

~ ant female cates? Wher ofee tee 

4200/95 

came Queen of the Paci, she 

stood! oul come mere, downing a 

bathing wit for the Mraiyppimnesh ree 

Press cover, modeling Pitey 
Moreno outfits braless, nding 

through o ticker tape parede on 

Fifth Averte om Manhattan and 
brilletma at the New Vork Iiton 

as part of her beouty's prize. 
“a stingy et bey my 4 preeroemeatity 

when | decided to take the side of 

the oppressed! peoples. | really had 
to chang: mryeell bes | fell mea mey 

harrier. lt was alee effort to change 

and become ciple, That way, me 
wewela ang bharner They commu 

nicate with you \ed I get to learn 

a het from them The arhan poor 

women and the peasant women, 
ang dan monne matutunan | want 

el to relate to them oo Thal to 

heorny tee bee « rprngy be Se” heipteng 

naaver, ne cerry ho na yon.” She 
laughs,  \eevon eng adm iment 

ho na lors a tithe make un Comb 

my har becwtree people look at me 
if my hot tc not combed. Yor ang 

nakilite nda 1 am forced to dress 

wp? @ bitth: prow breceuee Pim here on 
the city working with all kinds of 
perenne For metance, fl mvite 

engers to the anti nuke concert, I 

awjast, | dress ap a littl.” What 
does that mean’ “Wearng a dress, 

di lang dens al) the tome.” At the 

antitnuke comcert at Kizal Theatre, 
Nelia did come dressed, man ond 
nary punk blower and ordinary 
black skit, the came thing che had 

on to a march te Mendiola. If me 
mory serves pret, ewen her wood 

en clogs were the same 

Maybe that was in part why i 
was easy for the Filipina domestics 
to acerpt her, Pour days after 
Hongkong, a letter arrived, There 

were pictures inente, of Nelia and 

the Filypinas. Everyone looked 
comfortable powng Behind the pie. 
tures, the Filgpina had written: “We 
always mise! you. I hope you will 

keep this as a souvenir that one 
day you are in our ele." & 



PHILIPPINES 

SULU POLICE CHIEF KILLED IN ZAMBOANGA AMBUSH 

Manila BULLETIN TODAY in English 11 Oct 84 pp 1, 8 

[Text] Zamboanga City--A chief of police of Sulu town and four others were 
killed while four others were wounded when an armed group, posing as militia- 
men, fired upon a car in an ambush at a checkpoint at the Pasonanca-Sta. 
Maria boundary at 2 a.m. yesterday. 

Killed were Lt. Abdurazal Alih, commander of the Siasi, Sulu, police station; 
Pat. Sarahani Dani also of the Siasi police station; Estefanio Lozano, a 
member of the civilian home defense force of Pasonanca; Celina Gregorio; 

and Edward Liwasan, a tricycle driver of Canilar, this city. 

Alih and Dani were killed inside the black Camaro car of Alih while 
Lozano and Gregorio were shot dead at the Pasonanca-Sta. Maria checkpoint 
where the ambush took place. 

Liwasan succumbed to stray bullets which hit him while he was driving his 

tricycle behind Alih's car. 

Wounded were Alih's driver Kennedy Gonzales, CIC Ahadin Ansao, Jimdan Dani, 

and Kuran Bandon, who were Alih's companions in the car. 

The ambushers, armed with Armalite rifles and pistols, were believed killers 
hired to assassinate Alih, according to Lt. Col. Jesus Guerzon, chief of the 

Zamboanga Metrodisconm. 

Guerzon said investigation disclosed that Lt. Alih and his companions had 

just came from the Zamboanga Plaza Hotel casino on board a car on their way 
to the city proper when the ambushers peppered the car with bullets after 
the gunmen stopped them at a checkpoint. 

Before the ambushers fled, one of the gunmen shot dead Lozano and Gregorio 
who were believed to have witnessed the ambush. 

Witnesses told the police that the gunmen fled on two motorcycles. (Vic 

Arevalo) 

Zamboanga City--A woman, described as a commander of the New People’s Army, 

and her aide were killed in an encounter last Friday afternoon with a joint 
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PHILIPPINES 

OPPOSITION WRITER COMMENTS ON DOMESTIC ISSUES 

Makati MR.&MS. in English 12-18 Oct 84 pp 44-47 

[Article by Maximo V. Soliven in "The Last Word" column: "They Were Eyeball 
to Eyeball--and Both of Them Blinked"] 

[Excerpts] 

E might as weil face the fact that, in 

peace a$ in war, ) vu sist can’t please 

everybody. 

Those who don't like President 
Marcos (and there are a iot of them) 
say that he panicked and lost his 

cool when he went on nationwide television to accuse 

Jaime Cardinal Sin of ‘violating the Constitution”, 
fanning “the flames of rebellion’, and encouraging 

violence by calling on people to join the ‘Parliament 

of the Streets’’. These critics insist that Mr. Marcos 
was running scared when he declared that certain 

groups were ‘trying to destabilize our government”. 
They say that lurid headlines were provoked al! over 

the world by his naked threat to arrest the leaders 

and participants of unauthorized demonstrations, 

including businessmen and professionals. (True 

enough, the front-page headlines on Oct. 6 in the 
Washington Post and the Internationa! Herald 
Tribune announced :;'"Marcos Assails Cardinal.”’) 

Those belonging to the opposite school of thought 

maintain that Mr. Marcos got what he wanted by first 

brandishing the stick on Friday, then offering the 

Cardinal and the mu!ti-sectora!l demonstrators the 

carrot on Saturday by issuing a “permit” for the rally 

to take place at the Quezon City Welcome Rotonda, 

provided there was no trouble. Gen. Prospero Olivas 

then piously stated that the military and police would 

be withdrawn a reasonable distance, to be available 

only if needed “‘to assist the demonstrators’. Now 

these analysts insist, the Apo can go back to the 
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police and militia patrol in barangay Mahayahay, Siay municipality, 
Zamboanga del Sur. 

Col. Carlos C. Aguilar, officer-in-charge of the 9th PC-INP regional con- 
mand, identified her as Juliet Bacus, alias Kumander Jinki. The slain aide 

was not identified in the report. 

The PC report said a police-civilian home defense force patrol led by 
Police Capt. Arnulfo Payloga figured in a 10-minute encounter with the 
rebel band. 

Bacus and the aide were killed while her husband, identified as Artemio 

Bacus, who was wounded, managed to escape along with the others. (VA) 

Zamboanga City--Hundreds of villagers in two towns of Zamboanga del Sur 
and Zamboanga del Norte have fled their homes to the safety of the town 
proper for fear of terrorism by New People's Army rebels. 

Reports received by the military disclosed that some 500 farmer residents 
of barangay Tilabog and Tipon in Naga, Zamboanga del Sur, evacuated to the 
town proper last week. 

Hundreds of village folk of barangay Dinasan, Jose Dalman municipality, 
Zamboanga del Norte, also sought shelter in the town proper after their 
village was attacked by 200 men led by NPA Commander Skylab. 

The evacuation in Zamboanga del Sur stemmed from the murder of two Tilabog 
residents--Esmael Carrama and Ben Fabe--last Sept. 27 and the killing of a 
barangay captain and four residents in barangay Sandayong, Naga, Zamboanga 

del Sur. 

The evacuation in Zamboanga del Norte arose from the attack on the village 
of Dinasan by 200 rebels. A militiaman, Eduardo Acurin, was killed while 

four others were wounded, two of them women. (VA) 

cso: 4200/109 
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“mailed fist’ and derai! the next demonstration 

He can sweetly declare: “| granted a permit. | already 

gave yOu protesters a chance. Now, I'l! allow no 

more unauthorized demonstrations.” 

Those bloodthirsty characters who were spoiling 

for a clash between Makoy and the Cardina! were. 

of course, bitterly disappointed. (! find a lot of these 

Cocktail Party revolutionaries barricaded behind 

whisky and vodka bottles in the 5-star hotels.) 

Former U.S. Secretary of State Dean Rusk. once 

exuberantly Gescribed how the young President John 

F Kennedy nad faced down Russia's Nikita 

Knrushchef in the Cuban Missile crisis: “There we 

were, standing eyebal! to eyebal! — and the other 

guy biinked.” !n this case, FM and Sin were eyeball 
to eyebal! — and both of thern blinked. 

But who can say this wasn’t a happy ending to the 

Feastday of Our Lady of the Rosary? 

HE truth is that it was rip and tuck 

for a while there. Although he didn't 
don combat fatigues last weekend 

(as he did on July 15), Mr. Marcos 
came close to imposing that much- 
rumored martial law crackdown last 

weekend — with a reported arrest list of 1,000 per- 

sons. He and the generals were huddled in an 

emergency meeting in Malacanang Saturday morning. 
The participants in the Palace strategy meeting 

obviously ‘cooled off” but don't be deceived that 
Marcos is on the run because he and his Praetorian 
Guards pulled in their horns in this time. Even if it's 
true that the Apo is an eight-cylinder car that is only 
operating on three cylinders today, he’s still got bite. 

/VE weeks ago, / said in this corner 

that Marcos fears the Church more 
than he fears the Opposition. This 
might explain his harsh and intempe- 
rate reaction to the original challenge 

of the Cardinal. Besides, the Apo is 
a student of history (although too often he ignores 
its pointed lessons) and might have recalled that 

Vietnam's Catholic Mandarin, the austere President 
Ngo Dinh Diem, was overthrown when the Buddhist 
monks turned against him. 

The bitter collision between Diem and the 

Bucdhist clergy was triggered in early 1963, when 
Ngo Dinh Canh, Diem’s warlord brother in Central 
Vietnam, sent his uniformed builies to disrupt a 

Buddhist procession and tear down the Budd) ust 
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flag. In protest, a monk named Thich Quang Duc had 
himself doused with gasoline by his fellow bonzes 
at the crowded intersection of Phan Dinh Phung, 

Saigon’s central boulevard, and set himself abiaze to 
signify the anger of the country’s Buddhist majority 
with Diem’s dictatorship. Diem retaliated by sending 
his security troops to raid the Xa Loi Pagoda, and 

arrest several monks — some of whom were never 
seen again. Four more monks burned themselves to 
death in protest. Riots and demonstrations convulsed 
Saigon and the South’s major towns and cities. 

|EM’s own generals, Buddhists them- 
selves, finally staged a coup — with 

the connivance of America’s Centrai 

Intelligence Agency, which had 

scrapped Diem as an ally who had 
. become embarrassing to Washington, 

D.C. On November 1, military units blasted Diem’‘s 
heavily-fortified Gia Long Palace to rubble, and 
virtually wiped out his Special Forces and Presiden- 

tial Guards 

The U.S Ambassador, Henry Cabot Lodge, tried 

to negotiate Diem’s surrender and secure a ‘safe 

conduct” for him, but the hapiess President and his 

hated brother Ngo Dinh Nhu (chief of the dreaded 

security police) escaped through a tunnel but were 

captured in St. Francis Xavier Church in Choilon - 

and shot to death by the soldiers. 

When the Americans protested Diem’s and 

Nhu’s “murders” to the coup leaders, headed by 

Gen. Duong Van Minh, the generals only shrugged. 
They knew that the Americans would never have 
understood the Confucian logic that once a ruler 

had lost the Mandate of Heaven, he had to be 

eliminated. 

In this country, with earthquakes, typhoons, 

floods and volcanic eruptions rocking it, what can 

be said about the Mandate of Heaven? Luckily, we 

aren't followers of Confucius or Mencius. What 

Filipinos seem to be more worried about, alas, ts 

the Mandate of Uncle — and | mean Uncle Sam 

HAT’s happening in TV-land? The 
influentia! financial weekly, ‘The 

Economist” of London. reported 

last August 25, in an article calied 
“Air Raid” (notice the pun?) that a 

group “plans to |aunch a fifth cable 

channel and to absorb the only remaining indepen 

dent television station next month.” In the next 
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paragraph the magazine said that “Mr. Marcos’s eldest 

daughter, Imee, is reported to have taken over one of 

Mr. (Roberto) Benedicto’s television stations and to 
be in the process of assuming contro! of his television 

empire.” 

That process is apparently now complete, with 
M.P. imee Marcos-Manotoc in full contro! of TV 
Channel RPN-S as well as BBC-2 and IBC-13.A 
“‘technocrat’’ named Ramon Monzon is actually 
running the show. One stockholder of the remaining 

TV channel, GMA-7, admitted to me the other day 
that “pressure” is being brought to bear on him 
and some others to sell their station, too. 

This development has thrown the 500 employees 
and contractual workers of Channel 7 into a panic, 
particularly the staff of “News at Seven” which has 
been reporting the events of the day more or less 
aggressively and independently at 7 p.m. and 11:30 
p.m. Will Channel 7’s news reporting be muzzled? 

~ F the group seeking to gobble up 

GMA.-7 the same Imee Marcos 
combine which now dominates 2, 9 
and 13? This would be in direct viola- 
tion of President Marcos’s own P.D. 
576-A, which mandates in Section 3 

that no radio or TV station shall be utilized by any 
single-interest group to disseminate information or 
otherwise influence the public or the government to 

serve or support the ends of such a group. But laws 
seem to come and go inexplicably in this Republic, 
including the Nepotism Law. If the take-over bid 

succeeds, the only other operating station would be 
the government's own Channel 4, otherwise 
known as the Hallelujah Chorus. (Have you ever 

heard Ronnie Nathanielz singing the ‘‘Bombay 

Biues’’?) 
Who really own Channel 7 at the moment? The 

biggest stockholders are former Assemblyman 
Gilberto Duavit (35 per cent), Ms. Bob Stewart (30), 
Menardo Jimenez, GMA president (20), and his 
brother-in-law Felipe Gozon, GMA chairman (10 per 
cent). “Why should we sell?’’ Jimenez recently 
insisted to a friend. ‘We're making money!” But 
ROI {Return on Investment) and the Profit Motive 
are not the only inducements that influence decisions 
in this Land of Miracles. 

GMA's 300 full-time personnel are, of course, the 
most demoralized by the prospect. When Channel 2 
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was acquired by the new owners, its 300 employees 

were asked to resign and only about 100 were re- 
instated on a selective basis. 

ND BY THE WAY... The next time 

the President makes 2 sortie out of 

Malacanang, you'll notice the brand- 
new Mobil Hospital which has been 

assigned to follow him around. This 
suner-vehicie, painted electric blue 

with a red stripe, is lightly armored and contains its 

own generator and fully-equipped operating room. 

/t was designed and completed at the Lung Center 
in Quezon City... The other month, the National 
Sugar Trading Corp. (NASUTRA) issued a check to 
Victorias Milling in Negros Occ. The check bounced. 
When Victorias Milling’s officials complained, 
NASUTRA gave them a second check in payment 
of a P7.5 million account. It bounced, too. Doesn't 
the law say that issuing bouncing checks is a crime? 
Was nobody jailed for this? Who was the signatory? 
NASUTRA finally settied the P24 million it owed 
Victorias at the time, but now it Owes the same 
milling company another P52 million. 

cso: 4200/109 
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PHILIPPINES 

BANKS REJECT CORN PROGRAM AS FAILURE 

Manila PHILIPPINES DAILY EXPRESS in English 12 Oct 84 p 16 

[Text] Government banks have shied away from extending loans to farmers 

participating in the government-sponsored Maisagana (corn production) pro- 

gram because of “poor loan repayment rates" and low production. 

Since the program was launched in December 1981, government bankers said 

that the rate of repayment on loans had remained at a low of 52 percent. 

Corn production per hectare, they added, only averaged tree to four metric 
tons compared to the normal hybrid yield of five to seven tons. 

Because of this, the sources said, government banks have shied away from 

the program. This semester, for example, the Philippine National Bank and 

the Land Bank of the Philippines have not granted a single loan to farmers 

in 41 provinces covered by the program. 

The sources said the program's failure was largely causcd by improper 
application of technology and poor management by government supervising 
agencies. 

They blamed in particular, government extension workers who, they claimed, 

did not educate participating farmers on proper application of fertilizers 

and pesticides. 

"Some Maisagana technicians did not properly orient the farmers or followed 
up application of farming methods while others were found to be inadequately 

informed of the Maisagana's technology package,” the sources said. 

Another factor that contributed to the situation was the arbitrary postpone- 

ment of planting schedules, thus seriously affecting crop outputs, which 

were mainly dependent on seasonal rains. 

At the same time, questionable decisions were implemented. They cited the 

selection of Cebu for coverage in hybrid corn production when banking sec- 

tors had beforehand interposed objections. The objections were based on soil 

tests, which showed that Cebu soil was not suitable for corn hybrid farming. 

As a result, the province produced an average yield of one-to-two metri: 

tons, the sources added. (PNA) 

CSO: 4200/109 
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PHILIPPINES 

LABOR MINISTRY REPORTS 150 STRIKES JAN-AUG 1984 

Manila THE MANILA PAPER in English 15 Oct 84 p 2 

[Text] Manila (PNF)--More than 150 strikes were staged by workers from 

January to August of this year, the labor and statistics service of the 
Ministry of Labor and Employment (MOLE) recently reported. This figure 

represents 97 percent of the total number of strikes held last year. 

The Kilusang Mayo Uno (KMU-May First Movement), a militant trade union 

alliance, attributed the increasing number of strikes to the worsening 

economic crisis. 

Lolit Gozum, KMU national council member, pointed out that “prices of 

prime commodities have all gone up but wages have yet to increase. If some 
workers have received increases, these are still not enough to cover price 

increases.’ 

Gozum also denounced International Monetary Fund and World Bank intervention 

in the Philippine economy, citing as examples of this the recent peso devalua- 

tion and Presidential Decree 1892 granting 100 percent equity to foreign 

investors in specific investment areas. 

Political repression, according to the KMU, is also another major cause ol 

strikes. Although government has not totally banned them, strikes are 

prohibited in “vital industries.” Government also guarantees the free flow 

of materials and people in and out of strike-bound firms. 

From January to June this year, labor filed more than 500 strike notices with 

the MOLE. During the same period, more than 1.8 million man-hours were lost 

due to strikes. 

In September, at least 10 strikes erupted in Metro Manila alone. 

CSO: 4200/109 



PHILIPPINES 

REPORT IMPLIES TROOPS SELL WEAPONS TO NPA ON BLACK MARKET 

Manila THE MANILA PAPER in English 15 Oct 84 p 2 

[Text] The possibility that members of the armed forces, the constabulary 

and integrated national police may be selling government-issued firearms 
in the black market was cited recently as military officials noted an 
increase in “non-battle-related losses" of firearms issued to authorized 
personnel. 

In a recommendation to Defense Minister Juan Ponce Enrile, AFP Chief of 
Staff Gen. Fabian Ver and PC/INP chief Lt. Gen. Fidel Ramos said one way 
of stopping military, police and other personnel from illegally disposing 
of their firearms was to increase their liability for losing or damaging 
their firearms without justifiable reasons or causes. 

Only those who lose or damage their firearms due to ordinary wear and tear, 
force majeur, or direct results of combat missions, encounters and intelli- 
gence missions shall be exempted from paying. 

With the deteriorating peace and order conditions throughout the country, 

there has been a big demand for all kinds of hand guns and long arms in the 

black market. 

It is reported that an Armalite rifle which used to sell for P3,000 now costs 
P20,000. A World War II vintage Garand rifle goes for P10,000 while a 30 cal. 
automatic carbine can be bought for P5,000. A 45 cal. automatic pistol costs 

P3,000. 

A military source said the upsurge in New People's Army activities may be 
due to the easy availability of firearms sold by corrupt military personnel. 

CSO: 4200/1095 
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PHILIPPINES 

USSR TY’HUON ALD REPORTED 

Manila BULLETIN TODAY in English 11 Oct 84 pp 1, 8 

\Text}] The Soviet Union Red Cross has donated P1.2 million worth of food, 

medicine, and clothing for typhoon victims and Mayon Volcano evacuees. 

The donation was turned over by Soviet Ambassador Yuri Sholmov to Gen. 

Romeo Espino, chairman of the Philippine National Red Cross (PNRC), in 
behalf of the donors, the executive committee of the Union of Red Cross 

ind Red Crescent Societies of Russia. 

Twenty-eight members of the Bankers Association of the Philippines (BAP), 

the umbrella organization of the country's commercial banks, have donated 
+ some Pl.7 million to the victims of typhoons “"Maring"™ and "Nitang.” 

BAP President Basilio Estanislao said that of the total amount, P592,000 

was received by the BAP secretariat from 15 banks and turned over to three 

fund drives--MBS 4's “Operation Tulong,"” BULLETIN TODAY typhoon fund 
drive, and the Philippine National Red Cross fund campaign. The rest of 

the banks donated directly to different relief agencies through their 

branches in the devastated areas. 

The donor banks are: Bank of PL, P300,000; Metrobank, P125,000; Phil- 

trust, P100,000; Traders Royal Bank, P150,000; PCI-Bank, P100,000; Land 

Bank, PNB, UCPB, the Chartered Bank, Bank of America, Rizal Commercial 

Banking Corp., Hong Kong and Shanghai Banking Corp., Citibank, City Trust, 

Philippine Bank of Communications, Philippine Banking Corp., Equitable 

Banking Corp., and China Banking Corp., P50,000 each; Prudential Bank and 

Republic Planters Bank, P30,000 each; Solidbank, Pacific Banking Corp., 

Far East Benk, and Union Bank, P25,000 each; Interbank, P20,000; Associated 

Bank, P10,000; Commercial Bank of Manila, P10,000; and Phil. Amanah Bank, 

P2,000, 

CSO: 4200/1109 



SURVEY SHOWS LESS RURAL CONCERN OVER AGRAVA BOARD 

Manila BULLETIN TODAY in English 11 Oct 84 p 6 

{Text ) 

im the provinces are in- 

membership of some six 
million, said it con- 
ducted a random survey 
to find out the thinking 
of people on the Aquino 
wasue 

Mike Moreno, Vigi- 
lantes president, said 
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PHILIPPINES 

CAVITE FARMERS FIGHT FOR ‘LAND RIGHTS’ 

Quezon City VERITAS in English 7 Oct 84 p 10 

[Article by Chit L. Macapagal] 

[Text ] UST 40 kilometers away industrial zone. Manuel Cantina, 
from Manila, in Carmona, spokesman, said this is a clear 

. an ageold tradition has viohtion of President Marcos’ 
survived for many generations. Letter of Instruction No. 713 
Every three years, a month and a cautioning local executives against 
half before the March 12 town “indiscriminate conversion of 
fiesta, some 400 hectares of rice- good agricultural lands into indus- 

; fields (subdivided into 180 par- trial, recreational, residential and/ 
cels of two to three hectares each) or non-agricultural areas. . .” 
are raffled off to native-born Car- The contested communal areas 
mona residents. The lucky 180 measure over a million me- 
can till the land for three years ters. On March 9. 1981 Mayor Fe. 
after which they surrender their lino Maquinay entered into an 
rights for another crack at the agreement with Cavite Gov. Jua- 
lottery. This & the town's birth- nito Remulla for the development 
aaah le aie tan ae of the land in order to, as the 

y one ero agreement goes, “further the 
Manila on February 20, 1867 uality of life of the people of 

One hundred thirteen years armona. . .” 
later, this birthright was taken Today, hardly any develop 
away. The municipal administra- ment is visible. One portion, some 
tion of Carmona decided the town 52 square meters, was sold to the 
should industrialize and convert Tt Resource Center by 
one third of its communal lands virtue of Executive Order No. 
into an industrial zone. In a reso- 874. Another was recently sold to 
lution signed December 3, 1980 the iglesia ni Kristo. 
the mayor and his council expro 
priated the agricultural lands with HESE Carmona folks first 
the former having the sole author- heard about the promise of 
ity to manage or dispose the land industrialization from Gov. Re 

for industrial mulla himself who came and 
proraises of industrializa- talked to them at a town plaza 

tion made four years ago are still gathering four years ago 
unfulfilled. The lands lie idle and Dr. Amelia Catalan, member of 
undeveloped while the jobless , the CCC steering committee re- 
farmers became restless, clamoring calls: “When the was first 
for the return of their birthright explained to us, all the old resi- 

The Concerned Citizens of Car- dents exprese:d val. But 
mona (CCC), a movement of town the younger ones t t of 
residents and farmers, have offi- giving it a try. If factories will 
cially denounced the move to turn come to Carmona, more people 
the communal ricefields into an will benefit from the employ- 
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PHILIPPINES 

URBAN TERRORISTS SUSPECTED IN RASH OF HOTEL FIRES 

Marcos Orders Inquiry 

OWO21311 Quezon City RPN Television Network in English 1100 GMT 2 Nov 84 

[Prom the “Newswatch” program) 

[Text] Here is a late word. President Marcos tonight ordered Acting AFP 
{Armed Forces of the Philippines] Chief of Staff General Fidel Ramos to look 
into intelligence reports that subversives are behind the recent hotel fires. 

Metropolitan police operatives have stepped up their surveillance, not only 
of suspected arsonists, but known antigovernment groups believed involved in 

the recent fires. This was reportedly confirmed by Acting Metrocom [Metro- 
politan Command) Command Bri-adier General Viktor Natividad, who said his 
intelligence teams are looking into the possible involvement of urban terror- 
ists. 

Further Details 

HKO20918 Quezon City Maharlika Broadcastiag System in English 0800 GMT 
2 Nov &% 

{[Text) Acting AFP [Armed Forces of the Philippines! Chief of Staff and Pc- 

INP [Philippine Constabulary--Integrated Netional Police] Chief, Lieutenant 

General Fidel Ramos, today directed the PC-INP anti-arson task force to 
intensify the investigation of the rach of hotel fires that have ripped Metro 
Manila and Baguio City in the past couple of weeks. The latest hotel to be 
hit was the Ambassador Hotel on Mabini Street in Ermita early yesterday 
morning which killed 11 persons end injured 21 others. More on this from 
correspondent Jun Francisco: 

[Begin recording| CGeneral Ramos directed Colonel Jacinto Galang Jr to (words 

indistinct] Colonel Bayanl Sabit, PC operations chief, Colonel Jeyus (Alcina), 
PC intellipeace chief and police Director General (Carmelo Ajora), deputy 
director general of the INP, to have all PC-INP units under their respective 

commands conduct a massive manhunt for suspects of the four fires, not only in 
the national capital region but also in the other regions [words indistinct). 
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General Ramos issued a team directive to [words indistinct] alarm over the 
mysterious fires  :ich hit three bit ‘otels in -snila ..d a:other in Baguio 

City during the span of only 3 weeks. Hotel owners said that if the myster- 
ious fires continue, they felt that their business woudl suffer greatly. 

They said that [word indistinct] tourists, balikbayans [returning overseas 
residents] and local guests [words indistinct]. [End recording | 

CSO: 4200/1295 
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PHILIPPINES 

BRIEFS 

MARINES TRAIN ICHDF VOLUNTEERS--Some 1,600 volunteers who have been trained 

by the Marines on basic military course will be recruited as members of the 
Integrated Civilian Home Defense Force (ICHDF) in 157 barangays in Davao 
City. Jose Pascua, chief oi the civil security and ICHDF city brigade con- 
mander, said the graduation of the trainees will be held on Oct. 14 at 
Elias Lopez Camp in Malagos, Calinan, Davao City. Pascua said the training 
was supervised by Col. Rodolfo Biazon, third Marine brigade commander. The 
ICHDF volunteers wi.i assist military units in the peace and order drive in 
the city, he said. The training was funded by the city government through 
Mayor Elias B. Lopez. (PHA) [Text] [Davao City THE MINDANAO DAILY MIRROR 
in English 9 Oct 84 p 2] 

NPA SUSPECTED OF ARSON--Monkayo, Davao del Norte--Armed men suspected to 
be members of the New People's Army (NPA) burned an office building and 
heavy equipment of the National Irrigation Administration (NIA) in barangay 
Away, this town, Tuesday afternoon. Some P5 million worth of properties 
were destroyed. Burned were one a bulldozer, two back hoes, three tractors, 

125 bags of cement, and the NIA office building. Earlier, NIA engineers and 
workers were reportedly warned by the rebels tn stop their project. Upon 
seeing the rebels at 3 p.m. Tuesday, the workers abandoned the area. 
Col. Patrick G. Madayag, Davao del Norte Constabulary commander, said the 

incident was the third to happen in Monkayo in five months. Madayag said a 
passenger bus and the Sarphil's administration building in barangay Tobo- 
Tobo were burned by the NPAs because the owners allegedly failed tc support 
the rebels. (Ped Velasco) [Text] [Manila BULLETIN TODAY in English 12 Oct 

84 pp 1, 10] 

RESTORATION OF MANILA BOARDS SOUGHT--Members of Parliament Virgilio P. Robles 
(Unido, Caloocan City) and Gemiliano Lopez (Unido, Manila), minority members 
of the subcommittee on regional and metropolitan affairs, moved yesterday for 
an early passage of Parliamentary Bill No. 2 calling for the restoration of 
the municipal boards and city councils in the four cities and 13 municipali- 
ties of Metro Manila. The subcommittee on regional and Metro Manila affairs 

was authorized by Deputy Prime Minister Jose Rono, chairman of the local 
government committee, to conduct public hearings in the four cities of 
Metro Manila. Local government experts, civic and barangay leaders wili be 
invited to participate in the hearings. According to MP Robles, the public 

hearing to be held in Caloocan City sometime next week will cover Malabon, 
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Navotas and Valenzuela. The public hearing for Quezon City, Pasig, 
Marikina, San Juan and Mandaluyong, will be held at Quezon City hall. In 
the south, the public hearing wiil be conducted in Pasay. This covers 
Makati, Las Pinas, Muntinlupa, Pateros, and Taguig. (Ding Ellamil) [Text] 

[Manila BULLETIN TODAY in English 12 Oct 84 p 15] 

RAMOS VISITS KALINGA--Stirring up a cloud of dust, three helicopters carry- 

ing 30 men, among them Lt. Gen. Fidel Ramos, PC-INP chief and other ranking 
AFP officers, landed last October 4 in Bugnay, a barrio in Tinglayan, 
Kalinga to donate P3,000 to the villages, P500 to the elementary school, 
with a promise that the area would soon have a drinking water system. 
According to Mario Yagao, a Bugnay peace-pact holder, Ramos, in a dialogue 
with tribal elders, said he had come to Bugnay because it is known to be an 
NPA hiding place. Meanwhile, Igorot professionals observed Tribal Filipino 
Week October 7 to 14 at the People's Center in Baguio City with a discus- 
sion of vital issues. The professionals were joined by MPs Honorato Aquino 
(Unido, Baguio), and Zosimo Paredes (KBL-Independent, Ifugao) and Atty. 
William Claver of FLAG and chairman of the Cordillera People's Alliance.-- 

(Adelaida L. Perez) [Text} [Quezon City VERITAS in English 14 Oct 84 p 8] 

NPA-BMA CLASH KILLS NINE--Manila, 3 Nov (AFP)--Nine combatants were killed in 

a fierce gunbattle Thursday between communist insurgents and lioslem separ- 
atists on the southern island of Mindanao, the PHILIPPINE NEWS ACENCY (PNA) 
Said today. Eight of the fatalities were members of the communist New People's 
Army (NP’.), while the ninth belonged to the Moslem separatist Bangsa Moro 
Army (BMA), the state-run agency said, quoting military officials. The clash 
occurred in Pantukan town, in Davao Del Norte Province, 950 kilometers (570 
miles) southeast of here. A wounded NPA guerrilla was reported to have told 
military officials that NPA members were patrolling a village when a BMA 
group engaged them in an hour-long firefight. In a separate incident on the 
same day, four NPA guerrillas were killed in a clash with eovernment troops 

in Monkayo town, 75 kilometers (45 miles) north of Pantukan, PNA said. 
Mindanao has been the scene of fierce fighting between government security 
forces and guerrillas of the NPA, the military wing of the banned Communist 
Party of the Philippines. In the early 1970's, the BMA fought against 

government forces for Moslem autonomy on the island, where Moslems comprise 
a fifth of the population, but the fighting was waned in recent years. 

[Text] [Paris AFP in English 1546 GMT 3 Nov 84 NC] 

TWO NPA COMMANDERS KILLED--Two commanders of the New People's Army were killed 
in a clash with a PC [Philippine Constabulary] patrol in (Pagasan), Molave, 
Zamboanga Del Sur last Thursday. Colonel Romeo Abendan, Zamboanga Del Sur 
PC Commander, identified the slain rebel commanders as (Boy Nigahon), alias 
Commander Charlies, and (Rudy Belbestre), alias Commander (Robot). Elements 
of the 467th PC Company, which engaged the rebel band in a brief but fierce 
gunbattle, did not sustain any casualty. [From the "Newswatch" program] 
[Text] [Quezon City RPN Television Network in English 0930 GMT 4 Nov 84 OW} 
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FL ASKS MEDIA COOPERATION--The first lady, Mrs Imelda Marcos, yesterday [5 Nov- 
ember] called on broadcasters to help the government's national information 
Program which seeks to inform citizens about new developments in the country. 
The first lady urged broadcasters to be both active and positive in the prac- 
tice of their professions. The broadcasters, in turn, assured Mrs Marcos that 
oe i seme with = 5 Berry in disseminating information and reports 

nt programs. ext] (|Manila Far oadcas Compan 
Tagalog 2230 GMT 5 Nov 84 HK] —— _— — 

BATASAN ROLL OMIT PIMENTEL--The Batasang Pambansa resumed its regular session 
at 5 o'clock yesterday [5 November] without a representative from Cagayan de Oro 
City. The name of Aquilino Pimentel, an opposition member of parliament, was 
not called during theroll call. Speaking Nicanor Yniquez said Pimentel's name 
was not called during the roll call because of the order of the Supreme Court 
restraining Pimentel and his rival, Pedro Roa, from assuming the post of 

Batasan member pending resolution of their election case. [Text] [Manila 
Far East Broadcasting Company in English 2300 GMT 5 Nov 84 HK] 

CSO: 4200/136 
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THAILAND 

REACTION TO ARREST OF DISSIDENTS CONTINUES 

Foreign Ministry Reaction 

Bangkok SIAM RAT in Thai 31 Aug 84 pp l, 12 

{[Article: “Foreign Activities In Case of S. Siwarak Not Considered to Be 

Interference" ] 

[Text] The Ministry of Foreign Affairs has received reassuring reports 

on the reactions of other ocuntries to the arrest of Sulak. This is not 

considered to be interference in the internal affairs of Thailand since 

these are the reactions of people and not governments. 

A news report from the Ministry of Foreign Affairs told SIAM RAT that 

the Ministry of Foreign Affairs has received telegrams in response to 

the arrest of Mr Sulak Siwarak, or S. Siwarak. These have been sent directly 

by scholars at foreign organizations and through the Thai embassies in 

various countries. 

As for whether or not the actions of these foreioners and foreign organizations 

represent interference in the internal affairs of Thailand, a high-level 

news source in the Ministry of foreign Affairs told SIAM RAT that these 

were reactions by individual people or organizations and that they did 

not represent the views of the governments. And according to generally-held 

principles, people have the right to express their views. But governments, 

which have relations with Thailand, hold to the principle of not interfering 

with each other's internal sovereignty. 

“Our Ministry of Foreign Affairs doesn't have to respond to anything. 

The expression of human rights views by people in various countries is 

a common matter in democratic countries. Thus, the fact that people in 

other countries have expressed opinions about the arrest of S. Siwarak 

is not a violation of our sovereignty,” said the news source. 

Foreign reaction to the arrest of S. Siwarak continues unabated. The 

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE MONITOR, NEW YORK TIMES and WASHINGTON POST have all 

published news reports about the arrest of Mr Sulak Siwarak. They have 

observed that he is being harassed more because of the political tide 
than because of the things that he has said. Some people have recommended 
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keeping an eye on the government's attitude to see whether it leans toward 

supporting freedom or dictatorship. And what the overnment does with 

S. Siwarak will be one indication of this. 

PRACHAMIT SERICHON and ASIAN POST have both printed S. Siwarak's “Khwam 

Nai Chai” [Matters of the Heart] and, in editorials, expressed opposition 

to his arrest. A national problems study group in Los Angeles, which 

is under the leadership of Dr Wiwat Setthachuai and Dr Kamon Somwichien, 

sent a telegram to the prime minister calling for the release of Mr Sulak 

Siwarak in the interests of Thailand's image. 

Dr Beverly Woodward, a former professor at Harvard University, sent a 

letter to General Prem Tinsulanon stating that she is very concerned 

about the arrest of Mr Sulak Siwarak since she feels that his interview 

on Thai education in the past, present and future was just a scholarly 

expression of opinion and certainly not a case of lese majeste. She feels 

that Mr Sulak has devoted his life to the country, particularly to cultural, 

historical and religious aspects, and to the well-being of the Thai people. 

He should not be being persecuted like this. On the international front, 

Mr Sulak has long worked for world peace and human rights by supporting 

non-violence. It 1s well known that he has been praised by leading educators 

and religious leaders throughout the world. He has also been praised 
by student leaders worldwide. For this reason, Dr Woodward has appealed 

to the prime minister to release him so that he can continue to serve 

the people and live with his family like any ordinary person. 

Academic Freedom Said to Be In Doubt 

Bangkok SU ANAKHOT in Thai 6-12 Sep 84 p 8 

{Article: “Good Fate to Have Gone first"] 

{Text] Finally, the appeals by students and intellectuals in the case 

involving the arrest of Dr Pricha Piemphongsan have brought justice in 

accord with the law. That is, Dr Pricha has been freed temporarily by 

being allowed to post bail after spending more than a morth in jail because 

of the charges made against him, which has caused much apprehension amon 

professors and scholars who are engaged in the same work and who have 

the same duties as Dr Pricha. 

“If officials arrested Dr Pricha on charges of being a communist because 

of having textbooks and other books used in teaching courses on communism, 

there will soon be a long line of professors waiting to go to jail,” 

said one professor from the Faculty of Political Science at Chulalongkorn 

University while talking with students at Chulalongkorn University shortly 

after the arrest of Dr Pricha. 

Concerning this, the problem is that the universities offer courses that 

deal with socialist and communist political and economic theory. In particular, 

Chulalongkorn University offers such courses in both the Faculty of Economics 

and the Faculty of Political Science. 
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Professor Siwong Sumit, the dean of the Faculty of Political Science 

at Chulalongkorn University, told SU ANAKHOT that the faculty offers 

three courses that deal with communist theory. The first course is "A 

Comparison of Economic Systems." The course compares capitalism with 

socialism with respect to their principles and goals. The second course 

is “Comparative Economic History.” This course is similar to the first 

except that it takes an historical perspective. The third course is “Socialist 

Economic Theory,” which deals directly with socialist economics. 

“The first and third courses were taught be Dr Pricha. After Dr Pricha 

was arrested, the faculty had to drop the courses temporarily while waiting 

to see how long he would be gone. When he returned, we discussed what 

should be done. Because there is no one else who can teach these two 

courses in his place, Dr Pricha has recommended that the courses not 

be offered for the time being. Thus, the faculty has dropped these 

two courses." 

In the past, when teaching these courses, the instructor had to discuss 

the subject matter in detail. For example, in teaching comparative economics, 

the instructor had to inform the students of the st~engths and weaknesses 

of both ideologies. 

But in reality, instructors are often experts on only one theory. Some 

are experts on capitalism while others are experts on socialism. Thus, 

in practice, instructors sometimes tenc to emphasize one side over the 

other. 

However, concerning this, Dr Siwong said that “we don't want any instructor 

to emphasize one side more than the other. We want the students to be 

properly informed about the principles and aims of each ideology. Outside 
the classroom, what pecple think is up to them. That is their right. 

We cannnot criticize them.” 

As for students, Mr Phasakon Sonpaina, a fourth-year student in the Faculty 

of Economics, discussed Dr Pricha'= method of teaching comparative economics. 

He said that when he touk the course, Dr Pricha never leaned toward or 

emphasized a particular side. As for the textbooks or books referred 

to, Dr Pricha sometimes used them in teahing the course. 

In the Faculty of Political Science, during the first year, a student 

has to take the course "Pclitical Theories,” which provides in-depth 

instruction about Marxist theory. For example, it discusses surplus labor, 

social development and dialectics. The next co irse [that students take] 

is “Politics and Administration In Cov wnist Countrics.” This course 

focuses on the Soviet Uhion and the People's Republic of China. As for 
the Soviet Union, there is a separate course, entitled “The Foreign Policy 

of the Soviet Union,” on the foreign policy of the Soviet Union. There 
are also other courses, such as “Politics in Developing Countries,” that 

touch on Marxist theory. 



Mr Chainarong Kitiyutwong, a political science student, spoke about the 

instruction provided by instructors. He said that the instructors present 

the facts about the various theories and discuss their good and bad points. 

They also discuss the weaknesses of each theory. But students don't have 

to believe everything they say. 

“As for views on studying political science, the instructors allow us 

to think for ourselves. With respect to Marxist theory, they don‘t lean 

toward that side. For example, Professor Phongphen (Sakuntaphai), who 

teaches this subject, has openly said that he is a liberal. 

Monk Backs Suiak on Lese Majeste 

Bangkok WIWAT in Thai 8-14 Sep 84 pp 47, 48 

{Article by Dutsadi Angsumethangkun: “S. Siwarak In the View of Luang 

Pho Thien Chittasupho"] 

[Text] It is probably correct to say that S. Siwarak's position has not 

changed. That is, he has one foot in the temple and the other in jail. 

S. Siwarak, who is well-known to people, has avery good reputation as a thinker, 

speaker and writer who tries to get ordinary people to see the problems 

and wants tohelp society. Thus, he frequently uses very strong language 

in order to arouse people. But with those who are too enthusiastic or 

too active, S. Siwarak advises them to enter a temple to gain tranquillity 

through meditation and to gain self-understanding so that they can work 

for society without experiencing such emotional turmoil that they come 

toa sudden halt or stop halfway. 

Meditation is also important in that it keeps us from exploiting ourselves 

or society and gives us full awareness, which is the most special ability 

that a human being can have. Meditation helps built inner strength and 
security for life. This enables a person to be active in a balanced way 

and to help others without ever getting tired. 

A book that S. Siwarak frequently recommends to young people is “Pathihan 

Haeng Kan Tun Yu Samoe” [The Miracle of Constantly Being Aware], which 

teaches people to develop consciousness in daily life. This book was 

writen by a Vietnamese monk named Nhat Hanh and was translated by Phra 

Prachapasanonthommo. His path to consciousness is like the Thai path 

and could be learned from northeastern-style meditation techniques since 

there are many Thai monks who know the Buddhist teachings. 

In the book “Kan Prachak Chaeng Satcha” [Witness to the Truth], Khemanantha 

Silapin and Kawi, followers of the Buddhist teachings, wrote that “on 
the 12th lunar day in August 1957, the profound truth became apparent 

to Phan Inthaphiu during that one night without any teacher or ceremony 

just as had happened with the Buddha. Ever since then, Phan Inthaphiu 

has helped people using a method that he calls self-control. This does 
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not depend on race, nationality, sex, age or knowledge. For more than 

20 years now, he has been known as Luang Pho Thien Chittisupho. 

Luang Pho Thien Chittisupho is now 74 years old. He practices forest 

meditation. He speaks frankly and has great tranquillity. At the same 

time, he has great energy. Even when he is ill, he continues to proclaim 

the truth to those who are struggling to find an end to suffering. He 

has been praised by Dr Prawet Wasi, who said that he is a “great teacher 

in developing the mind.” He has many disciples at all levels throughout 

the country and even in Singapore, Australia and the United States. He 

has monasteries in several provinces. These include Wat Paphutthayan 

in Loei Province, Wat Mokkhawanaram in Khon Kaen Province, Wat Pasukhato 

and Wat Phukhaothong in Chaiyaphum Province and Wat Sanamnai in Bangkok. 

And there are others in Chanthaburi, Nakhon Pathom, Songkhla and Chiang 

Mai provinces. His teachings can be found in the books “Kan Patipat Kammathan" 

[Practicing Meditation], “Tun Thoe” [Awake!] and “Sawang Thi Klang Chai” 

[Enlightment of the Heart]. 

On Sunday, 26 August 1984 at Wat Sanamnai, he expressed an opinion about 

the arrest of S. Siwarak on lese majeste charges: 

“I have never met S. Siwarak, but I have read several of his books. I 

have not read the book that was seized and so I don't know what was said 

in it. But based on the others that I have read, I feel that S. Siwarak 

is a man who tells the truth. It‘s only naturel that when a person speaks 

the truth, this will affect others. This has happened to me, too. I was 

once charged with being a communist. But that was false. People can say 

what they want about us. But if we speak the truth, our words will never 

die. 

"The same is true for S. Siwarak. That is, he has told the truth. There 

are people who want to hear the truth, and there are those who don't. 

That‘s natural. If people want to hear the truth and we tell them the 

truth, nothing will happen. But some people don't want the truth told 
because they are afraid of clever people. If clever people live with 

clever people, they can understand each other and get along. But if clever 

people live with people who are nct clever, life is good only for the 

clever ones. Those who are not clever wi)l experience hardships and so 

problems wiil arise. But we must never abandon our ideal of spreading 

the truth. Wherever I go, I always speak the tru.h. This makes some people 

jealous, but that is natural. 

“We have to ask ourselves why we were born. The living organism that 

is born has very little value. But the life that we gain by studying 

the Buddhist teachings is of the greatest value. You can‘t buy this with 

money. You can only gain this by listening, gaining awareness and pondering 

things for yourself until you come to understand the truth about your 

life and realize that other people are just the same. People of all races, 

nationalities and ages and both men and women have the same form. People 

must know their own mind and feelings. Only in that way will they find 

real protection, comfort and freedom. Nothing will be able to disturb 
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them. This is the merit of developing awareness today. We must not allow 

ourselves to bother others because of greed, anger or passion. Rather, 

we must help others to know themselves and to extinguish their suffering. 

In this way, society will be tranquil since people will see the truth. 

“I know that S. Siwarak has a good refuge, that is, he relies on himself. 

His speaking about society’s problems like this shows that there is something 

inside him. Because a person who is ‘empty’ could not speak like that. 

When I speak, it has to be about something that comes from inside. That 

is, I have to be sure of myself. Whether something seems good or bad is 

up to outsiders to decide for themselves. But whether something is really 

good or bad is up to us. It depends on our reasons for doing something 

and on whether we do something to benefit oursleves only or to benefit 

society and other people. We have to help our fellow men, who are born to 

suffer and die, too, to realize trat being a human, a person, a god, 

a brahma, a monk or whatever is within us at this very moment. We have 

to practice the Buddhist teachings to know this. I feel that S. Siwarak 

knows and understands this. 

“People who understand the mind never become fearful regardless of what 

happens. Whenever something happens, they practice mindfulness and empty 

the mind, just as Phutthathat has taught. That is, they empty the mind 

of anger and remain in a state of consciousness. The mind is calm. But 

this tranquillity does not mean that we don’t hear or see. When someone 

speaks, we hear and understand. But inside, we remain calm. We don’t 

become troubled. This is what it means to be a monk. Remaining unt roubled 

is the characteristic of a leader. A leader must be able to remain calm. 

He must be able to teach others and get others to become conscious 

individuals. 

"S. Siwarak speaks the truth and teaches others in order to develop wisdom 

and awareness in them. I hope that he will continue to do this. Death 

is an ordinary matter. The Buddha taught others until the moment of his 
death. Think about the Buddha as he was about to die. Suphattha went 

to see him but Phra Anan forbid him from going to the Buddha. The Buddha 
told Anan to let him in. He did his duty until the very end. Doing your 

duty until the last moment is very praiseworthy. We cannot forsake our 

vows. Even if we are imprisioned or exiled, our will cannot be taken 

from us. Our mind is the important thing. If we constantly hold to the 
truth, that is sufficient. Thus, S. Siwarak should be proud of speaking 

the truth for the sake of righteousness in accord with his duty.” 

Emigre Groups Ask Release 

Bangkok WIWAT in Thai 8-14 Sep 84 pp 9, 10 

[Letters Column] 

[Text] Thai Democratic Study Group 

328 Pasadena Avenue 

South Pasadena, CA 91030 

Tel: (213) 682-1836 



On Thursday, 2 August, the Thai Democratic Study Group invited Thai reporters 

in southern California and other Thais to come discuss the arrest of 

22 people on charges of engaging in communist activities. Those arrested 

included a scholar and a newspaperman. 

This meeting was held at the Chao Krung Restaurant on Hollywood Blvd. 
The meeting focused on the reasons [for the arests] and what recommendations 

should be made to the Thai government in order to help relax the tense 

situation. 

Finally, the meeting issued the following three resolutions: 

1. The government should conduct the investigation fairly and quickly, 

with the investigation concluded within 30 days rather than 480 days. 

2. All of the suspects should have the right to post bail. 

3. The conclusive evidence [against the suspects] should be revealed 
to the Thai people. 

As for why these people were arrested, those attending the meeting gave 
several possible reasons. For example, those who want political power 

wanted to create a situation so that the students would assemble and 
create a revoiutionary situation similar to that of 14 October and 6 

October. 

In order to ensure that these ideas and conclusions are disseminated 
widely among the people concerned in Thailand, those at the meeting passed 
a resolution to send a letter to General Prem Tinsulanon, the prime minister, 
Genera! Athit Kamlangek, the speaker of the House of Representatives, 
the president of parliament and all newspapers in Thailand. 

As for the letter sent to Gen Prem, representatives of the conference 

gave the letter to Mr Sanong Charuphat on Monday, 6 August. The representatives 
included Dr Wiwat Setthachuai, the secretary-general of the Democratic 
Study Group, Mr Thanin Ingudomnukun, a lawyer, Mr Wirat Suksomnin, the 
manger of Hollywood Toyota, and Mr Ophat Khruasophon, the secretary of 

the Thai Chamber of Commerce in southern California and a senior writer 

for SERICHON. 

When officially delivering the letter, Mr Wirat Suksomnin told the consul 
general that Thais here love justice and that their aim is not to hinder 
the government in taking action against lawbreakers. They are asking 

that the government be fair and not allow those who hope to gain political 
power to create a dirty situation in order to benefit themselves. 

Besides that, the Thai Democratic Study Group sent an urgent telegram 

on the views of those at the conference to Mr Thongbai Thongpao, the 
lawyer of the defendants. 
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6 August 1984 

Subject: Appeal for justice for the 22 suspects 

To: General Prem Tinsulanon, the prime minister 

On Thursday, 2 *woust 1984, Thais and representatives of the Thai mass 

media in southern California held a meeting to discuss the arrest of 

22 suspects last July on charges of engaging in communist activities 

and supporting communist organizations, with those arrested including 

a scholar and a newspaperman. Those at the meeting felt that in making 

the arrests and conducting the investigation, there has been a lack 

of justice. The following three resolutions were passed: 

1. The government should conduct the investigation fairly and quickly, 

with the investigation concluded within 30 days rather than 480 days. 

2. All of the suspects should have the right to post bail. 

3. The conclusive evidence [against the suspects] should be revealed 
to the Thai people. 

In order to prevent the situation from growing worse and becoming even 

more tense, we ask that the prime minister take urgent action and clarify 

this matter for the more than 100,000 Thai people living in southern 

California. 

Sincerely, 

Dr Wiwat Setthachuai 

Secretary-general of the Democratic Study Group 

6 August 1984 

Subject: Appeal for Justice for the 22 suspects 
To: Mr Sanong Charuphat, the consul general in Los Angeles 

On Thursday, 2 August, Thais and representatives of the Thai mass media 

in southern California held a meeting to discuss the arrest of 22 suspects 
on charges of engaging in communist activities and supporting communist 

organizations. Those at the meeting passed the following three-point 
resolution: 

1. The government should conduct the investigation fairly and quickly, 
with the investigation concluded within 30 days rather than 480 days. 

2. All of the suspects should have the right to post bail. 

3. The conclusive evidence [against the suspects] should be revealed 

to the Thai people. 
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Besides that, at the meeting, I was entrusted with the task of serving 

as the coordinator and sending letters to the prime minister, the speaker 

of the house, the president of parliament, Gen Athit Kamlangek and all 

Thai newspapers in Thailand. 

Since you are the representative of the Thai government in Los Angeles, 

I would like to send the letters to the Thai government through you. 

I hope that you will take quick action on this. I thank you for your 

help with this matter. 

Sincerely, 

Dr Wiwa’% Setthachuai 

Secretary-general of the Democratic Study Croup 

Statement: 

The Union of Democratic Thais, or U.D.T., was formed in the wake of 

the terrible events of 6 October 1976. Members and committeemen of the 

U.D.T. include students and businessmen in several countries, including 

the United States, England, France, Sweden, Australia, Germany and Japan. 

Following the events of 6 Oc ober 1976, the U.D.T. joined with Tha, 

and foreign groups and organizations i” carrying on various activities 

to pressure the government of Thanin Kraiwichien to release the students 

and other people who had been jailed illegally during the events of 

6 October 1976. These activities involved asking MPs in various countries 

mot to recognize Thailand's dictatorial government in that period. 

The principles and operating policies of the U.v.T. are the same as 

those of Amnesty International in opposing the arrest of prisoners of 
conscience or political prisoners, which goes against the U.N. Declaration 
on Human Rights. Thailand is a member of the United Nations and signed 

this declaration, recognizing that this was a part of Thai law. 

During the period 3 July to 5 August 1984, within a span of just 1 month, 

at least 26 political prisoners were arrested and charged with engaging 

in communist activities and committing acts of lese majeste. 

Several of those arrested are people who are highly respected and well- 
known both in Thailand and abroad. These include Phirun Chattrawanitkuna, 

Chonthira Sattayawattana, Pricha Piemphorgsan, Chatcharin Chaiyawat 

and Sulak Siwarak, an important intellectual who is known throughout 

the world for his deep understanding of Buddhism and a person who wants 
to preserve Thai customs in accord with the realities of Thai society. 

These prisoners of conscience or politcal prisoners were arrested for 

evil political reasons. There is a struggle for power going on among 

the administrators, and they wanted to create a political situation 
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an order to create a serious conflict in society using laws that they 

had written and promulgated even though these laws are in fundamental 

conflict with the constitution, with these laws being the Anti-Communist 

Activities Act and the Lese Majeste Law. 

The U.D.T. calls for and supports having Thai and foreign groups and 

Organizations join together in appealing to the Thai government to release 

the political prisoners who were arrested during the period 3 July to 

5 August 1984 and also Wimon Phienthamd:, Damri Ruangsuwan and Surachai 

Saedan, who were arrested before that without cause. 

The U.D.T. calls for and supports having Thai and foreign groups and 

organizations hold debates with student groups in order to expose the 

fascist nature of the Thai government and to issue statements and send 

telcgrams and letters condemning the fascist policy of the Thai government 

in restricting the basic rights and freedoms of the Thai people. 

The U.D.T. appeais to people to work together to secure the repeal of 

those “catchall” laws, that is, the Anti~Communist Activities Act and 

the Lese Majeste Law, which are the tools that have been used by 

administrators in all periods to eliminate and imprison innocent people. 

Union of Democratic Thais 

Police, LAK THAI React 

Bangkok LAK THAI in Thai 20 Sep 64 pp 23, 24 

{[Article: “International Organizations and Political Suspects In Thailand”) 

[Excerpts] At the beginning of September, LAK THAI received another 
letter sent from Los Angeles in the United States. This letter concerned 

those suspects who have been charged with engaging in communist activities. 

It did not concern those charged with committing lese majeste. 

While this letter was sent from the United States, the heading read 

“Amnesty Iaternational,” with the address being 1 Easton Street, London 

wceixX 6DI, England. 

This letter of appeal was from an organization that calls itself Amnesty 
International. One official from the special Branch Division told LAK 

THAI several months aco that this is a private organization that was 

formed in England and that it is presently headquartered in London. 
The man who established this organization is an elderly Englishman who 

is very secretive. British police are keeping a close watch on him. 

The activities of this organization have not been recognized by any 
government. But in England, such organizations are not illegal; private 

citizens have the right to form such organizations. This is possible 

because England is a perfect democracy. As for how much attention is 

paid to the requests or appeals made by this organization, that is up 
to the discretion of the person receiving the appeal. 
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LAK THAI feels that in an age when the world is becoming smaller, Thailand 

cannot avoid outside interference in its internal affairs regardless 

of whether this is on a government-to-government level, private sector- 

to-private sector level, people-to-people level or private sector and 

people-to-government level. Thus, the Thai government should implement 

tight and appropriate operating regulations concerning foreign interference 

in order to be able to control the situation or solve such problems 

immediately. 

But concerning what is most lmportant in adjusting oursleves to the 

rapidly-changing world outside, LAK THAI feels that the best thing 

would be i+: inform the people about their rights and freedoms and to 

grant rights and freedoms that are guaranteed by the law to the people 

just as in those countries that have a perfect democracy. 

11943 

CSO: 4207/7 
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THAILAND 

PREM PERSONALITY, LIFE HISTORY, TASTES DISCUSSED 

Aide Notes Characteristics 

Bangkok MATICHON SUT SAPDA in Thai 2 Sep 84 pp 14, 15 

[Interview with Lieutenant General Chantharakhup Sirisut, the 

Secretary-General of the Prime Minister;date and place not specified] 

[Text] [Question} When did you become the secretary-general of the prime 

minister? 

[Answer] I became the deputy secretary-general on 31 March 1980 and 

became the secretary-general on 23 October 1981. 

[Question] As the secretary-general of the prime minister, do you have 

to work closely with the prime minister and how closely? 

[Answer] We are not too close [personally]. We work together closely 

Since I serve as the secretary-general of the prime minister. But personally, 

I am not very close to him. He has military aides and other officials 

assigned to him. But with respect to my official duties, I am close 

to him. 

[Question] With respect to your duties, are you in close contact with 

him? Do you meet and talk with him? 

[Answer] We do not talk about personal matters. We discuss official 

matters only. Official correspondence addressed to the prime minister 

must pass through me. I take the documents to him. Occasionally, I make 

recommendations to him. In other cases, I just pass along the material. 

Besides this, I am responsible for supervising the 16 divisions subordinate 

to the Secretariat of the Prime Minister. I am directly responsible 

for this and have to present matters to the prime minister. When a division 

has something to submit to the prime minister, I am the one who submits 

it to him. For example, if a citizen comes and appeals for justice, 

the matter goes to the Division of Public Service. I am the person who 

submits the matter to him. When he is asked to go somewhere or to officiate 

at some ceremony, the matter is handled by the Division of the Prime 

Minister's Affairs. Again, I have to submit the matter to him. And there 

are many other divisions in addition to these. 
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[Question] In the past, you and the prime minister had a superior-subordinate 

relationship. How did you get to know each other? 

[Answer] That is incorrect. I was never subordinate to him and he was 

never subordinate to me. He attended the National Defense College in 

1966. At that time, I was the deputy superintendent of this college. 

I got to know him well. There are many officers in the army. He was 

a cavalry officer while I was in the infantry. 

[Question] What was his rank at that time? 

{Answer] When he came to study at the National Defense College he was 

a colonel. I had been promoted to major general in 1964. That is where 

I met him. I felt that he was a quiet person who always worked very 

hard. And he never abandoned his friends. He always kept in touch with 

his friends. 

[Question] Are his friends very fond of him? 

[Answer] Yes, very. 

[Question] What was he like as a leader at that time? 

[Answer] Observing him, I felt that he would become a prominent leader 

in the army. I once told him that he had a very “smart” bearing. He 

was very witty at that time. He just laughed. 

[Question] What was he like as a speaker at that time? 

[Answer] He was very good. He spoke with confidence. He spoke slowly 

as he does today. He spoke slowly but seriously. He spoke rarely, ut 

when he did, people listened. That's because he rarely spoke, unlike 

some people. Some people talk constantly and people get tired of listening. 

But he did not speak very much and so people listened when he did speak. 

[Question] At that time, did he have any special qualities or characteristics 

recognized by his friends? 

[Answer] His calmness, that's one. And people were impressed with his 

profound way of dealing with problems. 

[Question] When you became the secretary-general 3 years ago, what was 

the prime minister like? 

fAnswer] He was a very loyal person. Everyone knows this. I don't have 

to say anything more. Second, he was very strong. He was confident in 

discussing problems. He considered matters very carefully and in great 

detail before making a decision. However, he listened to the views of 

others. This was evident at cabinet meetings. He always listened to 

the views of the cabinet ministers before making a decision. Thus, he 

usually made the right decision. 
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[Question] From what you have observed, at present, in what problems 

is the prime minister particularly interested? Because there are many 

problems, such as the economy, foreign affairs, national solidarity 

and unity within the military. 

[Answer] He is interested in all the problems that you mentioned. But 

he is particularly interested in the well-being of the rural people. 

He is very interested in anything that concerns developing the rural 

areas, improving the economy of the rural areas and improving the standard 

of living of the rural people, and he is quick to get involved in such 

work. 

[Question] How does the prime minister deal with the overwhelming number 

of problems with which he is faced? 

[Answer] As I already told you, regardless of the problems thet arise, 

he considers the matter very carefully and listens to the views of others. 

But as the head of the cabinet, he is the one who has the right to make 

the decisions. This involves his own opinions, too. However, before 

making a decision, he always listens to the views of others. 

[Question] From what you have seen during the past few years, has the 

workload or responsibility of the prime minister increased in accord 

with the increased number of problems? 

[Answer] The problems that exist now are problems that existed when 

he first became prime minister. There are problems, and he is continually 

trying to solve them. He has solved many problems. His solutions have 

always been right. As for the economic problems, he has tried to solve 

these problems by thinking about them carefully. He established an economic 

cabinet to consider the economic problems before discussing them at 

regular cabinet meetings. 

Besides this, there are many other committees that sort out matters 

so that he can make a decision. There is the petroleum committee, and 

there are various other committees that help him in making decisions. 

The same is true for economic matters. Such matters are discussed by 

various committees in addition to the economic cabinet and the full 

cabinet. He gathers the opinions of many people and then makes a decision. 

There is not just one person who handles economic matters. Such matters 

are handled by committees. Thus, we cannot blame a particular person. 

Such matters are handled by groups of people. Whenever some problem 

arises, a meeting is held. Thus, the decisions madeare usually correct. 

[Question] From whatyou have seen, does the prime minister often become 

angry or upset with officials for failing to carry out his orders or 

for failing to solve the problems? 
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[Answer] No. There has never been any major issue. There have just been 

minor matters or mistakes. For example, he may order something done 

immediately, but the matter is carried out slowly. There are minor matters 

like this. 

[Question] Does he complain or express his feelings? 

[Answer] No. He doesn*t complain. He doesn't express his feelings. He 

asks questions. I once told two or three reporters that he follows matters 

“khwa chit hu” (a slang word used by those wno play takraw, in which 

the players try to follow the ball very closely). That is, he follows 

matters very closely. When he gives an order, he does not forget. He 

always makes a note of it. And when the time is up, he asks about the 

matter. Thus, if someone forgets, he will definitely ask them about 

the matter. 

[Question] You mean he has never gotten angry when his orders have not 

been carried out? 

[Answer] No, never. I have never heard of him becoming angry. He is 

a very calm person. I have never seen him get angry. 

[Question] Some people have said that being the prime minister is a 

very taxing job and that he has aged greatly. DO you think that is corre::t? 

For example, has his hair become more gray? 

[Answer] You can't use gray hair as a criterion. As for gray or black 

hair, some people have black hair. But he has not dyed his hair. He 

does have some gray hair. But I don't think you can measure age using 

gray hair as the criterion. He is in good heath. He goes to work almost 

every day. He works at the Government House Monday through Friday. On 

the weekends, he goes to the provinces. He has been ill the last 2 days. 

{Qucstion] After he became prime minister, did the number of his friends 

decline? 

[Answer] I don't really know. But he does have friends and comrades 

from the same class. When subordinates get married or ask him to go 

somewhere, he goes. Sometimes, he sets up a schedule for himself concerning 

what events he will attend. But if an event involves a close friend, 

he will make an exception. This is quite common. 

[Question] What about the prime minister impresses you the most? 

[Answer] His honesty. Those who are devious and dishonest can't get 

along with him. Another thing is his great desire to develop the rural 

areas as quickly as possible. That is his highest goal. He focuses on 

those things having to do with the prosperity of the rural areas and 

the well-being of the rural people. He takes up such matters immediately 

even when he is not feeling well since he feels that such work is important 

to the people. 
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{Question] At meetings or elesewhere, have you ever seen the prime minister 

become bored with the work? 

[Answer] No, never. I have never seen him become bored with the work. 

He is always actively engaged in his work; I have never seen him bored. 

But there was one time that he apparently didn‘t want to continue. The 

press knows about this. He seemed to want to resign. He felt tired at 

that time. Things were not going as he had expected or as they should 

have. But when he told people that he was going to resign, everyone 

asked him to stay on and to continue the struggle for the sake of the 

country. And so he decided to stay on. 

[Question] Tnat was during the period when people were trying to decide 

on a prime minister following the 1983 election, i> "*t that right? 

[Answer] Yes. 

[Question] The character of the prime minister svems to be different 
from that of past leaders. And at present, some people with leadership 

qualities seem to be very different from him, almost his opposite. They 

are bold and they speak and act resolutely. I don't know what people 

thirk about this. 

[Answer] I can't comment on that. We all have our own personalities. 
We are all different. But concerning this prime minister, I have been 
near him for several years now. I feel that he is well suited to being 
prime minister. As for others, you have to look. Sometimes they are 

Suited in some way. I don't know them. I know Prime Minister Prem. However, 
there are problably many other knowledgeable and talented pecple capable 
of serving aS prime minister. But for the present, I feel that Prime 
Minister Prem should continue in office. At the very least, he should 

complete his term. 

Biographic Details, Strengths, Weaknesses 

Bangkok MATICHON SUT SAPDA in Thai 2 Sep 84 Special Pages 1-7 

{Article by Kamnanphuan: “Prem's Political Path In a complex situation; 

*Poppa’ Is Still Fit"] 

[Excerpts] From Child to General 

General Prem Tinsulanon was born on 22 August 1920 in Bo Yang Subdistrict, 

Muang District, Songkhla Province. His father was Deputy Councillor 
Luang Winit Thanthakam (Bung), the warden of the songkhla Prison. His 
mother was Mrs Ot, a member of the Na Nakhon family. 
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The children in the family, starting with the oldest, are as follows: 

1. Mr Chup Tinsulanon, a retired government official who worked in the 

Department of Public Prosecutions. 

2. Mr Lep Tinsulanon (deceased). 

3. Mrs Khayan Monayakun, 4 former nurse at the Saowapha Institute. 

4. Mr Somnuk Tinsulanon, a weapons dealer. 

5. Mr Sombun Tinsulanon, a former veterinarian at the Samakkhi Animal 

Commerce Company. 

6. General Prem Tinsulanon. 

7. Mr Wiranarong Tinsulanon, who works at the Arabian Gulf Company, 

Ltd. 

Education: He started high school at Mahawachirawut School in Songkhla. 

Fellow classmates from that school included Air Chief Marshal Sitthi 

Sawetsila, Lt Gen Chitraphon Na Lamphang and Col Phaibun Nitayaapha:. 

He completed upper high school at Suankulap Withalai School. Fellow 

classmates there included Mr Somphon Bunyakhup, Flying Officer Suli 

Mahasanthai:a, Police Maj Gen Kitti Seribut, Police Maj Gen Uthai Siarun, 

Mr Renu Suwannssit and [Naval] Captain Wimon Wirayawit. 

After that, he entered the Army Technical Academy, Class 5 (1938). Fellow 

classmates included Gen Prachuap Suntharangkun, Air Chief Marshal Phanieng 

Kantarat, Air Chief Marshal Krasae Intharat, Air Chief Marshal Prachak 

Sutthimai, Air Chief Marshal Chan Chulachat, Gen Somsak Panchamanon, 

Air Chief Marshal Phayom Yensutchai, Gen Bunsoem Ayuwat and Gen Wat 

Kuncharanuson. 

He graduated and was made an acting sublieutenant on 20 January 1941. 

During the following years, he attended the following army schools: 

1947: Attended the Cavalry School when he was a lieutenant. 

1952: Took the company commander's course at the U.S. Armored Vehicle 

School when he was a major. 

1953: Took the battalion commander's course at the U.S. Armored Vehicle 

School when he was a major. 

1960: Took the special curriculum at the Army College, Group 2, when 

he was a colonel. 
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1966: Attended the Natinal Defense College, Group 9, when he was a colonel. 

Ranks and positions: He was made a sublieutenant on 19 June 1941 and 

assinged to an armored vehicle unit. He remained there until he was 

promoted to captain. He was promoted to lieutenant on 1 July 1942 and 

to captain on 1 July 1944. 

In 1946 he served as the commander of the 2nd Company, Ist Battalion, 

Armored Vehicle Regiment. 

On 1 July 1949 he was promoted to major. 

In 1950 he served as the deputy commander of the 4th Cavalry Battalion 

and the deputy commander of the Uttaradit Military District. 

In 1953 he served a. an instructor in the tactics section at the Armored 

Vehicle School. 

On 30 July 1954 he was promoted to lieutenant colonel and made the commander 

of the Sth Cavalry Battalion, 2nd Cavalry Regiment. 

On 1 January 1956 he was promoted to colonel. 

On 25 December 1958, he was made the deputy superintendent of the Armored 

Cavalry School. 

He remained in that position for 10 years. Then on 1 October 1968, he 

was promoted to major general and made the commander of the Cavalry 

Center and the commander of the Saraburi Military District. 

On 1 October 1973 he was made the deputy commanding general of the Second 

Army Area. 

On 1 October 1974 he was promoted to lieutenant general and made the 

commanding general of the Second Army Area. 

On 1 October 1977 he was promoted to general and made the assistant 

RTA CINC. 

On 1 October 1978 he was made the RTA CINC. 

On 1 October 1980, he was granted a l-year extension as RTA CINC. He 

left this position in August 1961. 

Political positions: He served as a member of the Constitution Draft 

Committee in 1959 when he was a lieutenant colonel. He became a senator 

in 1968 and a member of the Policy Council in 1977. 

His first ministerial position was as deputy minister of interior in 

the Kriangsak Chamanan government following the coup d‘’ etat of 20 October 1977. 

In 1979 he became the minicter of defense. 
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He became the prime minister in March 1980, serving concurrently as 

the minister of defense to the present. 

From Commander of the Cavalry Center to the Second Army Area 

Gen Prem Tinsulanon started his career as a sublieutenant in 1941]. From 

1941 to 1968, a span of 27 years, he served in the cavalry. He was a 

company commander, a battalion commander, a regimental commander and 

an instructor. He was the deputy commander and then commander of the 

Cavalry Center. Gen Prem is considered to be a real “son” of the cavalry. 

On 1 October 1973 Maj Gen Prem was transferred from his position as 

commander of the Cavalry Center and made the deputy commanding general 

of the Second Army Area. 

On 1 October 1974 he was promoted to lieutenant general and made the 
commanding general of the Second Army Area. 

While Lt Gen Prem was serving as the commanding general of the Second 

Army Area, his team played an important role in implementing the “politics 

leads the military” policy in order to defeat the communists. This team 

can be divided as follows: 

The command section: This included Col Phak Minakanit with the 3rd Division 

and Col Athit Kamlangek with the 23rd Infantry Regiment. (Also with 

the 23rd Infantry Regiment were Col Phisit Mabut, Col San Siphen and 

Col Kamon Udomsin.) 

The staff section: This included Col Pathom Soemsin, Col Han Linanon 

and Col Loet Kanitthanakha. 

The civil service section: This included provincial governors, such 

as Mr Phisan Mulasatsathon, Mr Saisitthi Phonkaeo, Mr Chalong Kalayanmit 

and Mr Somphon Klingphongsa, who worked with him closly for a long period. 

Something for which Lt Gen Prem became well known while serving as the 
commanding general of the Second Army Area and the director of the Region 2 

Internal Security Operations Command was his coordinating the civil, 

police and military sections to carry on a unified policy. His success 

as commanding general does not refer to mobilizing talented people from 

the staff section. What is important is that when the policy was changed, 

he had to rely on commanders, civilians and police officials, too. 

As an administrator, Lt Gen Prem was well-known as a coordinator. He 

knew how to use people. And what is very important is that he was an 

honest person and never got involved in corruption. 
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From the Second Army Area to the Highest Position In the Army 

Actually, during the period 1975 to 1977 there were several army off -.s 
who were well-qualified to serve as RTA CINC. Examples are Gen Soem 

Na Nakhon, the chief of staff of the army, and Lt Gen Withun Yatrat, 

the deputy army chief of staff. 

After Gen Soem Na Makhon became RTA CINC on 1 October 1976, there were 

several officers in line to succeed him as RTA CINC. Gen Chao Sawattisongkhram 

and Gen Sitthi Chirarot were two of these. 

But when Lt Gen Prem Tinsulanon was transferred from the Second Army 

Area, promoted to full general, made the assistant RTA CINC and given 

the political position of deputy minister of interior, military and 

political “eyes” began focusing on Gen Prem Tinsulanon, an “outside” 
officer from the Second Army Area. 

The transfer of Gen Soem Na Nakhon to the positionof supreme commander 
on 1 October 1978 removed him from the army stream and gave Gen Prem 
a chance to become RTA CINC. While this was not a complete “reversal,” 
it showed the brilliant advance made by Gen Prem. 

What followed was that Maj Gen Han Linanon was transferred from his 

position as chief of staff of the Second Army Area and made the director 
of operations, and Maj Gen Athit Kamlangek was transferred from his 
position as commander of the jird Infantry Division and made the commander 
of the lst Division in the military reshuffle of 1 October 1979. 

In November 1979, Gen Prem Tinsulanon became the minister of defense 

in the Kriangsak 2 government. 

Prominent Features-Strengths of Gen Prem 

Gen Prem has always been loyal to the poor people in the rural areas 
and to the monarchy. 

Gen Prem has been one of the few honest military officers and prime 
ministers that Thailand has ever had. His political enemies cannot accuse 

him of being involved in corruption. 

If it becomes clear that aides have become inolved in fraud and dishonest 

dealings, Gen Prem resolutely refuses to support them. 

Besides being a loyal and honest person, Gen Prem takes a gentle approach 

in handling problems, with his principle being to try to coordinate 
interests. He tries to avoid conflicts with others, regardless of whether 

they are in a political party or in the military. 
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This ability to coordinate interests has resulted in some political 

parties siding with Gen Prem. 

Because he has coordinated interests fairly like this, not only the 

army but also the aavy and air force have greatly trusted Gen Prem. 

A very prominent characteristic of his that became apparent when he 

was with the Second Army Area is that even though he is a conservative 

officer, he favors democracy anc wants the country to develop a democratic 

system in a plannec! way. 

Thus, Gen Prem is the hope of the democratic forces. His remaining in 

power means that the democratic forces have a chance to play a role 

and develop. As for those who want to succeed Gen Prem, if their image 

as a democratic person is not good <nough, it will be difficult for 

them to receive support. 

Weaknesses-Deficiencies of Gen Prem 

The important weaknesses of Gen Prem are the same as those exhibited 

by most soldiers who rise to power. That is, he lacks economic knowledge 

an expertise. 

When he formed his first government, Gen Prem placed his hopes in Mr 

Bunchu Rotchanasathien. But Gen Prem began to doubt the honesty of Mr 
Bunchu'’s work team. Also, the economic path favored by Mr Bunchu was 

too progressive, and this made Gen Prem and the conservatives apprehensive. 

Thus, with respect to economic matters, Gen Prem has placed his hopes 

in Mr Sommai Huntrakun. Even though the conservative economic path taken 

by the government of Gen Prem is based on economizing, this has not 

pleased the private businessmen. 

The country’s economic problems have been piling up for 2 long time 

now, and the effects from the world economy have made the domestic economic 

problems even worse. The government has not been able to keep up with 

all the problems. This is the point on which people have focused their 
attacks, which have become stronger and more widespread. 

Gen Prem's Position Amidst “Confusing” Reports 

Gen Prem became the RTA CINC without having a military base at the center. 

However, ‘e was supported by “young turks” and certain political parties 

and so he became prime minister. At the same time, Gen Prem wasthe first 

RTA CINC since Field Marshal Thanom Kittikhachon and Field Marshal Praphat 

Charusathien to receive an extension. 
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Even though he was originally regarded as being a weak and politically 

maive perso, he has survived as prime minister for 4 years and this 

proves that he has more political prestige than did a chief of staff 

like Gen Kriangsak Chamanan. 

An important ability of Gen Prem is his ability to confront military 

and political crises in a cool and thoughtful manner but then to act 

resolutely and boldly at the proper tise. 

Noy only has Gen Prem dared to cut out large parties such as the Social 

Action Party but he has not hesitated to cut away those forming his 

military base, such as the young turks, if they do not stand on his 

side. 

In resolving the crisis stemming from “rather confusing reports” at 
the beginning of August, Gen Prem clearly showed the power and prestige 
that he commands. Not only did he act resolutely in standing up for his 

principles, but he was ready to compromise /" order to coordinate interests. 

An example of his willingness to compromise was his repeal of the 16-percent 

credit restriction, which is something for which the banks had been 

exerting pressure through the military. 

Such compromises have helped curtail the activities of certain military 

factions that have tried to rely on these conditions to stir up military 

turmoil in order to bring about political changes. Although Gen Prem 

has sometimes given in, he has done so in order to extend his time in 

office. 

Prem’s “65th” Year Will Not Be His Last Year 

Rumors that the “era” of Gen Prem Tinsulanon was coming to a close and 

that the “age” of Gen Athit Kamlangek was about to begin began circulating 

at the end of 1982. But to date, Gen Prem has remained prime minister 

and minister of defense. 

Gen Athit Kamlangek, the RTA CINC and supreme commander, has repeatedly 

stated that he will serve as the military base of Gen Prem's political 
position. 

M.R.W. Khukrit Pramot, the leader of the Social Action Party, has stated 

that the government of Gen Prem will definitely complete its term. 

That means that this government will remain in place until 1987 and 

that Gen Prem will be prime minister until he is 67 years old. 

Even though there is nothing sure in politics, it seems very unlikely 

that Gen Prem will be toppled any time soon as long as he «an maintain: 
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1. The support of the military. 

2. The support of the political parties. 

3. The support of the democratic groups and forces. 

4. The hopes and support of business groups within the country and foreicn 

businessmen. 

However, the important weaknesses of Gen Prem pose a problem. And if 

the government and economic cabinet of Gen Prem cannot solve the economic 

problems facing the country and give people hope of improvizg the country's 

economic situation, his hope of remaining in office until 1987 vill 

be much dimmer. 

Another important negative point for the stability of the Prem government 

will be the military reshuffle in October 1984. 

As for short-term political trends, it is very likely that the political 
opponents of Gen Prem will make attacks and spread propaganda concerning 

the economic failures that are the responsibility of Gen Prem. This will 
lead to a cabinet reshuffle, which is considered to be a weak change. 

But if matters, particularly economic matters, do not improve after 
the cabinet is reshuffled, this could lead to great changes, with Gen 
Prem no longer in the government after the changes. But that is not 

very likely. 

Prem's Personal Life 

People are probably interested in the daily life of this 64-year-old 

man who will soon turn 65. People would probably like to know how much 
time he has for himself and what things he likes to do in addition to 

his heavy tasks as prime minister and minister of defense. 

The following is a summary of details collected by a senior political 
reporter of MATICHON. 

Even though what follows did not come from Gen Prem himself, these data 
and details are based on observations and careful investigations. And 
so it can be said that the following picuture of Gen Prem Tinsulanon 

is very close to the truth. 

1. Rest time: He goes to bed around 2100 hours and gets up at 0600 hours. 

2. Food: For breakfast he has a beverage or coffee with toast and eggs 

or boiled rice. 
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Zor tunch, he almost always has noodle soup with pork regardless of 

whether he is in Bangkok or in the provinces visiting people. 

He dislik:s it when poople prepare Chinese food for him (wnmen he goes 

to the provinces). He very rarely invites friends ‘to eat out ar a hotel 

or restaurant. 

In the evening, he has rice with two or three side dishes. He prefers 

to dine alone. He does not like overly spicy food. Normally, ne does 

mot drink liquor or smoke except when he attends some social function. 

3. Pree time: After dinner, around 1900 hours, he retires to his bedroom 

to watch television, listen to the radio or read. 

He likes to telephone people and talk about “special affairs”; he doesn't 

like aides or anyone else to dial for him. UJsualiy, he discusses economic 
or political matters with such people as M.R.W. Khukrit Pramot, Gen 
Athit Kanlangek or certain advisors. 

After that, he checks his schedule for the following day. If he has 

a speech to deliver, he checks the texts, makes revisions and reherses 

his delivery several times. 

Following that, he listens to some recorded music. He listens mostly 
to Thai music. If there is a song that he is particularly fond cf, he 
will listen to it over and over and sing along. 

By this time, his aides and security forces, who are commanded by Lt 

Col Phairot Pranit Samai, know that he won't go out again and “hat he 

won't call anyone. And so, like other young men, they “disappear into 
the night” looking for amusement after Gen Prem has retired for the 

night. 

4. Personal habits: He is a disciplined person who is very strict with 
himself. He never gets angry with others. If he is very dissatisifed, 
he says softly, “there will be problems if we do that.” 

He is very diligent and constantly tries to learn more. He is always 
practicing his English even though he already speaks English quite well. 

When he travels abroad, Englishmen and Americans are amazed at how well 
he speaks English and at how good his accent is. 

Before every conference, he reherses his speech over and over so that 

he won't make any mistakes. 

5. Greatest fear: Fear of being called “oldfashioned.” 

6. Greatest dislike: A debate of no-confidence. He also dislikes women 

who sit with their legs crossed and who smoke cigarettes. 
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7. Greatest satisfaction: The nickname “Phra Demibai, which was given 

to him by others. 

8. Greatest love: Music. 

9. Greatest happiness: Weekends when he can go visit the poor people 

inthe rural areas. 

10. Greatest involvement: Very sincere about working for the good of 

the country and people. 

11. Determination: To dedicate his life to upholding the monarchy. 

12. Dress: He selects his own styles and colors. He has more than 20 

Thai-style suits made of Thai silk. 

When he goes to the provinces, he loves to wear jeans. Those who accompany 

him on these trips are encouraged to dress the same way. In particular, 

his aides have to wear jeans, too. 

13. Pajamas: He does not wear pajamas as such. He likes to wear a warm 

pair of pants and an undershirt or old shirt. 

14. Household dress: He wears old pants that he no lonyer wears to work 

and Hawaiian shirts and other old shirts. 

15. Cologne: Tea Rose. 

16. Sports: He does not like to play but likes to watch tennis. His 

favorite tennis star is John McEnroe. 

He likes to golf alone. He often goes golfing by himself early in the 

morning at either the Army Golf Course or the Railroad Golf Course. 

When other groups start arriving to play, he leaves. 

He likes to jog with others. He jogs around his house with his aides 

and security troops. “Big Sua” [Maj Gen Phichit Kunlawanit] jogs with 

him 5-6 days a week. 

17. People who frequently come to see him: Lt Gen Chawalit Yongchaiyut 

comes to see him in the morning before he goes to work. In the evening, 

Maj Gen Phichit Kunlawanit comes to see him. 

Gen Athit Kamlangek does not come to see him very often. However, Gen 

Athit calls almost every evening to inquire about his health. Sometimes, 

he talks with Gen Prem directly; at other times, he talks with an aide. 

He is happy when Gen Prem is well. When Gen Prem is ill, he calls more 

frequently. 

11943 
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THALLAND 

GOVERNMENT PLANS NEW TAX RESTRUCTURE 

Bangkok THE NATION REVIEW in English 9 Oct 84 pp 1, 2 

[Text] THE Finance Ministry will soon seek Cabinet approval for a sweeping 
restructure for various taxes ranging from the exit tax, which will be jacked 
up from 1,000 baht to 3,000 baht per trip, to taxes on all petroleum products 
to adjust consumption pattern in line with domestic refining capability. 

The restructure will enable the ministry to at least maintain the level of 
projected increase in tax revenue as it expects a shortfall of 2,000 million 
baht due to changes in the rates of personal and corporate income taxes which 
the government has earlier promised as a New Year's gift. 

Others include business tax, manufacturing tax and corporate taxes, according 
to highly-placed sources in the ministry. 

The sources said the proposed restructure is in line with conditions set by 

the World Bank from which the government has received structural adjustment 
loans totalling US$325 million in the past two years. 

Moreover, the ministry was instructed eaxiier by the Council of Economic 
Ministers to adjust the rates of personal income tax by allowing more tax- 

deductible expenses and favourable scales. Through this, the ministry ex- 
pects a shortfall of 2,000 million baht annually. 

The sources said one of the most important restructure will be oil taxes. The 
government currently charges relatively low taxes for diesel oil and liquefied 
petroleum gas (LPG) which have to be imported in large volume, while there is 
glut in domestic supply of gasoline and fuel oil due to unbalanced proportion 
of refined products. 

The existing tax structure has further caused problems in pricing which is not 
flexible enough. The restructure will enable the government to adjust the 
taxes on diesel oil and LPG together with ex-refinery prices and retail prices 
with the least effects on oil consumers, the sources said. 

The current prices are 5.90 baht per litre for LPG, 11.70 baht for premium 
gasoline, 10.80 baht for regular gasoline, 6.70 baht for high-speed diesel oil 

or gas oil. Diesel and LPG consumption is rising creating glut in gasoline 

demand. 
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The sources said the government has already taken steps to improve petroleum 
refining process at state-owned refineries so that the proportions of refined 

products are in line with the pattern of domestic demand at present and the 
future. 

The ministry, the sources said, considers that the exit tax of 1,000 baht 

imposed since last year has failed to discourage foreign trips by Thais which 
led to extravagant spending and trade deficit. The exit tax will be raised to 

3,000 baht per trip for air, land, and sea trips. 

Increased revenue from the exit tax can well offset the shortfall expected in 
favourable adjustments of personal and corporate income taxes. Collection of 

exit tax during the first nine months of this year amounts to 360 million 
baht, representing a monthly average of 40 million baht. 

Already some travel agencies organizing group tours abroad complained that 
they would be hard hit if the tax is raised to 3,000 baht. 

A trip to Hong Kong or Singapore for four days with expenses under 8,000 baht 
would face a sharp increase of 3,000 baht for each tourist, or nearly amount- 

ing to tour rate. 

The sources said the ministry will also adjust business tax, corporate taxes, 
manufacturing tax. By this, certain products will face higher taxes while 

Others will be subject to lower rates, making it fair to business. 

The ministry's tax collection in the 1984 fiscal year which ended last month 
encountered numerous problems. It had set a target of 160,000 million baht 
but actual collection amounted to 155,000 million baht only. 

In the present fiscal year, it has set the target at 178,000 million baht 
while its expenditure is set at 213,000 million baht. 

The sources said frequent tax restructures are needed because the government 
budget is based on government expenditure and not the capability in tax 
collection. 

CSO: 4200/102 
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THAILAND 

LEGAL ASSISTANCE FOR PIYANAT TO FIGHT ARMY CASES 

BKO41502 Bangkok SIAM RAT in Thai 27 Oct 84 pp 1, 12 

[Text] On 25 October, a number of people calling themselves the Democracy 
Upholders Group [Klum Choetchu Prachathipatai], held a meeting to discuss the 
libel cases filed in every province against Piyanat Watcharaphon, Chat Thai 
Party MP and deputy speaker of the House of Representatives. 

The meeting, which reportedly lasted about 2 hours, adopted a resolution to 
give legal support to Piyanat. The group appointed 16 of its members who are 
lawyers to give legal advice and act as Piyanat's lawyers in every province 
where the army has filed a case against him. The meeting agreed that under 
the democratic administrative system, which provides equal rights and freedoms 
for everyone, Piyanat, in his capacity as a representative of the Thai people 
and member of the legislative branch, can criticize the performance of the 
administration. 

Piyanat, MP from Sisaket Province, said during a press interview on 1 October 
that he had not made any statement defaming the army, and if the army felt 
that he had committed an offense against it, it could ask the court of just- 

ice to decide which party is right or wrong. 

The 16 lawyers are Samran Phukaeo, a former judge of the Dika court and leader 
of the team, Wichit Aramkun, Phairat Chantharamongkhon, Prathum Phucharoen, 

Phaibun Chantharamongkhon, Bandit Thanawachiranukun, Pramot Khotchasunthon, 
Alongkot Thiapsonchai, Chan Kaeochusai, Udom Suphasin, Somphon Chiraphat, 
Prasoet Worasinsiri, Mrs Wiriya Suphasgin, Bunyarit Ketsamai, Somsak Chinchamrat, 

and Suraphon Laplai. 

After the meeting, the group sent a letter to newspapers and mass media re- 
questing them to inform the genera] public about the resolution adopted during 
the meeting. The letter appeals to both parties to compromise for the sake 

of democracy and the unity in the country. 

CSO: 4207/39 
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THAILAND 

PREM'S ILLNESS SEEN AS PROVING ‘UNIQUE’ SUPPORT 

BK301027 Bangkok SIAM RAT in Thai 21 Oct 84 p 4 

[Article: "The Prime Minister Will Resign if...?"]} 

[Text] The report on Prime Minister General Prem Tinsulanon's recovery from 
illness is good news for his admirers. Sensing the concern the people extended 
to him, General Prem said: "I wish to thank the fraternal people for their 
concern for me. I must also thank the doctors, nurses, and officials who took 
good care of me. I would like to stress that the moral support from the peo- 
ple has brought about my quick recovery...." 

One good thing about the prime minister's rather protracted ailment is that 
it has clearly proved the support given to him by the people and political 
parties. This support is so strong and unique that it leaves no chance for 
any opportunist to try to replace him, a source said. "General Prem's illness 
was real. He would not know if he had not fallen ill that he has such support." 

Besides his recovery, the fear that the prime minister might resign because 
of his health was also dispelled. A politician close to the prime minister 

said, "The prime minister told me he will fight," adding, “to fight means 
he will not resign. He will return to work upon his recovery." 

The statement clearly indicates General Prem's strong intention to return to 
work. While resting at his Sisao Thewet residence under 24-hour observation 

by two doctors and two nurses, the prime minister always has cabinet members 

come to discuss important official work from 100 to 1100 daily. 

Amid the rumors now being spread to the effect that the premier may resign due 
to his health, a minister close to General Prem said it is impossible that 
General Prem will resign because his illness is not that seriousand he is 

determined to continue to do his work. He is strong enough to do his job. 
The source said: "He is quite a stubborn person and very determined. I think 
he still wants to work and will not quit easily." 

General Prem will resign only if he is ordered to do so, and everyone knows 
from whence the order may come. 
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"That is impossible because General Prem's image is that of an honest person. 
It is difficult to find someone to replace him. It is obvious that he receives 

the cverwhelming support of the general public. I do not think he would ever 
be requested to leave his post." 

The source continued: If General Prem is made to believe his illness is in- 
curable, he might lose his eagerness to return to work after resting for 
some time. That is one way to make him resign. However, General Prem would 

never permit anyone to treat him that way." 

There are also many political reasons which constitute major factors enabling 
General Prem to continue his premiership for at least another 2 years with 

the support of the four political parties in his coalition government. General 
Prem has been doing an excellent job in acting as the interest coordinator 
among the four parties. The present government cannot exist without him. It 

is almost impossible for the opposition to initiate any move to replace the 
prime minister as long as the four parties still cling tightly to each other. 

Although a group of MP's under the influence of outside political circles has 
been trying to cause a change, it is unlikely that they will succeed as long as 
the prime minister remains sick. The source said: "I do not think they will 
do anything during this period less the people think they are taking advantage 

of the prime minister's ailment." 

After his recovery, Gen Prem will be unable to avoid confronting two major 
problems: Constitutional amendment and the extension of the army term [for 
Gen Athit Kamlang-ek]. The quicker the primer minister recovers, the better. 
After the two problems are solved, it will be interesting to watch how General 

Prem will cope with politics. 

Besides his ability to merge the four political parties, General Prem can be re- 
garded as an idol of the armed forces. It is interesting to scrutinize the 
activities and movements of the people ir uniform, particularly those who were 
seen lining up at his Sisao residence to welcome General Prem home on 12 Octo- 
ber. These are the people who have pinned their hopes on General Prem. 

It can be said that if General Prem remains the center of all parties as he is 

now doing, his premiership will remain invincible. 

CSO: 4207/39 
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THAILAND 

DAILY SUPPORTS CONTROLS ON EMBASSIES’ NEWS 

BKO41128 Bangkok SIAM RAT in Thai 27 Oct 84 p 3 

[Editorial: "Measures To Deal With Foreign Embassies") 

[Text] After succeeding in securing a seat in the UN Security Council for 
Thailand, the Foreign Ministry, under the leadership of Air Chief Marshal 
Sitthi Sawetsila, has now begun another task: the issuance of ministerial 
regulations and adoption of certain measures to prevent foreign embassies 
here from propagandizing against Thailand or how the country handles its 
domestic affairs. SIAM RAT had reported this earlier. 

The Foreign Ministry's new move came after some foreign embassies held news 

conferences criticizing Thailand. 

Everyone remembers what Lao Foreign Minister Souban Salitthilat did during his 
visit here for talks with Thai officials on the the dispute over the three bord- 
er villages, and the nuisance he was to the Thai Government. 

However, we sympathize with Laos because that country used to have good, cordial 
relations with Thailand. We do not want to condemn Laos’ mistake because our 
two countries have maintained brotherly ties since time immemorial, even after 

Laos became socialist and communist. 

We have come to realize that the Lao Government has been under Vietnam's 
influence and is unable to move outside the boundaries drawn by Vietnam. The 

Lao Government lacks independence. 

Vietnam has always acted, both secretly and openly, in a hostile manner toward 
Thailand. It disregards the fact that Thailand and Vietnam are close neigh-~ 
bors. Vietnamese Foreign Minister Nguyen Co Thach was sent out on several 
occasions to sow discord among ASEAN member countries, but he failed to 
achieve anything. And when we learn about its tricks, Vietnam turns to Laos, 

using it as a tool against us. 

We can say that the Foreign Ministry does not intend to make countries friendly 
to us become uneasy. But we need to take steps to prevent the occurrence of 

such improprieties. 
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The Thai Government has obviously demonstrated its sincerity in dealing with 
all countries and always adheres to international law and diplomatic tradi- 

tions. It has never offended any country because it is knowledgeable about and 
experienced in diplomatic relations and knows how to act tactfully. 

Unfortunately, Thailand's gentleman attitude has not been reciprocated by 
those countries which behave like opportunists and cowards. 

Therefore, we support the Foreign Ministry's plan to take the 4-point measure 
to deal with countries using their embassies here to release news critical of 
Thailand. At the same time, we wish to apologize to embassies of the friendly 

countries. 

CSO: 4207/39 
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THAILAND 

COLUMNIST OPPOSES MILITARY CONTROL OF GOVERNMENT 

BKO51458 Bangkok SIAM RAT in Thai 25 Oct 84 p 3 

{[Column: “Democracy in the Eyes of Soldiers"--quotation marks as published] 

[Excerpts] "The word democracy has a very broad meaning. Some people inter- 
pret it to mean that they can gain something. Communist countries, which are 
ruled by a l-party system and treat the people as their slaves, also claim to 
cherish democracy. Probably, they consider it democratic to make the people 
equally poor and carry equally heavy yokes. Democracy for them is to keep 
all people lacking equal rights. 

"Let us turn to look at our own country. We have political parties. The peo- 
ple are allowed to travel freely. Everyone has equal rights and freedoms. 
Still, many people say we have no democracy and our country lacks democratic 
atmosphere...." “Our national armed forces have been frequently accused of 
impairing the democratic atmosphere by becoming involved in politics. The 
word democracy literally means the affairs of the people. It is a matter 
of each person jointly sharing responsibility. A sweet definition of demo- 

cracy is government by the people, for the people, and of the people.” The 
people means everyone and all sections of the population. If the people 

suffer, soldiers will also suffer. If the people are happy, soldiers are 
also happy. Nobody ever uses one part of his body to harm other parts because 
his whole body will feel the pain...." 

The above is excerpts of the “Army Meets the People" program broadcast by the 
lst Army Division and army radio network on the morning of 3 October which was 
published by MATICHON newspaper on 4 October. After reading the passage, I 
arrived at the conclusion that the people view democracy differently. That 
is the reason of the military (democratic or undemocratic). Soldiers have 
been educated differently. They know another type of democracy--that is, 
military-like democracy. Their democracy is not the same as that of the peo- 

ple, or civilians. We can remember that soldiers recently claimed that the 
administrative system of the three armed forces is the most democratic one. 

Soldiers are part of the civil servant domain. They serve the people by de- 

fending the country. The army protects the land, the navy protects territorial 
waters, and the air force protects the country's airspace. They must fight 
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both conventional and unconventional wars and implement certain political 
policies to maintain the kingd 2's stability. Like other government offi- 
cials, they earn their living irom taxes collected from the people. 

Soldiers have their own administration and are under their own commanders. They 
have no duty “to rule the country." They have neither legislative nor admin- 
istrative power to form "a government behind a government" as they are ac- 
cused. 

The Constitution gives soldiers the opportunity to rule the country and gain 

“the state power,” but they must first resign from their military career. It 
even allows them to serve as senators, who have almost the same rights and 
duties as members of the House of Representatives. It does not look good for 
any soldier in uniform to serve as prime minister, head of the administrative 
branch. 

The democratic system would be completely destroyed if the country were ruled 
by a coup regime comprising appointed civil servants. The country and people 
would be plunged into the abyss of calamity as has happened in the past. The 
succeeding government would not be able to resolve the problems left behind. 

CSO: 4207/39 
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DAILY HAILS ELECTION TO UN SECURITY COUNCIL 

BKO41244 Bangkok THAI RAT in Thai 27 Oct 84 p 3 

{[Editorial: “Thailand in the Eyes of the World Organization") 

[Text] Thailand's election by the UN General Assembly to be a nonpermanent 
member of the UN Security Council is an international honor for Thailand. But 
Thailand must continue to strive for peace through the international body as 
well as through its own foreign policy. 

This is the first time that Thailand, which is a small country, has been 
accorded such an honor which cannot be overlooked by world powers. Yet, cer- 
tain small and newly established countries desiring to make themselves known 
tried to discredit Thailand in the world forum. Vietnam, for example, launched 
propaganda attacks on Thailand right after the latter's election to the UN 
Security Council seat because Vietnam has always striven for a role at the 
United Nations and has been attempting to block all of Thailand's efforts. 

The implementation of foreign policy need not be limited just to a role at the 
United Nations; it can be carried out on all occasions, such as by abiding by 
ratified charters and through the conduct of diplomatic affairs. Concerning 
the honor accorded Thailand by the international body, many former diplomats 
have said that Thailand should increase its role in and give greater attention 
to the question of human rights, the pursuit of peace, and adherance to inter- 

national resolutions. 

Our Foreign Ministry has been praised for adopting a policy of making friends 
rather than enemies. In the past, Thailand was labeled as following the United 
States’ lead in the conduct of its foreign affairs. Now the world situation 
has changed and emphasis has been shifted from the Western world to the Third 
World, especially Asia where conflicts prevail in nearly all countries. 

We should be proud of our diplomats who have proved to the world that, unlike 
some countries, especially the Indochinese countries, our policy gives prefer- 
ence to diplomacy instead of military might. In pursuing our goals, we murt 
exercise restraint and sincerely try to solve conflicts through negotiativn, 
not through might. 

If we can pursue such a policy successfully, it is sure that we will win 

honor and recognition from the international community. Although it is a 

small country which is sometimes overlooked by world powers, Thailand is firm 

in its search for peace and desires to coexist peacefully with others in 

accordance with the spirit of the world body set up 35 years ago. 
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THAILAND 

BRIEFS 

NEW ENVOYS’ CREDENTIALS--The king on 30 October granted separate audiences to 
four ambassadors who presented their credentials to his majesty. They are: 
Swiss Ambassador Armin Kamer, Soviet Ambassador to Thailand Valentin Petrovich 
Kasatkin, Zairian Ambassador to Thailand Mushobekwa Kalimba Wa-Katana, and 
Sudanese Ambassador to Thailand Abdel Moneim Mahmoud Mustafa. The Zairian 
and Sudanese ambassadors have their residence in Beijingand New Delhi respec- 
tively. [Summary] [Bangkok Domestic Service in Thai 1300 GMT 30 Oct 84 BK] 

SUCCESS AGAINST SOUTHERN COMMUNISTS--The 4th Army Region has stressed its 
policy of ending the fighting in the country be taking action to ensure mre 
social justice for the people. Colonel Wira Prasopchok, chief of the 4th 
Army Region's Civilian Affairs Section, spoke to our correspondent in Nakhon 
Si Thammarat. He said: [Begin Wira recording] The Communist Party of Thai- 
land [CPT] now has not more than 850 armed men in this area. The 4th Army 
Region and the Internal Security Operations Command Area 4 have destroyed 
nearly all of its strongholds and liberated zones, thus changing the situation 
of the revolutionary war in the southern region to one of terrorism like in 
other parts of the country. The southerners are fed up with the fighting and 
believe that the policies of the government and the 4th Army Region are cor- 
rect and better than those pursued by the CPT. This is why they are now more 
cooperative with the government and providing more information. The achieve- 
ment can be attributed to cooperation fromthe people, as can be seen from the 
recent capture of a lot of equipment by the 4lst ranger regiment in Trang 

Province without any clash with the other side. The 4th Army Region wants to 
end the fighting among the Thai people and accelerate efforts to create more 
social justice. [End recording) [Text] [Bangkok Domestic Service in Thai 
1300 GMT 4 Nov 84 BK] 
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BIOGRAPHIC 

INFORMATION ON VIETNAMESE PERSONALITIES 

[The following information on Vietnamese personalities has been extracted from 
Vietnamese-language sources published in Hanoi, unless otherwise indicated. 
Asterisked job title indicates that this is the first known press reference to 
this individual functioning in this capacity.) 

w 

Nguyé@n Ngoc An [NGUYEENX NGOCJ AN], *Lieutenant Colonel 
o 

His article on camouflage appeared in the cited source. (QUAN DOI NHAN DAN 
26 Aug 84 p 2) 

Phan Anh [PHAN ANH] 

President of the Vietnam Lawyers Association; on 17-27 August 1984 he worked 
with a lawyers delegation from the United States. (HANOI MOI 6 Sep 84) 

nd . 

Nguyen Ba Cin [NGUYEENX BAS CAANR) 

*Director of the Public Health Service, Hanoi; his article on 30 years of 

achievements in his sector appeared in the cited source. (HANOI MOI 
18 Sep 84 p 1) 

4 A 

Nguyen Con [NGUYEENX COON] 

Directo of the Commerce Service, Hanoi; on 28 September 1984 he attended a 
meeting of the Hanoi People's Committee. (HANO] MOI <» Sep 84 p 4) 

* 

Bach Huy Cddéng [BACHJ HUY CUWOWNGF], *Lieutenant Colonel 
. 

His article “Camouflage in Modern Warfare” appeared in the cited source. (QUAN 
DOL NHAN DAN 26 Aug 84 p 2) 

~/ 
, 

Nguyen Tien Dic [NGUYEENX TIEENS DUWCS] 

*Vice Chairman of the People's Committee, Hanoi; on 5-6 October 1984 he attended 
meetings organized by the Hanoi Fatherland Front Committee. (HANOI MOI 9 Oct 84 

p 4) 
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16 Hoai [700 HOAIF} 

Chairman of the Arts and Letters Association, Hanoi; on 20 September 1984 he 

made a speech at the 6th conference on art and literature in Hanoi. (NHAN DAN 
21 Sep 84 p 4) 

“7 ~~ 

Neuyén Van Hudn [NGUYEENX VAWN HUAANS], *Lieutenant Colonel 

‘Deputy Commander, Political, S.73 Air Defense Group, Huong Giang Corps; 
he was mentioned in an article about his unit. (QUAN DOI NHAN DAN 2! Aug 84 p 2) 

7 

Nguyén Van Ich [NGUYEENX VAM ICHS] 

Member of the Committee for Economic Relations With Foreign Countries; on 
19 September 1984 he attended a welcoming meeting for a delegation of the 
Japanese Commmist Party. (NHAN DAN 20 Sep 84 p 1) 

“~/ 

Nguyén The Ky [NGUYEENX KYF], *Lieutenant Colonel 

His article on the employment of camouflage appeared in the cited source. 
(QUAN DOI NHAN DAN 26 Aug 84 p 2) 

Dao Xubn Lam [DOAF XUAAN LAAM] 

*Director of the Communications and Transportation Service, Hanoi; nis article 
on progress in his sector appeared in the cited source. (HANOI MOI 2 Sep 84 p 3) 

Lé Linh [LEE LINH], Major General 

He was mentioned as a former officer of the Quan Tien Phong Division. (QUAN 
DOL NHAN DAN 28 Aug 84 p 2) 

\) 

HOng Long [HOONGF LONG] 

Chairman of the Vocational Training General Department; his article on the voca- 
tional training center in HCMC Precinct 3 appeared in the cites source. (NHAN DAN 
20 Sep 84 p 3) 

aw 
Nguyen Thanh Long [NGUYEENX THANHF LONG) 

*Director of the Communications and Transportation Service, Thuan Hai Province; 
his article on transportation improvements in his sector appeared in the cited 

source. (GIAO THONG VAN TAI 20 Sep 84 p 6) 

lA 

Dung Ma (ZUNGZ MAD], *Major General 

He was mentioned as being a former member of the Quan Tien Phong Division. 

(QUAN DOI NHAN DAN 28 Aug 84 p 2) 
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v 

Dang Thai Mai [DAWNGJ THAI MAI], deceased 
? 

Member of the CPV; former member of the Presidium of the Vietnam Fatherland 

Front; former chairman of the Administrative Resistance Committee, Thanh Hoa 

Province; former Minister of Education; former president of the Vietnam Arts 

and Letters Federation; former director of the Institute of Literary Studies; 

born on 25 December 1902, in Thanh Chuong District, Nghe Tinh Province, he 
died on 25 September 1984 of illness. (HANOI MOI 26 Sep 84 p 1) 

Kidu Viet Neuyén [KIEEUF VIEETJ NGUYEEN] 
. 

Deputy Secretary of the CPV Committee, Hoang Lien Son Province; excerpts of his 
speech at the 2d small industry and handicrafts conference in his province 
appeared in the cited source. (TIEU CONG NGHIEP-THU CONG NGHIEP 14 Sep 84 p 1) 

S4u Phan [SAUS PHAN] 

*Chairman of the People's Committee, Hau Giang Province; he was mentioned in an 
article on market management in Nam Bo. (NHAN DAN 21 Sep 84 p 2) 

Hoang Dinh Phu [HOANGF DINHF PHU) 

Vice Chairman of the State Science and Technology Commission; his article on 
S&T achievements in India appeared in the cited source. (NHAN DAN 20 Sep 84 p 3) 

Phan Quang [PHAN QUANG] 

Deputy Secretary General of the Vietnam Journalists Association; on 20 September 
1984 he attended a meeting marking the 41st Czech Press Day. (NHAN DAN 
21 Sep 84 p 4) 

4 

Truéng Thi Quy [TRUWOWNG THIJ QUYS] 
t 

Vice President of the Hanoi Women's Association; her article on Hanoi women's 

achievements in the last 30 years appeared in the cited source. (HANOI MOI 
9 Oct 84 p 1) 

~~ 
~/4 

Nguyen Van Si [NGUYEENX VAWN SIX], *Major General 

Of the 9th Military Region; his interview on military inductions in his area 

appeared in the cited source. (QUAN DOI NHAN DAN 24 Aug 84 p 3) 

4 ” 
Tran Tan [TRAANF TAANS] 

*Acting Chairman of the People's Committee, Hanoi; on 23-25 September 1984 he 
attended a small industry and handicrafts conference in Hanoi, (HANOI MOI 

27 Sep 84 p 1) 

‘ 

Tran Phddng Thac [TRAANF PHUWOWNG THACJ] 

Secretary of the Ho Chi Minh Communist Youth Union; on 18-22 September 1984 he 
attended a course on two resolutions of his Union. (HANOI MOI 28 Sep 84 p 1) 
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\ 

Tr4n Toan [TRAANF TOANF]} 

Director of the Food and Catering Service, Hanoi; his article on his sector 
serving Hanoi's needs appeared in the cited source. (HANOI MOI 6 Oct 84 p 3) 

Hai Trinh [HAI TRINH] 

*Deputy Secretary of the CPV Committee, Kien Giang Province; he was mentioned 
in an article on market management in Nam Bo. (NHAN DAN 21 Sep 84 p 2) 

Lé Van [LEE VAWN] 

*Deputy Director of the Commerce Service, Hanoi; his article on answering the 
needs of workers and civil servants appeared in the cited source. (HANOI MOI 
8 Sep 84 p 3) 

a | 
Nguyén Quoc Trung [NGUYEENX QUOOCS TRUNG] 

Director of the Water Conservancy Service, Hanoi; he was interviewed about his 
sector and agricultural production. (HANOI MOI 4 Oct 84 p 1) 
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